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CHAPTER I
ADSOLU11I$M VBRSU3 fCL!,TlVITY IN SCIENCE

(Historical Background for the Problem)
In the openlns sentence of

"The

Quest for Certainty"

John Dewey says, "Man who lives inn world of hazards is
cornr,elled to seek for securl ty."

Securl ty, accord:lng to

philosophic tradition, says Dowey, " ••• can be fulfilled in
pure knowing alone." 1

That is, socurity ls dependent upon

knowing everlasting, ur1chunging, invariable lmovilodge; absolute kn.owledGe•
11

Ii' this is true, the que2tion that arises is,

Whcre and how shall one find. absolute knowledr:::e?"
.

This question 1s a very old one.

As early as fiOO

n.c.,

the members of several dlfferen t schools of thou2:ht were try-

ing to dlscovor by different methods and in different places
the final and ultimate 1mo\vled0 e exlating in the uni vorse.

Idealism.

One of these early schools of thought was

known us idealism.

Its followcrs--Soorates, Pluto, Aristotle

and othc1•s--believod that truth ( absolute knowlod{~e) exis ta
only in the r.1ind and co.n be discovered only by ra tionalizs. tion;
by reasoninc; by pure logic.

rhe axioms, principles and con-

1

clusions of geometry ar·e examples of Duch knowledGe•

Geometry

waz believed to be a viorld of ideal forrns related to one anothor
by universal and absolute relo.t1ons, allot: which exlat in the

mind as inborn or innate ideas and which can be discovorcd only
by the processes of mind,

1

D0woy, John, The Quest for Certainty., p.

s.
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The doctrine of innut:e ideas was proposed by Plato.

To

obtain a better understanding of 1t, let us consider the proposition that the radii of a clrcle are all equal; unless they

are, the circle is not perfect~

Since a perfect circle cannot

be drawn o.nd does not really exist in o. material sense, then
it can exist only in the mind.

Likewise, the ideals such as

beauty, chastity, honesty, and purity were believed to e;dst
in the :mind apart from things thnt possess them.; the-y· were be-

lieved to. be inherent pos:H:}ssions o:f mimI.
The idealists believed thut mind is over and e.bove crass
material things; it is the realm of the spiritual.

Ilfind can

explain material phenomena, but it cannot be explained in terms
0£ m.a teritll phenomena..

Since mind was considered superior to material thin~s,
people who dealt with mutcrh,l things for a 11 velihoocl were
considered beneath those who dealt with ideas.

Manual labor

wen considered r:1onial, onerous and fit to be done only by

slaves und lower classes..

PhJ;S:i.oiano did not operate; thnt;

was done by Lnrbcr• surgeons.

Because matc:r•lal things continually change--someth:i.ng tho.t
aboolute knowledge docs not do--truth was believed not to exist
in mt1teriul thin1.~:s.

Fo1• t:;his r4-.iason, tho idealists never <:oubted

conclusiono thnt wore not in keeping with observations.

And,

ulnce experiments cioa.1 wit;h material thlngs--thut ls., cho.nsinc
things--then conclusions cannot be verified by experiment.

.rl10.t

1

thoao early Greeks never tested conclusions by experimentation

is shown by the fact that they debated generation after
generation such queot1ons as "Why can a fish be put in a
brir.uning pail of water without causing the water to overflow?"

MRterinlism.

The members of an opposing school, lmown

as materialism, believed that absolute knowledge exiots in
mntArial things; not in mind.

Truth 1a wbRt one tastes.,

touches, smells, hears tmd sees; ·what one obnervos.

To

find t1•uth one should look to material things; to Nature.
Everythin8, even mind, can be explained in terms of material
things and physical phenomenn.
The materialists confined the role of n
observation alone.

11

scientlst 11 to

His duty, they believed, is to get facts,

but he is definitely dlsquGlified from making interpretation
of facts.

Facts, they believed, spank for thomselvos.

These

hard-boiled observers had no faith in knm1ledge discovered by

theorists and dreamers,

01,

o:r

communers wit-;h the supernatural.

The mRterialists were practical; the idealists wore theoretical.
11 hese two schools of thought existed until 01,oece and

Rome fell from their pinnacles and the Church, a.bout 300 A.D.,
took over Europe.

Then idealism became tho haud-mnid of

theology and it became holy to believe what the senses denied.
Authoritnrio.niam.

From the third until about the fifteenth

century, there was little independent thought in Europe.

The

Pope--hea.d of the Church--claimed to be tho Vicar of Christ e.nd
e~ such to exercise divine m1thority.

His voice was the Voice

of God; his decrees were laws intended by God for the government

4

of men; his word on any subject, including science, was
author:ttative and finr1l.

All new ;mowledgc God gave to man

through the volce of the Pope or the v1::>ice of a direct ropre-

senta tl ve of the Pope.
Plato's doctrine of innate ideas did not conflict with
the beliefs of the Church and us a result enjoyed the sanction
of holy a.uthorlty.

Aristotle's theory of an anthropocentric

universe fi t't;ed nicely with Church doctrines becrn.u:ie it placed
the earth, and thus the Pope, c.t the center of the m:iverae.
Also, Aris t;otle 's idea of find:tng truth by r\%1.soning and argumentation v1uB looked upon favorably.

Howeve:,r, the Church de-

manded that all urguinents be based on the writings of the Pope,

of the Saints us found in the Holy Scriptures, or on those
works of.' Arlstotle which did not conflict with the beliefs-of
the Church.
As u result, in the Church the1•e, wa.a fou1:dod a group who ,

begun to speoulato and philosophize J,at ns the Greek idealists
had doqe.

In the un1v·ersi ties., v.11 of v,hich were dominated by

the Church, the Church philosophy reigned 4nd ccnsoquent1y
Church prac..tlces ·werio follm•red.,

If an obacrva. tion was not in

keeping vJi th authority, belief, and tro.di tion, 1 t •,vus thour,ht
necesonry to prove by argument th~1 t the oboer•vo. tion wso wrong.
Cr.n nge and variation were explained away; the;r were believed
to be abnorr;1al.

made 111 sc:tence.

As a consequence, 11 ttlo or no pro[:~i•ens was

5

However, during the period just described there were a

few lndopendent thinkers and writers.

It was largely ass re-

sult of their influence that the Renaissance, which bc~an
about 1300 A. D., came ab~ut.

Leonardo de Vinci (1452-1519)--

painter, poet, physicist, en 0 ineer and unatomist--was one of
the indopendents who oppoued and openly attacked the dogmatism
and authoritarianism of tho Church und of Aristotelaln thouEht.
Mat0riall:rn1 A;;ra.in Comes to

1!.f£•

The o.ttt,,ck really began

when Copcrnicu3 (14?3-lL'!3) propo3od tho heliocentric theory

of our solar syo tern.

Thi!J thcor:,· was substantiated by Kepler

after twenty-fl ve yeura of caref,:il measurcm0nt of the move:nent
of heuvenly bodies.

Galileo (1564-1642) also made observations

which supported the heliocentric and contradicted the anthro-

pocentric theory.

Ho invented and built a telescope, and when

lt wo.s turned a-:y-word, it revealed the moons of' Jupiter, the
sunspots in motion, and the phases of Venus.

attacked Aristotelian science exp0rimentally.

Galileo also

The experiment

with falling bodies is well known.
But# it was Doscurtea (1596-165O)--famous French mathematician and philosopher--who really brought materlulism Lack

:tn to i ta o·,m.

He bs.sed his philosophy on the work of Coperni-

cus, Archimedes, Galileo and oth~rs.

Descartes advocated that

tho external world lo n mochunlsm and tho.t anlmalo o.re mncL:lnos.
He aaya, "The animals net nnturnlly and by sprlnga, like a wutch."2

2

Descartes, Rone, Oeuvres, IX 426, Quoted. from Encyclopedia

Britannica.
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''• •• and possibly even tho impressions made in the optic nerves

de tor.mine our limbs to different ~noventen ts., but we fr:;el nothing

of it a.tall., and move e.s if we_wsre automata. 113
Descartes believed that d1geB~!dn, respiration, rcproduction., and oth,:.;-r lire processes nll obey physical l:r::s., e.nd that

even the mind can be explnined 1n ter:ns of the chemical o.nd
physlca.l lo:ws of matter.

Everything., except the soul of man,

obevs the laws of nature.

Descartes' mechanistic and rnaterialit1tic philosophy was
given great impetus by Newton (1642-172'/) who discover0d the

supposedly universal ond abao~ute law of gravitation., and the
laws of :mechan:lcs which he based upon the assumption that mass,
th:1e, space, und m.otion urc all absoluteJ not relative.
Furthermore., Newton believed that matter is discontinuous;
thHt the ultLr;i,=,te particles of material things do not chnnge.,

and that t;ruth cun be found among rua terio.l th.1.ngs.

He says:

It sec.ms probably to 1::ie tbut God
111 the be;;inning formed ,:matter in solid.,
massy, ha.rd, impcnetl"able, moveable particles, of such sizes ond figures, and with

such other properties and in such proportion., as most conduced to the end for

which He formed the:.n; and thrit these priml-

·t1ve particles, being solids., ure incomparably h&rder than eny porous bodies compounded of them; even so very hurd us never
to wear or break in pieces, no ordinary
power being able to divide whot God Himself
ma.do one in the first crs&tion.4
Those hard., impenetrable, unbreakable pr:.rticles wer•o 1mown us

atoms.
3
4

Ibid., VI 339.
History of Science Society, Slr Isaoc Newton, 1727-1927.,
p. 224.
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Newton's method of research was one of analysis; the
search was always for

11

elernents. !'

Newton invented the cal-

culus--u method of analysis--which made it possible for him
to divide mathematically time, space, mass and velocity into
intervals or elements so infinitesimally small that va~intion within the interval or element could be neglected.

The

calculus has proved to be a great tool in sclentiflc research.
With Newton, all thot counted for science W'ere phenomena
that could be observed and relationships that could L:o formulated in Eiuthez.:iatlcal terms.
hypotheses. 115

He so.id,

ttr

do not invent

Ile insisted that the phenomena to which he

applied mathematics were not products
phenomena whi(:h he observed.

or

thought, but were

Newton said, "Vihatover in not

derived from phenomena is to be called a hypothesis and
hypotheses ••• have no place in experimental ph1losophy." 6
If all of tho observed phenO?nena or facts are tabulated and
properly arranged, facts virtually interpret themselves.
Newton's complete method of research was (1) to observe
Nature, (2) to &Delyze and measure quantities involved, (3)

to formulate tho data into luws expressed in the concise lan-

or

guage

mathematics, and (4) to use these laws to predict

happenings under carefully controlled condi tlons.

'The laws he

did not consider correct unless they could be proven by experiment

·:fo

5
6

and observation.
Ibid, P• 115.
Ibid, P• 116.

*note:

From-here on "experiment" 1ncludea observation.

8

The .followers of Newton believed that he hnd discovered
0

the everlasting and invariablri·laws of the univcrsen and that

his method of research was the only method~

La Placo envied

Newton for having discovered nthe" system of the world and is
said to have mourned because there were no oth0r systems to

discover.
Although science was a reaction against revelation and
the authoritarianism of the Church, Newton and his followers
were not disbelievers in God.

However, instead of believing

that God expresses hls will through the voice of the Pope,
they believed that he expresses it through Nature.

The uni-

verso they believed is one harmonious whole; a perfect mechanism made by God.

In building the u~iverse, God expressed

his will; therefore, in order to kn0w tho will of God and
thus find lnvuriable, everlcrnting, absolute knowledce, orie

should look to Nat;uro and find
verse in this sense was qui to eas;r•

1§.•

To interpret the uni-

Alex.ande1• Pope (1688-1714)

even wrote a poem bo3ed on this inte!'pr•etetion.

All are but parts of one stupendous whole,
W'hosa body nature is., and God the soul •••••
All Nature is but art, unknown to thee;
All chance direction., which thou canst not see;
All discord., harmony not u·a1derstood;
All partial evil, universal good;
And, spite or pride 1n erring reason spite;
One truth is clear, whatever is, ls right,

In order to increase the power of' obBervation, make
measuremonti3 more accurate, anc:i achieve finer und f'inor

~nalyses, Newton's followers invented new and better telescopes, microscopes, tho1•momoters, analytical lrnlances,

9

spectroscopes, interferometers, and other 1nstrtm1ents.

All

newly discovered physical knowledge was classified, coordinated
and s:rstematized in terms of the Newtonian (clmrnical) phil-

osophy of science and vms made to fit w1 th the -antecedent,

prior, 3yste;natized physical knowledge a.lready dlscoverod.

In consequence of the pa.lnsts.king research., many new
discoveries wore made; 1'or example, the law of conservation
of energy, tt1e law of conservation of' ma.as, the laws of

thermodynamics., Ernd the laws of electrodynamics.

All of these

laws were considered finul and everlasting (absolutes}.
In chemistry; new elements end new compounds were discovered and identified, and their chemical and physical properties were precisely and accurately determined.

Because

matter was considered discontinuous and a.toms indestructible,
the -transmutation of' elements was believed to bo impossible.

In light, the speed of 1113ht and the wove length of each
of the "elements" of the sun's bright and do.rk line spectra
wero determined; also the bright line spectrum of each of the
chemical clements.
So thoroush was the search that by the end of the nine-

teenth century, the general opinion among scientists was that
everything of real consequence in physico hnd been discovered.
Albert A. ~i~~elcon, the great American physicist, said in
1910, "The future of dLrnovcry lies only in extending the

ocouracy of measurement to further significant figures. 117
7

Quoted by Bawden., Albert T• ., rnuo's Pb"s1cnJ, Universe,
P• 152.

10

The Inadeguacz Ef. Newtonian Physics.

Atout 1800., astron..;.

omers observed that the position of the planet Mercury was in
error 42 seconds of an ere degree with the calm.:ilatod position.,
after a period of 100 years.

This discrepancy m.oa.nt ei the1~

1;;.11

error in observation or an inadequacy of Newtonian mechanics.
Because of the accuracy of observation that had been achievod
in astrontimy, so large a discrepancy wne unlikely to be due to
an er•ror in observation.

This c.Uscrepancy rema.tned unexplained

for years.
With the ad.van t of the 1:inetic theory of' gases in 1850 ,·

any interpretation of the universe as be:tns completely harmonious., orderly a.nd uncho.otic was seen to

ue

lrnpossible.

The

behavior of gas rnoiecules was found to be unpredicatable except by laws of probability.

And the study of cathode rays

during th~ latter part of the 19th century provod conclusively

that there a.re particles of matter even smaller than an atom.
These phenomena showed only minor inadequacies of clussical

physics.

~Michelson~ Morley Experiment.

In order to explain

the transmission of lirJ1't according to the wave theory, Huygheno
postulated an eth0r.

Also., Maxwell based his electromncnetic

theory of light on the assumption thut an ether exists.

Both

Huyghens and Maxwell believed ether ls a fluid-like substance
which pervades all spt.:1.ce and permeates all matter; nnd since

t;hore wo.s no evidence thet the ether is in motion rJith respect

to other parts of the universe, they assUi11ed the 0ther is at
rest.

11

In 1881, Michclaon, assisted by Morley, attempted to
measure the "absolute" volocity of the earth with respect to
the ether.

They reasoned that, :i.f the ether 1s o.t rest, then

tho eurth movlng through it shoul6 set up ether currents just
as n moving train sets up air currents.
To deterwlnc the velocity of the earth relative to the
ether, they timed the passage of 11,:';ht a certain distance up
the ether stream and back, uncl the same distance across the
stream and back, and found the ti~e in each cuse to be the
oame.

If an ether current ·exl~Jts, the time for light to pass

up the stream v.nd back should be greater than the ti::no across

the stream end buck, for the same reason that it takes a
svlim..m1.::r greo.ter time to swim a certain distance up a river

and back thon it does to swim the same dlatGnce across the
river and back.

'l1he difference in titrte is caused by the fact

that the swli:nmcr has to swlm fo1~ a e;ro£iter time o.,2:ain13t the

stream thun with it.

Careful repetitions of the experiment by

Michelson, Kennedy, Pease and finally Jooo (1931), have shown
no difference in time.
no ether current.

This result indicates that there is

Other experiments have been performed to

detern1ine whether the ether moves with the earth.

~rhe results

indicate that it does not.

The blow to classical physics was·not the .fact that ether
docs not seem to exist; it wao the conclusion deduced from this
fact.

Since ether does not seem to exist, lt wus concluded

that there is no fix.ad syst.;ern in s;1ace.., and hence thut all
motion is relative; absolute motion does not exist.

Another

blow was the discove:ry that the moo.sured speed of light ls t:;he

12

same regardless of the relative velocity of the source nnd
the observe~~

According to Newtonian physics, this cannot be

true; the speed of llgh t equals 1 ts ''absolute" velocity plus

or minus tho relative speed of the source end the observer~
Einstein's Special 'rheory

.£!

Relnt1 vi tv:.

The conclusion

that all motion is rolati ve was very disconcertL1g to those
few physicists who could see its Lnplications.,, and \'VhO were

intell'ectua.11:t honest enough to f£tce facts-~· :!Unstein was one

of those few.

Be suggested,. as explanation 1 hie special theory

of rola ti vi tJ which he Lased on two assumptlons:
motion is relative.-

stant.

{l)

All

(2) The measured speed of light is con-

Starting with these two assumptions he er1deavored to

predict by logical deduction the nature of the universe implied by them.
of trieory.

.8ins tein had two guides:

(1) In te1.. nal harmony

(2) Experimental t,)ct of' ·pt•odictions.

A complete discussion of the development of the spacial
theory of relativity., nnd of the other diacover:i.cn which conclus 1 vely proved the lm.1;cfoquncy of Ncwtonlan physics 1 will

not be attempted here.

Nevertheless, it seems necessary to

point out and discuss the following predictions which Einstein
made on the basis of' his thoory:

lj

The mass (m) of a body is a function of its velocity.

relationship is ntated by the formula

mo- _-._-_-l)l _ _,..-_-_________

Tho
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in which m0 is the mass oi' a body ~,t rest reli;.:.tive to an observer, vis the velocity of the body relative to the observ~r
and c 1s the velocity of light.
A

simple test of this prediction was made by calculating

the change in mass of the planet Mercury due to its velocity,
and by using this mass for calculating its position.

\ihen

this was done the calculnted position (predicted position.) was
found to agree with the observed position.

Thus a problem was

solved which had remained unsolved for yeurs.
'11he

.same- variution of' mass with velocity was tested over

a wide range of much highc)r velocities.

Bucherer and others

found th t the mass of moving electron::;., having._ a. velocity as
high as 0.99 of the velocity of light, vary as predicted

by

the f'o_rmula.
2.
a

A be~m of light will be bent by the gravit~tional field of

body.

According to the wuve theory of light, a bea:n of light

should not be bent as it passes through the g1"'avitational field

or a heavenly body suoh as tile attn; according to the corpuscular
theory, it should be bent by the gx·o.vitational .field of the sun

an average amount of o.75 11 ; and according to Binstein it should
be bent an average amount of' 1. 75" •

attempts have been raade to

measure the bending of light rays during solar eclipses o.i' the
sun, and in each case the bending has been that predicted by
£instein.
Say Loeb and Adam~.,

11 • • •

in every co.so whore relativity has

been put toe. crucial test, the evidence has led to its complete

14
voriflcation." 8

However, relativity physicists do not believe

that Einstein hus discovered an absolute, never changing, in-

variable law.
Within certain limits, Newtonian physics is correct.

But

the ab&olutiitic concepts, on which the philosophy is based,
Matter, space, ti~:ie e.nd m.o tion seem not to be ab-

nre false.

solutes.

The value of each depends upon its relationsl:ip to

other things.

l•1 or example, mass is dependent upon voloci ty;

mass changes v..s velocity cLanges.
-

The Breakdown of 11aterlal1s:ra.
-

The experiment .. which
ii'

proved tho futlllty of tr~dng to flnc.1. absolute knowled;:_::e in

matter, was performed bJ 1rhomson.

In 1925, Born ar:d Heisenberg

ln their ma thematic al calculations at1slgned wove properties to
electrons and were thereby ena:, led to explain several phenomena

wh:tchunt11 then had not been explained.
In 1927:, Thomson reported passing hir;h-velocity electrons
thrciugh thin sh~ets of motal onto photographic plates and obtnlninB a

dTi'traction pattern precisely

Xrays which are known to be wsvos.

llke that produced by

This flndins indicates

thci t hir,h-velocl ty electrons are ~,nvos, not ma toriul particles.
Until this dlacovt:ry, eiectrons hBd been kno\"/n to exh ihl t only

the chare.ct.eristics of material particles.

If electrons are

waves, then what ls the real or nbsolute nature of matter?
A Newer Conception of Science.

The Greek idealists made

every effort to explain "why"; to explain everything in terms
of purpose.

They even believed that the behavior of inanimate

objects is purposive.
8

Loeb.and Adams,~ Development

.2£

Physical Thought, p. 166.
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The Newtoni~n physicists did not assign purpo~e to any•
thing.

Machines, they believed, have no purpose.

to explain

11

how''I; to vi::malize. everything.

They tried

Unless they could

visualize a .thing and build a working model of it, they doubted
its existence.

During tho "teens" and "twenties" of the present

century, elaborate models vrnre made of different kinds of atoms
in order to visualize

t\lld

explain the behavior of their parts,

Today, such models are almost u.nthought

or.

According to Loeb and Adams, n It is quite pr•obable that
this craving for an explanation is as futile as the Greek's
striving for an ultimate •why 1 • 119

Professor Kent of the Uni-

versity of Kansas says, "Physicists no longer attempt topicture and explain the behavior of an electron; its behavior is
expressed in terms of a differential equation.nlO
Truth Means

1.£ !.

Relativist.

Another change of great

importance· in science ia the meaning of truth,

We h~:i.ve just

seen that ·an electron, in one set of conditions, exhibits cha1•ac~eristics of waves; and in another·~et of conditions, exhibits
characteristics of particles of matter,

Is an electron a wave

or a particle?
Before trying to answer this question, let us consider
another. example,

If a ball is dropped in a train that is moving

at a uniform rate relative to the track, to an observer in the
train the path of the ball appears to be a straight line.

To

an observer outside the train, standing alongsido the track, the
9
10

Loeb and Adams, The Development of Physical Thought, Po 170
Kent, C. V., Dr.Kent is Professor of Physics in the
University of Kansas.
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path appears to be a curved line (a parabola).

~hat is the

ree.l or absolute. pH th of the bull?

Relative to a f:t•.::i.me of reference that includes only the
train, such e.s that of an observer on the train, the path is
a straight line.

Relative to a frame of reference thut in-

cludes the earth as well, such as th«t of' an observer standing
alongside the track, the path of the ball is a curved lino (a.

parabola}.

There io no absolute path of the ball.

The apparent path to each observer depends upon the relationships sensed~

In one configuration {fro.me of reference)

certain. relationships between the path, the environment and
the observer are sensed; and in the other configuration, different relationships are sensed.
obtains a different impression

or

An a result, each observer
the path of the falling

ball.
According to relativists, ·what one observes is a joint*
phenomenon of the observer and the env:1.ronment,
upon the relationships sensed by the observer.

Truth depends

The statue in

the sun is golden to one observer a.nd -silver to another.
same sun rises in the east and sets in the west.

The

If the abao•

lutists were consistent they could not tell whether the statue
is golden or silver, or whether the sun is rising or setting.
With respect to the question "Is cm electron a wave or a
material particle?", for the relativists the answer depends upon
the relationships sensed by the observer,

If we define a wave

*Note:, For a, more detailed discussion of tho relationship
· of the observer nnd environment ( :!i.ee ro. 61 ) •

1'7

and a particle as they are corrunonly defined, then an electron,
to an observer in one configuration, may act as u particle;
and in another configuration, may act as a wave.
A relativist believes~ a thing,_!!! and.of itself,~

!l2 meaning.

!

thing~

l2

~sensed~ related~ other things

before i t ~ meaning.

~~relationships sensed,~•~

1:.!•

This conception of meaning is the basic

meaningful~ thin~

assumption on which the :relativity thoory of teaching is bused.
8 ... nce meaning d0pends on insight (sensed relationships), absolute truth does not exist.

'l'ruth is continually made and remade

as new points of view and new understandings are developed; as
new relationships are sensed.
W h y ~ ~ HeltH,ivists

t)uccessful

~lence?

In

practice the scientific materialists• methoc~ of research consists largely of observation, analysis, and classification of
knov,ledge.

This method yielded many outstanding discoveries

until about every discernible thing thnt naturally exists and
occurs had been discovei"ed~

It was when the scient1.f1c materi-

alists began dealing with things which thoy could not observe
directly that they run into difficulties.
No doubt, 1f scientists had continued to think and a.ct in

keeping with the philosophy of scientific materialism, Michelson's
prediction, th. .,t

11

The futu.ro of discovory lies only in extending

the accuracy of measurement to further significant figures,"
would have proved correct.
The secret of the rolutivists' success has been their
ability to formula -ce hypothosoa, on tho basiu of !mown knowledge,
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for predicting new knowledge which has proved reliable when
subjected to the most exacting experimental tests.

Their final

test for now v.nowledge is experimental only, and not agreement
In case new tested lmor1ledge

with antecedent, prior knowledge.

does not agree with old knowledge, the relativist turns his at•
tention to the old to.discover• what is wrong with it •. I.f he
finds it is in error he cor·i•ects it so that the old and new
he.rmonize or fit together.

The outstanding weaknesses of scientific materialism are
the assumptions that facts s;eea.k

f2E themselves,

absolute

.!E_ can~ and ~ ~ f o u n d .

knowledse exists,

first assumption 11m1.ts hlr:othesiz.in~

--!2

very nfarrow limits,

and the second and third limit the test ,of now kno~vledge

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

largely !£_ agreement ~ ledge.

_

reconstruct ~; the:ro

old ,!!! the light

.2f.

_,_,,____,_,

_

_

_ •

>

kn0\7n supposed absolute know-

~~present know-led1:5e

-!£

is

_

~•he

~;

g

assumed absolute, there..
way!:: reconstruct

-~

always be

the
is one of the cr•ucial differences between abso-lut1sm
- andThis
relbtiviam,
old.

A relativist favors neither old nor new· knowledge, but
always reconstructs and ht:.:rmoni~es the one in the light of the

other as he pushes forward in search of the unknown.

A rela.ti•

vist's chief tool for finding new knowledge is the intellect; not
the sense org&ns •. Ile does not believe that facts speak for themselves nor th1::.t only ona interpretation•-the one that agrees with
prior lmowledge and !)hilosophy--can be ma.de of f'acts.

vist gives attention t o ~

f2

i~

relati-

(what he observes), but gives
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if so-and-so is assumed to

far more attention
be true.

A relativist theorizes, but does not belittle either

the practical or the experimental, as did the idealists.

A

relativist tests his theories by experiment, but does not. be•
little theory, as did the early materialists and as scientific
materialists do today.

Inte1•nal consistency of theory and ex-

perimental test of new knowledge a.re the relativists• guides,
The relativists huve really brought theory and practice
together on equal footing, stripped of the· influence of absolute, prior knowledge and other external authority, and are
using them, one to re-enforce the otbor, to help sain a better
understanding of the universe.
Although the philosophers••Peirce, James and Dewey--were
the first to advocate the rolativity principle, the physicists
were the first to put· it in practice.

Both the philosophers

and the physicists should be given due credit.
And even though the relativity theory has been very fruitful, and most of' the outstanding physicists of today accept and
use it, thore is much opposition to it, as will be shown later.
Any philosophy, that is as well intrenched as either idealism
or scientific materialism has· become in Western culture, will
not die in half a century.

!

Wider Concept

.2f

Relativity.

The theory of relativity

applies not only to physics and philosophy, but also to think•
ing in all fields

or

intellectual endeavor.

It is known in

biology as the organismic theory; its chief advocates are

20

Haldane, Ritter and others.

In psychology, it is. known as the

organismic or Gestalt theory; among its outstanding advocates
a.re Kof'i"ka, Koehler, and Wheeler., In mathematics, the theory
is represented by the recognition

or

non-.Buclidean geometrie-s

such as those of Riemann .andLobatschewski.

In philosophy,

its chief proponents a:r•e .Peirce, James and Dewey; and in edu-

cation, it is expounded by Dewey, Bode, Bruce, Bayles and others.

In philosophy, it is known as pragmatism, instrumentalism and
experimentalism.
Problem.
"'l'he Implications

of Science."

The problem which we propose to. study is,

or

the Theo1•y of Relativity for the Teaching

First we shall consider the inf'luence, today, of

scientific materialism on the teaching of science; and then we
will attempt to determine how science should be taught in order
to be in keeping with the theory of relativity as it is developed
in science, psychology, philosophy, and education.·
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CHAPT.6H II
BEHAVIORISM AND ITS It.iPLIC.ti.TIOHS 1<10R TEACHIUG SCihNCE

Before trying to formulate a consistent program for teaching, it is advisable to investigate the basic assumptions of
various schools of psychology and to consider the implications
of these assumptions for teaching.

It is especially advisable·

to consider those schools which have had the most influence on
teaching during the past few decades.
Without doubt, two psychologies, both proposed at the,beginning of the 20th century, one by John B. hatson and the
other by ~dwurd Lee Thorndike, have had more influence on teach•

ing in America during the past quarter century than all other
psychologies.

VJatson• s school of thought is kno\'ln e.s behavior•

ism, but both schools• are so much alike that they are classed
by many as behaviorism.

\·watson• s Behaviorism.

Since the mechanistic and material-

istio philosophy of so1ent1fic materialism has been very fruitful in research in chemistry and physics, it is only natural to
expect that this philosophy would influence research in other
fields.
Behaviorism is an attempt to explain behavior in pu1•ely
mechanistic terms; in terms

or

the laws of chemistry and physics.

Watson says, "The behaviorist is a mechanist?
Weiss defines behaviorism in psychology as:
l

Watson, John B.,

Yes, utterly. 111
" ••• that type of

\~e.ys of Behaviorism, P• 42
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invest1g,.ltion and theory which assumes thu,t man• s educational,
vocational and social activities can be completely described
or explained as a result of the same {and no other) forces
used in the natural sc1ences." 2
In Chapter I, it was shown th~t the ·Greeks, even at the
time of Socrates, were wrestling with the problem of dualism
of mind (soul) and body (matter).

Many of the best minds of

the human race have wrestled with this problem.
of this struggle :Ls a record of' futility. " 3
psychology/' says Watson,

11

", •• the story

says Bode.

"All

exeept behaviorism is dualistic. •! 4 '

Behaviorism is an attempt to eliminate this dualism.
Since mind cannot be seen or analyzed, a.s a chemist analyzes a chemical compound, the behaviorist
.,.dropped from his scientific vocabulary all
subjective terms such as sensation, perception,
image, desire, purpose, and even thinking and
emotion as-they were subjectively defined, ••
The behaviorist asks; Why don 1 t we make
what we can observe the real field of psychology? ••• Well, we can observe behavior--what
the organism does or says ••• saying is doing-~
that 1s, behaving. tipeaking overtly or to
ourselves (thinking) is just
objective a
type of behavior as baseball.

is

In other words, Watson denies that mind can be treated
scientifically and hence does not consider it.
that counts is:

Everything

noan I describe this bit or behavior I see

in terms of •stimulus and response'?" 6

And in order that

behaviorism may become soienti1'1c, says Watson,
2

3
4

6

6

Weiss, A. P. ,· A Theoretical Basis of Human, Behavior, P• 7.

Bode, Boyd Henry, Conflicting Psychologies or Learning,
P• 131
Watson, dlohn B., Behaviorism, P• 4
Ibid·, P• 8
Ibid, P•· 8
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It is the business of behavioristic
psychology to be able to predict and to
control human activity, To do this it
must gather scientific data by expor1•
mental methods. Only then can the
trained behaviorist predict, given the
stimulus, what reaction will take place;
or given the reaction, state what the
situation or stimulus is th.ut has ca.used
the reaction.7
Thus Watson assumes that for each response there must be
a definite stimulus.

Knowing the response, he assumes that it

is possible to know the stimulus; or, knowing the stimulus, it
is possible to predict the response.
Man is an animal born with certain
definite types or structure. Having that
kind of structure, he is forced to respond to stimuli at birth in certain ways ••• 8
Thus we see that an infant, like a machine, behaves as it
does because ,it is constructed in a certain way.

Response to

a given stimulus is determined by .the neural pathway that con•
duets the sensory impulses from the sense organs to the motor
organs,

The whole action is as mechanical, leaving out the

person who does the dialing, as the action of e. dial telephone
system.

Respon!:leS which an organism makes at birth, Watson

calla unlearned responses.

Those modes of response are called

reflexes.
Seemingly, each reflex. action is an element and is complete, in and of itself.

It has meaning, in and

or

itself, and

can be explained without re.f'erence to past or future acts.
7
8

Watson, John B., Behaviorism, p. 11.
Ibid, P• 74.
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"The organism," says Watson, "str1rts out in life with more
unit responses than it needs. 119 .'1Yet the number of uncondi•

tioned, unlearned responses is too small to ca.re for the
adult ••• there are thousands of simple unlearned and uncondi•
tioned responses, sucll as finger and arm movements, ••• 'l'hese

are the elements out of which our organized, lear.ned, responses

must be formed ••• 1110
Since the neu1~a1 pathways are laid down at birth and the
responses to stimuli are fixed, that is, determined by the
neural pathways which conduct the sensory impulses, then the
only way to enlarge the number of stimuli to which we respond,
th~t is to learn, is to modify the pathways that conduct.
can be done by coupling a stimulus with a new response.

This·
A re-

flex action which is created by joining an old stimulus. to a
new response, or a new stimulus to an old response, is called
a conditioned reflex.

The method of coupling a new response with a stimulus is
based upon the work of Pavlov who discovered that.by presenting

a dog with food and ringing a bell at· the same time, after sev•
eral :r•epetitions, the dog! s mouth will water when the bell is
rung in abaenoe of food just as in presence

or

food •. Thus by

substituting the sound of. the bell tor. the odor or sight of'
food, . a dog can be taught to make a new and definite response
to a stimulus which previously did not cause this new response.

The response is a learned response or conditioned response.
Learning of ev<:;;ry kind conaista·ultimately in the building
'

,

.

or conditioned reflexes.
9
10

Out of the simple reflex acts, both

Watson, ,John B., Behaviorism, P• 24
Ibid, P•· 24.
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learned_ and unlearned, habits are- formed_.

"These simple, un-

conditioned, embryological :t>esponses, .bY the presentation of··
appropriate stimuli ••• can be grouped and tied together into
complex ·c·onditioned responses, or habits ••• These complex re• ..
sponses are thus 1ntegra.t1ons." 11
To understand the formation- of basal habits, Watson. says,
Take a baby brought up on the bottle.
'i,hen he is three months of age, slowly present the bottle of milk. When it 1s close
to him, almost within reaching distance,
you will find that his body begins to wriggle
and squirm; his hands, feet and arms become
slightly active, his eyes fixate, his mouth
moves, he cries, but he does not extend his
arms towards the bottle ••• Repeat the pro•
cedur-e the next day•• ,The chance of the arms
and hands str1.k1ng or touching the bottle
before the rest of the body is great •••
Once the bottle ••• is touched, the hand
closes over it (unlearned grasping). It is
then carried to the mouth (part of a habit
·system pr·eviously learned). In 30 days, by
7g1ving the baby 10 01• 12 trials of this kind
each day, the habit of reaching for a small
object and carrying it to·the m~uth becomes
nearly perfect.

Note, finally, that as the arm, hand
and finger movements aro perfected••that
is, ea the response becomes more highly
organized••movements not related to the business in hand, such as this instance those of
the trunk, legs and feet die away. In its
perfected form, reaching takes place with
perfect effioiency; ••• 12
Thus, according to Watson, when learning takes place,
habits are formed by conditioning useful responses and alimin•
a ting useless
ll

12

11 eaponses.

The useless res_ponses "die away. 11

Watson, John B., Behaviorism, P• 2.4

Ibid, PP• 162-163
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Let us oonsideJ:". anoth0r learning situution which Watson
cites as an example of the growth of habit.

In this exper1•

ment Watson puts in.front of a three year-old child, whose
habits of manipulation are well establ1~hed, a problem box
which tho. child knows conta.:1:ns . co.ndy,.

To. open the. box, the child has to p1•ess inward a small
wooden button,· Watson· says:
This situ$,t1on is new to him. None or
his previously formed manipulation habits
will completely and instantly work in this
situation ••• \~hat does he do? ••• (l) he picks
the box up, (2) he pounds it on the floor,
(3) he drags it round and round, (4) he
pushes it up against the baseboard, {5) he
turns it over, (6) he strikes it with his
fist. In other words, he does everything
he has learned to do in the past in similar
situations.13

Finally a.ftor many atte:npts he opens the box.

If he has

fifty learned and unlearned separate l·esponses at his command,

according to Wats.on, he will display nearly all of them, un-

less one of them is the. correct one,

i'he next t;ime the child

tries to open the box, he makes fewer moveu1ents; the third time
fewer still.

11

In 10 trials or less he oan open the box without

making a useless movement and he can open it in two acconds." 14

or

If we plot a curve showing the relationship

or

the number

trials to the number of random movements for each trial, we

get a sloping curve which shows thnt random and useless re•
sponses gradually die out and that finally there is one definite
response; no other.,

All the others have been eliminated.

ta1n response has been coupled with a certain stimulus.
13

14

Watson, John B., .;B,e.b.av.io1,1sm•.. PP• 164-166.
Ibid, PP• 165.

A Cclr-
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Froni the description of the child's behavior, it is evident tho.t Watson believes all learning, even learning in no,rel

situations., is nothing moi•e than hubit .rox·mation.
ing

or

The learn-

complicated behavior is nothing more than getting the

proper ret'lex acts in the p1"oper order.
Furthermore, he .believes that in performing an eata.bliahed
habit, the first act stimulates the .second and so on.

The

whole process is mechanical; and once it is ,set 1n action it
Watson says, "The musoul&r stimuli coming i'rom the

continues.

movements of the muscles themselves are e.ll we need to keep
our manual responses occurring in p1•oper sequence. n 1 5
Even thinking, we a.re 1,arranted to believe, is habit.

Watson says, ltAnd let. me make this fundamental point .at once;
that tH.iying -is doing••that is, behaving.

Speaking• overtly or

to ourselves (thinking) is just as.objective a type of behavior
as baseball." 16

Since thinking is us qbjeotive a:type of behavior.as play•
'

ing baseball, and because pl3:ying baseball is ha.bit formation
just as much, as is opening the•cundy box,·then the only logical

conclusion is th;tt learning to think is a habit, and thinking

is a habit which is learned in the same way that a child learns

to open VJatsont s problem box.

All behavior consists of either

natural or conditioned reflexes.
15 Watson, J.,B., Behaviorism, P• 176,
16 Ibid, P• 6.
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From what has been presented, we

'See

tw~t the basic assump-

tions of Watson•s behaviorism are far reaching for teaching.
However, before considering their implications let us consider
~he basic assumptions of Thorndike's psychology.

Then we shall

summarize the assumptions of both, and discuss their implioa•
tions i'or tcfaching and for the formulation

or

a teaching

program,
Thorndike's PsycholoGl•

Acco1~ding to Thorndike, man 1a

born with certain or;tginal or unlearned tendencies to respond
in certa1~ ways.

H9

says:

When the tendency concerns a very ,
definite e.nd uniform response to a very
simple sensory situution, and when the
connection between the situation and the
response is very hard to modify and .is
also very strong so thut it is almost
inevitable, the connection or response
to which it leads 1s called a reflex •••
When the response is moro indefinite,.
the situation more complex, and the oon•
neotion more modifiable, instinct becomes the customary term ••• When the
tendency is to an extremely indefinite
response or set of responses to a very
complex situation, and when the conneotion•s final degree of strength is com•
monly due to very large contributions
from training, it has seemed more appropx•iate to replace reflex and in•
stinct by some term like capacity or
tendency or potentiality.17
These original tendencies of man says Thorndike:

••• constitute an enormous fund of con•
nections or bonds of vurying degrees
of directness and strength between the
situations ••• , and the responses of
which the human croature.is.ca.pable.18
17
18

Thorndike,
Original Mature 2!_ !!:a, Vol. I, P• 5.
Thorndike, Psychology 2f. Learning, Vol. II, p. l.
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Any neuronewill, when stimulated,
transmit the stimulus, oth0r things being equal, to the neurone·with which it
is by inborn organization moat closely
connected.
They {.original connections) (parentheses our) are the starting point for
all education or other human control.
The aim of education is to perpetuate
some of them, to eliminate some an.d to
modify or redirect others.19
According to Thorndike, the bulk
in accordance with two laws.

or

animal learning is

They are;

The Law of Exercise comprises the
laws of Use and. Disuse. The Law of Use
is: Vi hen a modifiable connection is
made betv:een a. sitl,L~tion and a response,
that connection's strength is,other
things being equal, increased,20
The Law of Disuse is: When a modifiable connection is not made. betvieen a
situation and a response during n length
of time, that connection's strength 1e
decreasea.21
•

The Law of Effect is: When a modi•
fiable connection between a situation and
a response 1s made and is accompanied or
followed by a satisfying state of affairs,
that connection's strength 1s increased;
when mude and accompanied or followed by
an annoying state of affairs, its strength
is decreased.~2
In order to get a more concrete idea of Thorndilte • s
philosophy, let us consider some of the pioneer experimental
work that he did in the field of an1mo.1·1earning.

To dis-

cover how a cat learns, Thorndike placed a cat in a cage after
it had been deprived of food for some time, and outside the
cage he placed food where it could be seen by the cat, but
could not be reached.
20
21
22

Thorndike, E. I., Psychology
Ibid., P• 4.
Ibid., P• 4.

.2f..

Learning, Vol. II, P• 2.
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The result v10.s that the cat reached through the bars,
scratched them, tried to squeeze through them, walked nerv•
ously from one corner to another, roared up on its hind legs
and stood with its. paws against the side of the cage, and did.
other such acts in•reguliir cat fashion.

Pinally, it accidently

pulled a string hanging in the cage and the door opened, let.

'

..

ting the cat out.· Thus the successive times ta.ken by one
11

oat 1n n certain box were (in seconds) 160, 30, 90, 60 1 15, 28,
20, 22, 11, 15, 20, 12, 10, 14,

a, e,

6, 7." 23

If we plot a curve.of time-in-seconds and number•of-trials,
we get a curve of considerable irregularity, but one which shows
a gradual slope downward and•indicates that wrong responses
gradually tend to drop out.
In Tho1•ndike 1 s view, learning is the establishment of a

new neural pathway,·· so that a certain stimulus produces a certain reaction to the exclusion of all others.
spouse is coupled with a certain stimulus.
cording to the laws of learning.

A certain re•

This is done ao•

Those rosponses which b1•1ng

about the greatest satisfaction &I'e !1atamped in,"

Those.that

are stumped in are the ones thut have the greatest tendency to

be repeated; and 1·epetition helps to stamp them in.

Annoying

responses are stamped out.
rl'horndike' s philosophy, like Watson's, is based on the

stimulus~response (S•R) or reflex a.re theory.

The motivator of

an activity is a stimulus which sets off a n'-rvous impulse
23

Psychological Review, Vol, V, p, 552•

G. F., Mami.al of Psychology, P• 252•

Quoted by Stout
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which in turn sets off the response.

Given a certain stimulus,

the response is deteroined by the bond which conducts the nervous impulse,

Thorndike says, "•••in the same organis:n the same

neurone-action will always produce the same result--in the same
individual the really sume situation will always produce the
same response." 24
When two seemingly identical stin1U.li cause two different

responses, Thorndike explaini1 the responses as f.ollows_.

11

:F1!rst,.

the apparently same s1tufations may really ba different •••

Second, if the situations are really identical, the apparently
same organism ~?eally differs ••• the really srune response is
never made to different situ.c.tions by the same or•ganism. 112 6
Thus to change behavior the -conducting pathways or the st1mulua
must be changed.
Up to this point in our discussion we see that Thornd11ce

is fairly consistent,

'l.1horndilte, like Watson, denies that

purposive behavior, which implies mind, can be treated "sci•·
entif1cally."

For this reason both

vent purpose and mind,
say

or

them ignore or circum•

But, 1n ap1te of what they deny and

they ignore, we saw thii.t Watson in his experiment, e.1-

ready described, put a piece of candy in his problem box and

showed it to the child before closing the lid, and that Thorn•
dike in his experiment put a hungry cat in a cage and put food
outside of the CO.!Je where the oat could see it.

In Emch C!ase,

the experimental subject had a definite goal; something which
it wanted very urgently.
25

'

.

Thorndike, E• L., Educational Ps1chology., Briefer
Course,. PP• 6•7•
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Another glaring inconsistency. is Thorndike's Law or Effect.
Thorndilre, in "Educational Psychology {Briefer course),'' de•.
votes several pages to a rather.vague explanation of what he
means by sat1sfaot1on and annoyance.

He says:

By satisfying st&te or affairs is
meant roughly one which the e.nim.a.l does
nothing to avoid, often doing such things
as attain and preserve it. By annoying
state of affairs is meant roughly one
which the animal avoids or changes.26
In order to be mor•e specific, Thorndilte gives several exam.pl es,

To eat when hungry is satisfying; to eat when satiated

is usually annoying,

'

Being with friends is satisfying; being

with strangers is usually annoying.

We like sweet foods better

than bitte1 ones; we like to sleep when weury and tired; and we
1

like to move when refreshed.

Being checked when in locomotion

and being looked at with scorn are unsatisfying,

Running after

an animal which arouses hunting behavior, getting nerer to it

in the course of running; jumping upon it, seizing and subdu•
ing it, •re all satisfying.

:Pulling a string that opens the

doox• of a cage is satisfying to a hungry cet in the cage.

Pulling an identical net1rby string \Vhioh does not open the
door 1s annoying.
Seemingly, Thorndike believes that each of these acts is
either satisfying or annoying, in and of itself'.

Neither sat-

isfaction nor annoyance is dependent upon a preceding or a

future act,
26

Ibid, P• 50.

However, if an act is o,:;_tisfying or annoying, in o:nd of
itself, it is difficult to undorstn~ why pulling a stI;ing

which opens the door of a.cage is any more satisfying to·a
cat than pulling a nearby identical string which does not
open the door,

And, it is still mo1·e dif'i'icult to understand

why pulling the string \~ihich opens the door· is not as satis-

fying to a. hungry cat when food is inside the cage as when it

1s outside the cage.

Surely there must be some relationship

between a sat'lsf'ying or annoying· a.et and an organism's goal;

what it wants.
Satisfaction and annoyance a:re easily explained in terms
of goal.

Vihen food :Ls outside the cabe, the cat senses that

pulling a certain string opens a door which allows it to :reach

the food; hence the act is satisfying.

\~hen the f'ood is inside

the cage, the cat senses that there is no relationship between

pulling the se.rne st:ring and its goal; hence the act is annoy•
ing •.·. Goal,. und the ability of the cat to sense a relationship
between an act and its goal, imply mind which Thorndike and
Watson claim cannot be treated scientifically.
No doubt, Thorndilte would explain why pulling a certain
string is satisfying when the food is outside the cage and why
the same act is annoying ,1hen food is inside the cage 1n terms
of his Law of Readiness.

It is;

When any conduction unit is in
readiness to conduct, for it to do
so is satisfying. Vihen any conduo•
tion unit 1s not in readiness to
conduct, for it to conduct is annoying. ·,1hen any conduction unit is
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in readiness to conduct, for it
not to do ao is annoying 41 2 7

Probably, his explanation would be as follows;

It the food

is outside the cage, the bQnd that 'conducts, when the string
1s pulled, is in readiness to conduct..

Hence, the act 1s

If the food is inside the cage, the bond that

sa~iai'ying.

conducts when the same string is pulled, is not in readiness.
Hence, the act is annoying.

The change in the environment or

situation causes an internal change in the cat.

But whut causes a bond to be in readiness other than a
goal?

When food is outside the cage, a certain bond is in

rea(;liness.

When the food is inside the cage, a different

bond 1s in readiness.

Consequently, there must be a direct

relationship between goal. and readiness of a bond to conduct.
Further in his discussion of satis1'aotion a.nd annoyance,
Thorndike says that ''When any original behavior series is
sta~tad, any failure of it to operate successfully is

annoying." 28
"~uccessful," as Thorndike uses it, is as indefinite
as nsatisfaotion."

For a person to be successful, usually

means that he accomplishes his purposeJ that he gets what he
Our definition implies purpo;;,,e 1 which in turn implies

wants.
mind.

The Law of Reudiness, instead of ex.plaining away goal

and purpose, as Thorndike evidently des·1gned it to do,_ seems

to substantiate both.

27

28

Thorndike, E. L,, Psychologl .2f. ~earnins, Vol~ II, PP• 1•2•
Thorndike, E. L., ,h;i.:tuoationul Psychologz:, (Briefer
Course), P• 62.
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Thorndike, like Watson, makes learning the development of
ho.bi ts•.· However, Thorndike ts method of development is .slightly

different from \"Jatsont s.

\iatson

recognizes no difference be•

weon animal and human learning as Thorndike docs.

That Thorn•

dike recogni~es a difference is shown by the following:
~·,ere the reader confined in a maze or
a cage, or left at some distance from home,
his responses to these situations would al•
most certainly include many ideas, judgments
or thoughts about the situation; a.rid his acts.
would probably in large measure be led up to
or •mediated• by such sequences of ideas as
are commonly called reasoning. ·· Between the
unnoying situation and the response which relieves the annoyance there,might for the
reader well intervene an hour. of inner con•
.sideration, thought, planning and -t?p.e like.
But there is no evidence tihat any ideas
about the maze, the cage,, .the food or any•
thing else, were present to determine the 29
acts., or the ohicka or kittens in question •

Even though Thorndike recognizes this ·difference between.animal and human learning, he staunchly insist:3 thq.t )iuman

learning, l.tl.:e that

of

other animals, is conditioning' refle;,r;e~,

for b.e ssys:
If. any learned reasponse .is made to
the situation (the one mentioned above) •••
it is ~ue to the action of use, disuse;,
satisfaction and discomfort, There is no
arbitrary hocus pocus whereby manta nature
acts 1n an unpredictable· spasm v1hen he is
confronted with a new sttuat1.on. His
habits do not then retire to some convenient distance while some new and mysterious
entities direct his behavior. On the con•
trary,. nowhere are the bonds aoqu'ired,with
old situations more surely revealed in ac•
tion than when a new situation appears.
The child in the presence of.a new object,
the savage with a new implement, manufacturers making steam c·oaches ·or motor. cars,
29

L.,

Thorndike, E·•
Course), P• 131.

Eduoa tiona.l Psychology. ( Briefer
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the school boy beginning algebra •••
1n all such o~ses old acquisitions
are, together with original tendencies, the obvious determiners of
respon~e, exemplifying the law stated
· e.bove.30

Apparently, human reasoning is simply oomplico.ted boho.v1or
similar : to ,_....the
behavior
of the C,r.t
,·.·
; ·-;:.: ..
.,·

.

.

cage.,

..

,'.

1.earning" to get out of the

~an behavior diff'ore 1n that it involves 11 aoquonoee or

ideas as

are

called reasoning."

Illeditate; that is, reason.
.,th:ts behavior is not new.
?.;:·~\·:'.)..

11

.

The human being can plan and

This a cat cannot do.
11

However,

In all such cases, old ao.qu1uitions

·are; together with original ~endencies, the obvious determiners
pf response. 11

In otr~er woz•ds, thinlting or reasoning is a se•

quenoe of le~rned and natural reflexes.

These reflexes are put

together 1n proper sequences like beads on a string in the same
way that a cat puts reflexes in a sequence in lou1•ning to get
out of a cage.

Responses to a new situation are nothing more

than a r~arrangement of old responses.

or

a preceding act.

baoh act is a replica

There is no such thing as creative bebnvior.

To any new situation, says Thorndike,
·man responds aa he would to some situation
like it, or like some element 01' it •. Man's
intellectual supI•tnnaoy 1s due to the fact
that he is able to isolate and resnond to
elements which for animals remain inextricably inbedded in gross total situations.
In other words, man can deal with new situ~tions because he
detects elements 1n them which are not at all new, but are
already lmown.

Me.n's intellectual supremacy is due to the fact that he

is able to isolate and respond to elements which for animals
50. Ibid, P• 149.
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remain inextricably imbedded in gross total situations.

A

horse can be taught to open a gate by teaching him to lift
a latch, but if a sliding bolt is substituted for the latch,
the horse cannot open it.

A human being would detect that

the sliding bolt accomplishes the same result as the fall•
ing latch and that the gate can be opened by sliding the
bolt.
According to Thorndike's theory, Newton was able to
formulate the universal laws of falling bodies because he
was able to detect the common element between the path of
the moon and that of a falling apple here on earth.

That

is, Newton knew that at any particular point in the path
of the moon, the velocity of the moon may be thought of' as
consisting of two components, one of which is toward the
earth.

Newton
computed the value
..

or

this component.and

found that the moon f'alls towards the earth about 15 feot
per minute.
velocity

or

~his velocity is the same as the calculated
a

fx·eely falling body that is the same distance

from the earth as is the moon.
that Newton discovered.

It was this common element

And even though the discovery was

a stroke of genius, it was nothing more than the application
of an old habit.
The application of past habits to new situations is
limited to those in which an identical element exists.

Solv•

ing a new problem is a process of analysis; a process of ana•
lyzing out the identical elements,

11

Every new problem," says
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Sandiford,

11

must be twisted into the form of an old problem

whose solution is already known; othe1'wise it can never be
solved.u 3 l
In learning, this philosophy allows for no synthesis or
harmonization.

It allows for no reconstruction of old know•

ledge in the light of new knowledge, as Einstein reconstructed
old knowledge in formulating his special theory of relativity.

The ability of one to sense new relationships between the old
and new, to reconstruct both in the light of each other, and

to use the reconstructed knowledge to predict; new lmowledge is
completely denied by implication.

Likewise, the philosophy

o-f relativity science, proposed in Chapter One, is denied.

Besides the laws of Readiness, Exercise and Effect; learning is, according to Thorndike, affected by five other subsidi-

ary principles.

Most or these were exemplified by Thorndike's

cat in learning to escape fi•om the cage and by the examples of
learning which we have cited.
The 1'11•st is the Law of Multiple Response or Varied Reac•
t1on.

Failure on the pa1•t of a cat to get out of a cage one

way results in an inner change.

This change causes a new re-

action to the same external situation.

One's dif.fer'ent reac•

t1.ons to a groaning dinner table are dependent upon physiolo•

gical conditions in oneself; whether one is hungry or not.
The second, Thorndike calls Set or Attitude.
is:

An example

the hungrier a chicken is and the more vitality it has,

the more. eager it is to esoape f1··om a cage in which there is
no food.
31

~andiford, Peter, Educational Psychology, P• 298.
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The third is the Law of Partial Activity.

An

example

is that if a cat has learned to escape from a number of dif•

ferent boxes, its responses.are a mixture of' responses to
those confining objects like the confining objects in other
boxes.
The fourth is the Law of .Assimilation or Analogy.

New•

ton•s discovery of the law of universal gravitation by recog•
nizing the analogous elements of the two different situations
is a good example.

The fifth is the Law of Associative Shifting.

Thorndike's

example is that if a fish is held above a hungry cat and a
verbal signal is given at the same time, a cat can be taught,
after several repetitions, to stand on its hind legs in ab•
sence of the fish when the vorbal signal is given.
Let us examine these principles closely.
set or attitude other than a goal?
set .or attitude will 'change.

What cause.a

Change the goal and the

Change a boy• s :ldeal,,s (goal)

and watch his behavior change.
What do th':3 Laws of Multiple Response, .Partial Activtty,
and Assimilation imply other than that an organism ia capable
of making choices among stimuli?

That is, the animal can

sense a relationship between certain stimuli and its goal and
it seems to react to these in terms of the sensed relationship.

This ability is known as insight and implies mind.

Watson and Thorndike deny that mind has any place in scientific
psychology.
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The Law of Associative Shifting is nothing more than
Watson's conditioned reflex.

It, and the Law of 15.xercise,_

a.re thoroughly in keeping with Thorrid1ke 1 s denial of mind
and purposive behavior.
Seemingly, Thorndike is n past master at circumventing
what he denies.

Time and again he infers goal and even

speaks of insight.
mind.

He does everything except use the term

Most scientists agree that internal consistency is a

prime. requisite of any theory; and critic after critio has
pointed out Thorndike's inconsistencies, yet he has made no
effort to rectify them.

Thorndike's attitude toward his

critics is entirely different from that of Einstein, who has
made special effort to rectify every inconsistency that has
been pointed out 1n his theory.

Einstein considers his

critics as valuable assets.
Of the two, Watson and Thorndike, Watson is by far the
more consistent.,

Watson denies the Law of Effect because

he sees that it implies goal, and he.makes no distinction

between the behavior of human beings and other animals be•
cause he sees that a distinction is not in keeping with his
denial of mind and purposive behavior.
The Assumptions ,.2! Behaviorism.

Tho .fundamental assump-

tions of berraviorism, which are important for formulating a
teaching program, are listed below:
(1)

The motivator of any activity is a stimulus; it sets off

the sensory impulse which in turn sets off the response.
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(2)

All behavior 1s non-purposive; it is as mechanical as

the action of a dial telephone system; or the action of the
solar system.
(3)

Given a certain stimulus, every act is determined by

only one facto1•, the neural p::.a.thway which conducts the sensory impulse.

To change behi:ivior, change the pathway that

conducts.
( 4)

At birth the pathways az·e laid down; however, certain

of these may be mouified.

Nevertheless, every learned act

is a replica of some other uct which has preceded it.

There

is no such thing as creative action in human behavior.

(5)

Every stimulus is a unitary phenomenon, complete 1n

itself; its action ceases before the reaponee gets under
way; the stimulus is therefore unchanging.

(6)

~very response is a unitary phenomenon complete in it•

self; it proceeds as soon as the impulse reaches the motor
organ.
(7)

The response too is unchanging.

Complex action and habits are made up simply of additive

combinations of simple acts.
the doing

or

In the performance of a habit,

the first act serves as the stimulus for the next

act and so on.

The whole act is done automatically.

It is

mechanical and requi1~es no direction,
(8)

Thinking, reasoning, insight and reflective thought are

all habits.

Ih!, Impliou tions E.f. Behaviorism £2! Teaching.

The impli•

cations of behaviorism for teaching are far reaching because
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so much emphasis is put on environment.

Seemingly, the child's

"mind" 1s like putty; it can be molded any way desired.

Wat-

son says:

If you start with a healthy body., the
right number of fingers and toes, eyes and
the few elementary movements that are present at birth, you do not need anything
else in the way of raw material to make a
man, be that man a genius, a pµ,ltu.red
gentlemen• a rowdy or a thug.~ 2
In other words, a pupil is assumed to be passive; just
so much raw material awaiting the manipulation of the teacher.
Teaching is concerned with the task of connecting certain re•
sponses with oertuin stimuli.

Because each reflex act is a

whole-•complete in and of itself•-empahsis is put on learn•
ing the elements; the facts.
learned in and

or

These are usually taught and

themselves; and as a result, learning be•

comes largely memorizing and 1s mechanical.

Once the proper

response can be made to the elemental stimuli, the elemental.
responses are fused.
A good example of such teaching 1s the method by which
the writer was taught to :road.

First, the letters of the

alphabet were taught; when these were learned, words were
taught; afterwa.rds, reading was.taught.
Spelling, as taught in most schools in America, 1s
another example 01' this type of tl')a.ching and leaz•ning.

Be ...

low is a list 33 of words for third and fourth grades, taken

from a speller that was chosen at random from a number

or

spelling books:
32

Watson, J.B., Psychological~ of Infant~ Child,
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Ayer~ Oberholtzer, Woody, Modern-Life ~peller, Book I,
P• l;::;.

P• 41.
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got

cook

rain

dried

wood

supper

glad

burned

fire

meat

put

buys

In no instance is there a11y relationship, as far as
spelling is concerned, among the words.
memorized in and of its!/f.

Eaoh word has to be

A definite response has to be

tied up with a certain stimulus.

Out of several hundred lists, tlle following is the only
11st 34 in which words are arranged so that spelling relation•
ships among words might be discovered:

need

heel

wall

beet

f'eet

tall

hall

calls

meet

wheel

fall

falling

In order to learn things in isolation--thHt is, to f'ix
responses-•much repetition or drill is requi1•ed.

Fo1~ this

reason, drill pads and workbooks of .u mechanical nature have
been written and sold for every subject taught from first
grede to twelfth.

The emphasis in teaching is on me.king the nproper" responses to stimuli; that is, on fixing
"desirable" attitudes.

11

desirable"·habits and

Habit formation becomes para.mount.

Watson says:
We are constantly manipuluting stimuli,
dangling this, that and the other combinations in front of the human being in order
to determine the reactions they will bring
forth--hoping that the reaction will be 11 in

34

Ibid, P• 19.
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line with progr-ess, 11 "desirable,~
.:'good." (And society really means
by ndesirable, 11 11 good, 11 "in line
with progress, 11 reactions that will
not disturb its recognized and established traditional order 01'
things,) • 35

In other words, pupils' attitudes and ha.bits are to be
molded so that the pupils conform to the exist:tng 'order of
things.

If' certain f'ornis of art are labeled g1•eu.t, if a

certain church is believed to be better than others, 1£ a
certain political party is co11side1~ed better than others,
11' certain customs--suoh as monogamy, installment buying,
high int;erest rates, truth-telling, owning property, con-

ti·olling prices through monopoly, making human sacrifices,
fighting wars and voting--are held to be desirable and even
saored, children are to be indoctz•ina ted VIi th these ideas

for no reason other than that they belong to the "recog•
nized and established traditional 01•der of things. 11

If city

government is run by l'acketoors, machine politicians, "big"

business, labor unions, or even is democratically controlled,
the pupil is suppo~ed to conform because such things, if

maintained, will not distu1·:h the established

01..der.

In passing, the quootion might be raised, Vihat would

be the utatue of' affairs if Christ, Copernicus, Galileo,

Hume, Calvin, Washington, Jeffe.r·son, Lincoln, Einstein, and
even Franklin p. Roosevelt had been conformists?

35
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It is in the field of curriculum construction th9.t the
implications of behaviorism are most far-1•eaohing.

In order

to establish the ''proper'' attitudes und habits, it is neces-

sary thut these be chosen by someone.

Since a child is to

be molded to fit society and to promote the established order, it is only natural thtlt repi•esentutivee of the order
shoul~ choose tho attitudes and habits which a1•e to be es•

tablished.

These are usually chosen by toachors, principals,

superintendents I curriculum experts and members of pi·easu:r•e

groups.

Such a div0rse group, as fax- as society .in <~once1•ned,

supposedly insures that the curx·iculum is const1•ucted in a
"democratic 11 manner.
In order that skills, hu.bits and attitudes mo.y be deter:n1ned"scientii'ically," a method of ane.lyuis is used.
Bobbitt says:
The first task is to discovoI' the act;iv1t1es which ought to make up the lives
of men and women; and along with these,
the abilities and personal qualities
necessary for pl'oper po1"'i'ormunce,. •
The plan t9 be employed is activity•
analysis. n3Gi
"Tho activities once discovered, one can see the objec•
tives of education. 1137

In othei• words, like the early ma.ter1-

aliats, Bobbitt believes that facts speak for themselves {see

-

P• 3 ) •

As a result of uuch a philosophy, in constructing a cur-

riculum, wide.spread analyses are made of textbooks, the most
36
37
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widely~read current litoruture, scientific books and maga~
zines, movies, expert opinion and tho community.

--

is to discover 'WHf.\..T IS.
Finley

&

The search

E;u1mples of such analyses a.re:.

Caldwell analyzed for biological materials the daily

issues, for seventeen months, of newspapers representative
of various sections of the cow1try and 3 1 061 articles were
found and analyzed; Garrison and Taylor analyzed certain issues of Literary Digest, National Geographic, Saturday Even•
ing Post, American and other such magazines for botanical
content.
Almost every soinbce teacher is familiar with the very
competent study made by Dr.· Curtfs, entitled "A s·ynthesis

and' E-Valuation of Subjeot~Matter Topics 1n General Science."
About twenty different sources of data were used which in•
oluded three courses of study, four textbooks, six studies
of scientific interests of children, three published reports

of analyses of newspapers and magazines for soience topics
appearing therein, and other data of sin1ilar nature.

The

final outcome was 1 1 850 topics, each of which was given a
mark indioating its relative value as determined by frequency of appea1"ance.

Frequenoy of appearance was the cri•

terion used for choice of subject mattor,

After the study

was completed, Curtis wrote a. general science textbool-c and

indicated in the book the moat important topics, as deter-

mined in the ~tudy.
Hovde made a word-for~word analysis of fifteen text•
books iim4Jgh school chemistry and comp red the content with
the analysis

er

the chemistry found in literary, home, story

and children's magazines.
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Other analyses h1.IVe been made, running into the hundI•eds.

that

h;;1S

Seemingly, almo::it every doctor's or master• s thesis

been written in science education during the past

twenty years has been concer·ned with some kind of' analysis,
each investigator trying to find out '\'lhe.t is. 11

Once the analy:;.is is made, the objectives nspeak up"

for themselves.,

Then the subject; matter· is organized in

dif'ferent fields so that the "proper" objectives are attained
when the subject matter• is taught.

Th:l.s whole procedure is

"scientific" curi~iculum construction par excellence.
We do not '-iuestion the accuracy of the analyses

01•

the

methods used in U1aking them, but we do question the assump•
tions and philosophy on which this so-called ucientific

curriculum construction is based,

The assumptions er-e:

( a) thut froquonoy of a.ppear·ance in evuryday life is the

criterion which determines v1hat subject matter is of most
importance in a giv~n course .. -''what is" is good and "what

ia notr: is bad, and { b) that; facts speak for themselves.

Frequency of appearance in newspapers and magazines
might be a very good reason why a particular item should not
be taught in school because child1•en \1111 have ample oppor•
tunity to leai•n about it elsewhere, l>ut this is a rninox•

criticism,
One oi: the major criticisraa of this mot11ocl of choosing

subject matter is tll,.._t it puts society in a "vicious oirole, 11
and ia in opposition to the philosophy and spirit of science,
The true purpose of science is to shape trends; that is, to
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control environment,

Instead of shaping trends, the behav•

1or1sts try to find out what the trends are so that children
may be taught to conform to them.
If we make a study of the ideas presented in the Satur•
day Evening Post, Liberty, Colliers or other such magazines
that.._are widely read, we find that the most frequently pre•
~ented ones are ways and means for return to the hybrid,
aut0cratic-laiasez faire brand of economic, governmental,
and social organization which existed prior to 1929.

If

such material is chosen, the school becomes a propaganda
agency for promoting a pet doctrine of a particular influen•
tial group.
If we analyze the New Masses, the Daily Worker and other
Communistic 11-terature, we find another autocratic, pet doc•
trine expounded.

No matter what is chosen, the pupil is in•

doctr1nated because he is afforded no opportunity to choose
and to decide~ is right,
To use frequency of occurrence of various items 1n text•
books, newspapers, magazines and elsewhere as the major cri-

terion for choice of subject matter means that the school be•
comes an agency for promoting !.£2 is right rather than promoting methods of finding o u t ~ is right.
Of course, it is important, in formulating a program of
action of any kind, to know whut others believe and the data
upon which their beliefs a.re based,

But the most important

thing in setting up any program of action, experimental or
otherwise, is to know what is to be accomplished, to find out
what the aims und objectives are,
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Deciding upon aims and objectives and what is to be ac•
complished, 1s largely a philosophical question, not a question of finding out

.!!• Perhaps the point can

clear by considering the-following example:

be made

Scientists and

engineers can design and build high speed airplanes, but
whether these are·used to improve the welfare

or

their fellow-

men or to destroy their fellowmen is a question that can be
answered only when the aims of a society are decided upon.
Su~h a question 1s a philosophical question, not a scientific
one.

Since behaviorists deny goal, the fact that choice of

subject matter 1s dependent partly upon aims and objectives
which are not determined by an analysis of what is and by
allowing facts to speak for themselves, is very hard for them
t·o understand.
From the standpoint of a pupil, textbooks, lectures and
laboratory manuals containing cookbook experiments are nothing more than antecedent, authoritative, do81natio knowledge
handed down from "on high."

The teacher is the "high priestu;

that is, the go-between for the pupils and the "divine author•
ity. 0

The teacher•s word, and that of the textbook are the

never changing, invariable,

11

divine" knowledge.

Opportunity to solve real problems.which require pupils
to hypothesize, to test hypotheses by experiment and to choose
the hypothesis which best explains the pertinent data and can
be used most reiiably to predict new data is never made possible except as a side issue 1n the form of an outside activity.
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Although acknowledgement of ability of pupils to solve real
problems contradicts the basic philosophy of even the most
recent science textbooks, in most of them such opportunities
are.offered in the form

or

outside activities which are

placed at the end of chapters •
.Analyses may be made of pupils• interests, but interesting knowledge can be as authoritarian and dogmatic as unin•
teresting knov.rledge,

Anyhow, interesting knowledge does not

necessarily allow pupils opportunity to discover) sense relationships, mal<:e choices and develop insight and acientific-

minde.dness any better than does uninteresting knowledge.
The supreme duty of a teacher, according to behaviz,t:tism,
is to see that a pupil becomes thoroughly indoctrinated with

the "chosenn knowledge,

l1hat is, the teacher is supposed to

1

see that pupils can make the nproper" responses to the particular stimuli••
To determine whether a pupil can do this, a supposedly

"scientific" tool has been invented••the objective test by
which a pupil is usually limited to tv,o, three, or four
choices which have been formulated by the maker of the test,.
A pupil is not given opportunity

to

give the answer that he

may desire and then back it up with facts.

Insteud, he is

forced to choose from a limited number of answers that have
been decided upon by the "chosen" fe\v.
~urely by this time it can be udderstood why the relativists, who pay tribute to freedom

or

intellect, should not
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want to base a program for teaching on such an absolutistic,
mechanistic, authoritarian and static philosophy as behaviorism.
And, perhaps some readers are beginning to see that be•
haviD~ism is not in keeping either with democracy or with

the true spirit of science.
Watson• s disdain for democracy is shown by the fallowing
statement:
,

I am not arguing here for free

anything-•least of all f'ree speech.
I have always been very much amused
by the advocates"'of free spoech •••
the only person who ought ·to be a.l:lowed free speeoi1 is the parrot,. ,38
38 Watson, John B., Behaviorism., P• 248.
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CHAPTER III
Tllli RELATIVI'l1Y 'filEORY OF' BEHAVIOR A!~D ITS
IMPLICATIOUS POR T:li:ACRil~O SCIENCE

Questions Implied

&

Behaviorism.

In the first chapter

we pointed out that the relativists' test of a theory is
whether it can be used reliably to predict new data, whether

it explains all pertinent data and whether it satisfactorily
answers all the questions which it implies.

In our study of behaviorism, several basic questions
implied by behaviorism were raised,
ing the fixing of neural pathways?

For example:

Is learn-

Does the same individual

always make an identical response to the same stimulus?
behavior of an organism purposive or non-purposive?

Is

Does

the stimulus initiate the response or does the organism
have a part in initiating the response?

Are habits mechani•

cal, fixed and difficult to change, or are they highly
flexiblei

What is mind?

Learning?

Education?

In this chapter we wish to considc;X' how adequately the
behaviorists answer these questions, and also how adequately
the relativists answer them.

The latter answers make up a

part of the basic assumptions of the relativity theory of
teaching.

f!

Learning lt..,ixing

Neural Pathwavs?

According to

behaviorism, learning is the fixing of neural pathways or
bonds, particularly in the cerebral cortex of the brain.
Pathways a.re established according to the Law of ~xercise.
Retention of what is learned is due to the persistence of
bonds.
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The behaviorist~ s theory of leax•ning implies that if
the cerebral cortex, or· even a small pa1•t of it, were destroyed or cut acr•oss, so as to destroy or· sever a particular pathway necessary for a certain response, tnen the
learning of this particulur response should either be
greatly retarded or made impossible • . And in case a response
has been learned, severing or destroying a portion of the
pathvay that conducts the ~timulation should inhibit the response in much the same way that cutting a telephone line
inhibits communication.
In order to test whether destroying any particular part
of the cortex inhibits learning. Lasl1.ley subjected a number
of rats to operation and cut across various parts of the
cortex in every way possible.

The average extent of injury

was jl.1 per cent of the totai surface area of the cortex,
with a. range from l.5 to 81.2 per cent, and a distribution
covering every part of the cortex.

By this method Lashley

believed he should be able to trace the neural puthways.of
conditioned responses throush the cerebral cortex, just as
the spinal paths of s1mple reflexes seem to have been traced
through the spinal cord.

In conclusion, Lashley says:

The data ••• suggest three diverse
types of influence upon learning arising from brain injuries. lt'irst, for
some problems, a retardation results
from injury to any part of the cortex •••
The magnitude of the injury is important; the locus is not. 8econd, there
may be a general retardation arising
from any injury to which is added a
specific retardat1on resulting porhaps
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from sensory deficiency •••
Third, for still other habits
there may be.a complete absence
of any affect upon learning from
lc;s!ons o any extent or of any
locus, •••

1

Even where specific functions
are restricted to definite areas,
as in case of ••• brightness habits,
the separate parts hu.v~ diverse
subordinate functions.

I am coming to doubt the val-·
idity of the reflex hypothesis,
even as applied to spinal reflexes.
Ther-e are many indications that
the spinal reflexes are no more dependent upon isolateCI. conduction
paths than cerebral functions.3
Lashley 1 s conclusions of his experiments for testing
retention of learned habits were almost identical with these
conclusions.

Le.shleyts findings in toto tend to prove that the cortex acts as a whole or as a unit, and not as a bundle of
separate pathways like the telephone wires in a cable.

Even

the specific-function areas seem to act somowhut as wholes.

If one part either of a specific function area or of an
association area of the brain 1s destroyed, up to a certain
amount, the remainder oi' that area seems
the work.

to take over all

It seems to integrate the responses in such a

way that an animal is able to execute the learned acts.
l
2

3

Lashley, K. s.,. Brain Mechanism and Intelligence, P• 6C
Ibid., p •. 12~.
Ibid., P• 163.
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It is preclsely this 1 inteGration',
says Bode, of' which mechanism is unable
to give an adequate account. This process of' integre.tion means that the nervous sys to •.1 so::nehow orga.nl zes its elf, not
in terms of fixed connections, but with
reference to an end or goal. Adaptation
is achieved, not by • stamping in I a connectlon in the nervous syste;n., so that
the stimulation will always travel al~ng
a f'ixed pathway, but in so:ne more complex and more my~;terious way. Vie seem
forced to conclude that l:.vlr:g matter
has proper-ties which defy explanations
in terms of mechan:lcal ha.bit-f'or1:-iatlon.4
.Furthermore, Lnshley's experiments prove almost conclusively that leurning is not the establishment of isolated
neural pathways.

Learnin.:; see!ns to be far less mcchan lce.l

than the beha.viorints would have us belleve.

The relativists

do not try to explain "how" learning takes plo.ce,

They

believe that effort to do so is as futile as trying to explain
the behavior of an electron.
Does the Same Organism Always Malm an Identical Response

. to the Same Stimulus!

To answer this question, Wheeler and

Porklns 5 placed three lighted compartments containing food
in an aquarium as shown in tho div.e;ra::1 and then put fish in
the aquarium in front of the compartments.

Fig. 1.

Apparatus for Goldfish Experiment. X indicates the starting place, B, Mand D represent br1 6 L.t 6 ::necUu.t:i and di-. co;npartments
respectively.

4 Bodo, Boyd n.,

5

Certain fish

HOVI

We Learn, P• 126.

v:nieoler and PerrcTna-;-Princlples of Mental nevelooment

PP• 82-85,
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were taught to feed from the brightest, others from the
darkest and still others from the compartment of medium
brightness.

Afte;v each .entry to a compartment, the relative

spatial position of the intensities was changed.

In a short time the :f'ish \ (fo.rty-two in all) learned

to enter the correct compartment, whatever its position.
Afterwa·rds, when the lights were n stepped up" in ·?rightness
so thnt the dimmest light vms as. bright as the strongest of
the original combination, or• when the lights were "stepped

down" so that the brightest became 1:1.e dirn as the dimmest of
the original combination, the fish continued to make correct choices.

These results, according to Wheeler, indicate thnt the
fish did not choose a light of given absolute intensity.

Instead a fish responded to a whole situation; it responded
to one stimulus in 1·elatlon to other stirquli.

In other

words, it 1•esponded to one phase of a stituation in terms of
the situation as a whole.

A particular response was not

coupled with a particular, absolute, never changin'g st!rr.ulua.
Seemingly, the ['loaning of a p,u•ticulal' light of given
intt)n1J.1ty changed as the relationships among the light in•

tensities changed.

A pa.rticula:r light or stimulus had no

meaning in and of itself.

Meaning of a thing to the organ-

ism s,,emed to depend on the relationships that the organism
sensed betW'EJan the thing and other things.
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,!,! Behavior

.2f

Or•ganism .Purposive?

In order to an-

swer this question, let us consider Koehler' s 6 woz•k with

apes •. His e;tp0riments wore different from Thorndike's ex•
periments with cats in that apes could usually solve the ..
problems other than by accident (chance).

Koehler pro~ided

a situation wherein the direct wo.y to a goal was burred, but
au indirect way was left opei.'•

The animal vius placed iri a

situation to detei..min,a whethei. . it could solve the problem by
~e indirect way.

In one experiment, Koehler placed a. banana outside an
ape's cago beyond the reach of the ape and laid a stick on
the floor within the cage,

If' the stick were placed so

that it was not visible when the ape looked at the fruit,
the problem was not solved immediately,

But when the stick

was placed so that it and the banana could be soen at the
same time, the ape picked it up and used it to
banana,.

0

f'etch 11 the

Apparently, the ape perceived the. stick in relation•

ship to the goal; for, without hesitation, he used it as a
means for securing the banana.
In another experiment, Koehler placed a banana outside
the cage with a sti•.ing attached to it and placed the unat•
tached end of the string within reach

or

the animal.

The

ape was able without hesitation to pull the banana into the
cage by means of the string,
In both experiments, none of the apes hesitated and made
useless motions, as did '11hornciike's hungry cats.
6

Koehler, W.,

Mentality

.2.f Apes, PP•

Each seemed
125-131,
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to sense the relationship between the objects at hand and
the. attainment of th_e goal~

And the behavior of' eaoh seemed

to be a continuously orderly sequence of acts, all adapted,
in themselves and in the order of their sequence, to reach
a. certain objective; a.n end or goal~

The ability of an organism to sense relationships be-

tween its environment and the attainment of its goal, as bas
been said, is called insight.
called learnin&•

The development of insight is

The relativity theory

or

leax•ning is some•

times called tho goal-insight theory.
Interpretin5 Behavior According
'I·heorz.

.12

Goal•Insight

To interpret behavior according to this theory, three

factors must be taken into account (l) goal, (2) environmental
objects and (3) insights.

Change any one factor or any com•

binat;ion of the three and behavior will change.

The change

can be pl"'edicted according to the psychological principle of
least action which is:

an organism acts in such a. way as to

achieve its goal in th0 quicke.9t and easiest way that the

organ~~m comprehends at tho time.,
How an ape's behavior may change as his environment
changes is shown in the experiment in which two bamboo sticks

lad

to be fitted together by ins0rting one into the hollow

end of' the othe1• so as to make a stick long enough to reach

a banana outside the cage.

In one instance, the stick was

too langa to be fitted into the other, so the ape proceeded

to whittle down the end of the stick ·,,-ith his teeth; but 1·

doing so he broke off a large splinter.,

Instead of cont"
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to whittle the original st1cli::, he inserted the splinter in
the hollow ond of the other stick nnd thereby made one stick:

lonE: enough to reach the banana,

As the tools-or environment

changed, the behavior changed in such a. way that seemingly
the coal was reached in the easiest rmd qu:lckest manner comprehended by the apo; the changed behavior was in l,eeping
vrith the psycholof1 cal principle o:f least action.

An experiment that clearly shows how behavior crmnges
as insight changes is Jor.u1son' s 7 cxperimen t vii th dogs.
Johnson used two groups, one group whose eyelids had been

sewed together in ee.rl7'• puppyhood be.fore tl:e eyes opened
and another eroup

or

normal~ seeing dogs.

Tho anlmals of' both groups were allowod to secure food
fro-1 the box shown below; first through door A, then door B

and f lnully throt:gh door C•

I'h0 blind animals c ontlnued,

1

start

x- - - Fig. 2.

7

_. _. ,,,.

.,,, /

Puzzle box of type used by Johnson in his
experiment on dogs. Solid line represents
pa th.· of seeing dogs after third .rota tlon
of box; dotted line represents po.th of
blind dogs.

Johnson, H. u• ., Audition and Habit Ji'ormation in
Dog~ Beh. Mon. Vol. r:r;-pp. 54-,../8'
-
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after each change, to follow tho pc.thway to the :right around
the box from the-starting point a.a shown 1n Figure two; but
the seeing anim&ds when only C was open, after· one or two

tire.ls,.took the shorter pathway to lei't as shown.
Apparently, the blindfolded dogs could not sense the·
relationship between the go~l and the shorter path, as the
seeing dogs were able to do.

Evidently, the ...insights of

the seeing dogs were different from. the insi 0 .uts of the non•
seeing dogs; th~1refore, tho d.ii'ferenoe in behavior.

The principle of least action is nicely illustrated by
the behaviol' of un apo in one of Koehlort s expe:riments in
which he ;f'.illed a box with rocks so that it was too heavy
for the ape ~o move and placed it at one side o.f' the cage
so that the ape would have to move it in order to reach food
suspended from the top of the cage.

To move the box, the

ape took just enough rocks from the box. so that he could
slide it.

He did not remove all the rocks.

Seemingly, the

ape's acts v:eDe such that he 1•eached his goal in· the quickest
and easiest way that he compi•ehended.

Rola.t1vista 1 Conception

..2£

Senso Perception.

Accord•

ing to the b0hav1or1sts, sensation, emotion, perception,
memory and even thinking o.r·e just disturbances in the cere-

bral cortex.

Mind is not subject to scientific investigation.

All behavior consists of' ref'lex acts.
is made up

or

A

complete 1•ef'lex act

t~hree parts; a atimulua, a central adjustment

and a response.

A sense organ is stiraul&ted by the environment
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and this s t1mula tion is tr·ansmi ttod to the cerbral cortex.
This marks the end of the stimulus.

In tho cortex, the

stimulation is trannitted to a neurone which trann1its the
stimulation to the muscles which uct.

stimuluo precedes the response.

In every case the

Tl10 stimulus, originating

in the environment, causes tho response ..
Accor•ding to Dewey, the stimulus do~}s not p1•ecedo the
response; the two operate simultuneously.

Dewey says:

There is a certain definite set
of motor apparatus involved in hearing
just as much us thero is in the subsequent running away. The movement and
posture of the head, tho tension of
the ear muscles, are required for the
'reception• of sound. It is just as
true to say that the sensation of
sound nrisaa from a motor response as
that running away 1s a respopse to
the sound.a

rihut Dewey moans is that the listen0r is as much of a -

or

cause

the sensntion of hearing ns the stiniulua whioh

originates in tl1e environment.

The or·guniam and the en•

vironment form a total whole· and u.ct together simultaneously.
The oreanimu and its environment ar·e a unit; a configu1~ation.

The environment is no more the original cau~e of a sensation
than is the orgunism (see P•..1.§..>•
The interdapondencu of an 01·ganium and its environment,

as far as sensations are concernetl, can b9st be c.xpluined by
an analogy taken from a.str·onomy.

8

The moon attracts the earth

Dewey, Jobn, 'l·he Reflex~ Concept, Psychological
Heview, ( 1896>,Vol. III, P• ;,:HJ~.
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and the earth attracts the moon.

The force

dependent upon both moon and earth.

or

attraction 1s·

It is not caused by the

earth alone, or by the moon alone.
Another analogy is the conception of what causes an
objeot--for example, a table--to have weight.

a.nd of itself, has no weight.

A tabla, in

On the earth, the weight of

a table is one amount; on the moon its weight would be
another amount.

The weight of a particular table depends

(a) upon its own mass, (b) upon the mass of the.other body
or bodies concerned, and (c) upon the spatial relations
among the bodies.
tional field.

Each of the bodies possesses a gravita•

Weight of the table is derived from the

interaction of the fields:

Bode says:

All sense perception involves
a field; which is to say that the
physiological processes in sense
perception involve oorresponding
changes in the .field outside the
body,. In considering sense per•
caption there is no occasion to
refer to a 'mind' at all. To
account for them we need to as•
sume nothing beyond a physical
organism in relation to its
field.9

Hence, seeing, hearing, feeling and other sensations are
all field properties whioh are derived from interaction be•
tween an organism and its environment,

An organism is as

much the cause of sense perception as is the environment.
9

Bode, Boyd H.,

!Y!, Learn, P• 147.

.

What Ia Mind?
---- ----
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According to Dewey mind is, " ... the power

to understand things in terms of the use made of them .... nlO
That 1a, mind is the ability to sense relationships between
environmental things, one's bodily skills, and the accomplish•
ment of one's goal,

A chair is something to sit on if we.

wish to eat at,a table or wish to converse with .friends in
the home; something to stand on if we wish to remove an
overhead ·11ght bu.lb; or. something with which to defend one•
self in a cafe brawl. Another definition of ~ind that Dewey
gives. 1s that "Mind is oapaoity to refer present conditions

to future results and future consequences to present
conditiona. 011

!!.2!"!

Learn,

Many educators and others credit Dewey

with the statement that we learn by doing.

Anyone who has

carefully read Dewey knows that this statement 1s not at
all in keeping with his philosophy of learning•

It is more

in keeping with behaviorism-•that we learn by repetition.
Dewey does infer that we learn by way of experience, but
is very careful about his definition of experience.

"Mere

activity" says Dewey "does not constitute experience. 1112
According to Dewey,
The nature of experience can be
understood only by noting that it in•
cludes an active and a passive element
peculiarly combined. On the active hand,
experience is trying--a meaning which is
made explicit in the connected term ex•
periment. On the passive, it is under•

Dewey, John, Democracy~ Education, P• 39.
Dewey, John, Democracy and hducatlon, P• 120.
12 Ibid., P• 163.
.
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going. Whenwe experience something
we act upon it, we do something with
it; then we suffer or undergo the
consequences. We do something to the
thing and then it does something to
us in return. The connection of these
two phases of experience measures the
fruitfulness or value or the experience.
It is not experience when a child merely
sticks his finger into a flame; it is
experience when the movement is connected
with the p~in which he undergoes in con•
aequence.J.3
Unless one gets something which may be transposed from
one situation to another and which enables one to see what
will happen next or in a similar situation, and unless one
gets something that develops foresight, understanding and
insight, all of which increase oonti•ol over future behavior,

no leax•ning takes place.

~!!

Education?

According to Dewey, education is:

••• that reconstruction or reorganization of experience which adds to the
meaning of experience, ana which increases
ability to direct the course of subsequent
experience.14
·
·
For a scientist, Dewey's definition of education should
be very ffieaningful and easy to understand, for it embodies
the whole of the method of science.

It implies that educa-

tion is reconstructing and harmonizing old and new experiences
in terms of each other, and as a consequence the old and new
experiences talce on new meaning, thereby enhancing one• s
ability to predict future happenings and direct subsequent
action in an efficient and fruitful manner.

13

14

Ibid., P• 163.
Dewey, John, Democracy~ Education, P• 89•90.
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Learning~ Habit Formation.

In Chapter II, we found

that according to behaviorists all learning is habit formation; it is a stamping·in of bonds; it is coupling a given
response with a given stimulus,

Once the bond is fixed, the

same stimulus will bring forth tho same response, except as
the bond or connection is modified.

Complex habits are

formed by tying simple reflex acts together.

Once a habit

is fixed, it is performed automatically when the proper
situation arises.
stimulus f

01"

The making of the fir•st response is the

the second response and so on.

of a habit is purely mechanical.

The perfor•manoe

All behavior, even think•

ing, is a habit,

James wrote of habit as "an automatic, ready-made re•
sponse.ttl5

Benson, Lough, Skinner and West define habit as

ttthe relatively fixed way or combinntion of ways oi' reacting
to situations. 1116

Judd says, ••• "habits are, in general, in•

flexible ana unprogressive.

They cannot be readjusted be•

cause of their fixity.•." 17
All of those interpretations of ~abit are thoroughly 1n
keeping with behaviorism.

All are seemingly bused on the

·assumption that learning is the fixing of neural pathways,
a fallacy which was disproved by Lashley.

We see at once that the assumption that learning 1s habit
formation, and that habits are fixed; mechanical and nonpurpo15
16
17

James, '{dll1am, Talks to Teachers, P• 66.
Benson, Jough, Skinner and West, Psychology .f.Q!:
Teachers, P• 141.
Judd, Charles H., Psychology of Secondary Education,
P• 301.
-
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sive, contradicts Dewey's theory that education is continuous and progressive reconstruction of experience.

The defi•

n1tions of habit given above and the whole philosophy of be•
haviorism, allow .for no I'econstruction of habit.

When learn-

ing is left to an organism; no new learning can take place
except by aocidant.

'I'he development of independent learners

who can purposefully reconstruct their habits in such a way
as to increase Hthe ability to direct the course of subse•
quent experience" .is not recognized by behaviorists.

lf the aim of' education 1s to teach children to make the
"proper" responses to a set of preordained, fixed and estab•
lished stimu.11•-that is; to .fit children to act so'as not to
disturb the "recognized and traditional order of things,"
then, without question, teaching which will develop fixed,
mechanical; non-purposeful habits is the type desired.
However, if we assume that society is dynamic, ever•
changing~ and ever-evolving, then teaching which develops
habit .2f reconstructing habits and enables man to control
his environment, 1•ather than allow environment to
him, is the type desired.

The two points

or

control

v•iew can be

clear;ty shown by examples.
A savage tribe manages to live on a desert.

It fits

itself to the conditions which exist, but this fitting pro•
oess involves accepting things as they are--toleration ot
present conditions, a minimum of active control of environment, and passive attitu~e towards things as they happen to
be.

Change is frowned upon, and if anyone tries to change
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things, he is singled out for pun1sr~aent.

The result is

that man 1s a victim of environment.
A civilized people enter the same desert.

lihey intro•

1

duce irrigation; they search for new plants that will grow
under the concti tions a.nct oan be used r or .!flood; and they im•

prove these plants by breeding and selecLion •. The result
is that the desert blossoms like a rose.
makes ehan~es !s?,

hap;eens •

Eurposefully

In this manner man leurns

to control his environment and thus becomes in a large measure the master of his own destiny.
The savage•s habits cause him to conform to the exist-

ing order
of' things.
: .

Each year, a.ta certain time, the

savage will be found doing the same thing in the same way
that he did it the year before; his habits are 1·outine, fixed,
and in a sense non-ipurposive and mechanical.

The civilized man has habits too, but his habits srl!
connected with a desire (purpose) to control and better his
environment.

He is not passive to existing conditions.

According to the relativists, as has already been stated,
behavior is determined by three factors••insight, goal and
environment.
not change.

As long as these remain fixed, behavior does
1'1 or the desert tribe, all these

1..emained

fixed

from one year to tho next; consequently, there was little or
no. change in behavior.

Behaviorism denies purpose and insight.

With these

two factors eliminated, there is only one factor--environment-to influence ·behuvior.

Teaching practices based upon behavior-
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ism tend to develop pupils who conform to the existing order
of affairs,

Pupils tend to habituate themselves in a passive

way to their environment, just like a savage.
Recently, the author overheard a conversation between a
teacher of manual training and a psyoholog1st--a behaviorist.
The teacher said that he had difficulty in teaching the boys
in his classes to use the protective guards on power saws,
and he wondered whether he should resort to punishment in
order to teach the boya to use the guards~
The psychologist said, "Yest

If a pupil does not use

the guards, hit him on tho hands with a stick."

Of course,

as long as the teacher is in the room, boys taught in this

man]'.ler will use the guards.

But it is doubtful whether

they will use them when the teacher is absent.

The presence

of the teneher is conducive to using the guards because it
is a barrier to reaching the goal in the shortest and easiest
manner.
In order to get the boys to use the guards in his absence,
as v1ell as in his pl•egence, the teacher should ohnnge the
boys.I. insights by making thorn a.ware of the consequenc'es of not

using the guards.

After making them appr•eciative of the prob•

lc?m 1r.1volved, o. study of chance and proba.bili ty might be a.

very effective way of doing this.
This could be do11e by having the boys flip pennies, roll
dice and count the number of Fords that go by the school house
during a certain period of the day for several successive days.
l•'rom such a study the high degree of certainty of the law of
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chance could be discovered.

Thon data concerning the chances

that one takes of getting e. hand cut off when using a power..;
saw without the guurd could be presented.

Althou·gh the probability may be low, say one chance out
of ten thousand, ,;1ho kno'l11s when that one chance will occur?
It might occur tomorrow when Jack uses the saw.

Yiho would

like to tie up Jack's arm 1111th blood spurting from it in

order to pr-event him from bleeding to death befol'e the doc•
tor arrives'?

\"iho

would wnnt to inform his pa1•0nts about

the accident?

By using the guards, Jaok can prevent the possibility
of this accident; he oan eliminate all chance.

Safety posters

made by pupils; dramas written and acted by pupils; all will
help to develop understanding and insights concerning safety
and help to build un environment that is conducive to making
pupilu safety nilnded,

Thus, by changing insight, attitudes

and environment, boys can be taught habitually to use the
guards,

But it should be :recognized that the habit is not

developed blindly anti mebhanlca.lly,

These boys habitually

use the guards because they realize the consequences of not
using them.

The change in behavio1• is purposive and intelli•

gent; that is, the acts o.re p8rf'ormed with forethought or the
consequences of the acts.
After all, it is doubtful whether a habit is as fixed

as James, Judd and others believed,

Lot us examine a des•

cription of a skilled so.,vyer saviing a bon1•d to soe whether
this is the case.
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When one drives the saw forward,

it should engage the wood vigorously. \'Jhen
the saw is drawn back, it should pass lightly over the wood. The altillful sawyer makes

his movements without stopping to analyze
the experience; yet l:Je is instantly responsive to the sensations which come from his
saw. In such a phase of his movemen as
following a line or• maldng a straight cut,
the expert is guided by sensations in the
palm or the hand. Let the saw swerve
ever so little, and the skillful workman
makes the necessary tu.1•n of his hand. He
knows, further, how to adjust his stroke
to different kinds of material; and he
knows also that, when the board is very
nearly divided, ho Ulust. mak0 a skillful
stroke in completing the act.18

In this-description, adjustability rather than fixity
1s outstanding.

Even the slightest changes in conditions

seem to cause a change in actions.

Seemingly, the acts of

the sawyer are adapted, in the order of their sequence, to
accomplish his purpose (cut the board straight across).
Habits developed with purpose can be powerful intellectual
,tools for directing subsequent acts in a fruitful and effioi•

·ent manner.

Hence, aecordi11g to goal-insight theory, the

formation of such habits should be an aim of teaching.
Relativists• Conception

Ef.

!!,linking.

Thinking, ao~

cording to.the relativists, has three distinct meanings.
l!'irst, thinking means to recall or remember something.
For example, Mr. Jones wishes to know where he left his missing umbrella.

By thinking "hard" he remembers or recalls

that he left it at his office behind the door.

This type of

thinking is known a.a recollection or memory-level thinking,
It is perhaps the dominant type done in moat schools today.
18

Bruce! William, Principles of Democratic Education,
P• 10 •
-
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Second, thinking means logicHl deduction; it is if•
then thinking; the type commonly employod in geometry.
Bayles says:
Thinking in this senso 1s a process of following out accurately the logical implications of a proposition. It is logical thinking; straight thinking; thinking in accord-·
a.nee with a given system; deductive reasoning;
if-then thinking. In order to evoke such
thinking E",t a. given time, it is necessary
merely for a properly trained individual to
recognize its suitability, and, of course, be
disposed to act appropriately. Therefore, we
will call it recognition-level thinking.
Whereas recollection-level thinking depends
primarily on memory, rocognition-level thinking depends primarily on understanding.19
Recognition-level thinking involves no hesitation in thought.
One thought quickly, easily and logically follows from the
preceding thought.
considered.

Alternative situations do not have to be

The following is an examplez

Me.j or pz•emise:

All men a.re mortal
Socrates ia a man

Therefore:

Socrates is mortal

Another example of recognition-level thinking is the
thinking involved in solving the :following example wherein
pupils know how to solve simultaneous equations, and understand the principles of transmission of sound through air
and water:

A sound is heard 15 seconds under water before

it is heard in alr; how far away is the source?

19

Bayles, E. E.,
Relativity !r1nc1ple !! ~ppli~d
to T0achin~; Univei--~icy o1' kunsas, BuJ.1etin 01· l!;ctucation, l"e ruary, 1940, p. s.
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If a pupil understands the e.x.u.mple and the principles
which apply, he cHn solve the problem in the ·tinte necessary

for him to raake the simple mathomatioal calculations.
Beoause recognition-level thinking is used so widely in
everyday life, pupils should be tho1•oughly acquainted with
the techniques of using it and vlith its many shortcomings.
A thir·d meaning of thinking is the thought processes in•
volved in solving a problem.

By p1·oblem, we mt1an a. for•ked•

road situation for which tho1 e may be seve1·0.l possible solu1

tions; a situation 11hich requil'es tho collecting and weighing

of evidence and the touting and making a. choice $.mong several

posfdble solutions.

This type of thinking is called reflec-

tive, scientific or reflection .. level thinking.

An example is the thinking done by Mr·. Jones in trying

to start the "stalled" engine of his automobile.
have flooded the carburetor,'' he thought.

"Perhaps I.

So• bef 01 e trying
1

to start the engine age.in, he limited a few minutes to allow
the surplus gasoline to d1·nin frorn the carburetor•
tried, but without suecess.

0

rn1at can be v11•ong? 11

1:i.gain he

ho said

to him.self L1.s va.1"'iou::l guusBos (hypotheses) flashed into his
mind.

"Perhaps thero is no gasoline in the tank," but upon

looking at the guuge he saw that it :.,hawed the tunl;: to be
more than half full.

Ile r0ra.ornb0red too that ho ho.cl just

bought gasoline the uay bofor·e.
11 Po1•haps

01•

thcro is something wi~ong vii th the ignition system;

maybe the feed line is clot;,;e;ed," he th()ught.

n tosted"

Thon. he quickly

the ~park plugs anc'.i 1.'ounc.i they were fii.,ing so he ruled

out the hypothesis that something was wx·ong with the ignition
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system.

To make sure there "<7e.s gasoline in the tnnk he 1·an

a stick into it and found it to be e.s the gauge indicuted.

On the basis of these data, he waB satisfied that the feed
line was clogged, becauso, if gasoline wore getting fr·om
the tank to the cylinders then the spark would ignite it.

All evidence pointed to one hypothesis.

To test this hy•

pothesis, Mr. Jones disconnected the feed line and pumped
air into it with his tire pump until he he;;;rd the air bubbling
through the gasoline in the tank.

Then he knew the feed

lino was clear,·so he reconnected it, climbed into his car,
stepped on the starter and in o mo1mmt ths engine started.
If we analyze this situation, vrn see that iAr. Jones was
faced with a problem; a forked-road si tu.:c tion; an I-don I t•

know situation ..

Q.ulckly several hypotheses, ea.ch a guess

as to what might be ~rong, ca~e to his mind.

Then he examined

each hypothesis in terms of its consequences; that is, Vihat
each would mean in terms of steps necessary to star~ the en•
gine •

Ii' the carburetor woro flooded, the surplus gcu:30line

would quickly drain out of it; bw.t when tho engine would not
start after sitting long enough for this to lmp1-1~:-n, ha ruled

out this hypothesio.

V.!ith this hypothesis eliminnted he

tested other lilrcly hypotheses.
cumulated.

As he did so, more~ data

UCi:-!

Finally, ho renchocl a p0int at v1hich 1-111 the data

seemed to point to ono hypothesis.

To test this hypothesis,

he made sure that tho foed lino was clear and then he tried
starting the motor.

The result w.a.s tbnt the motor started.
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Then he knew that this hypothesis was the cor~ect solution
because it worked; it enabled him to start the engine.
Here we have a problem, hypotheses, data, test of
hypotheses and choice of hypothesis.

These are the ear

marks of the complete act of reflection-level or scientific
thinking.
The outstanding characteristics of scientific thinking,
not characteristic of the other types of thinking, are that
it carries within itself a method of discovering new know•

ledge and ways of knowing right from wrong,
is tested by experiment.

New knowledge

Theories or hypotheses used to

predict new knowledge must harmonize all pertinent data.

In harmonizing data, the old and new are reconstructed in
the light of each other.

Reflection-level thinking is the

only type that provides for reconstruction of experience
which gives new meaning to experienee and which increases
the ability to direct subsequent experience.
Teaching which promotes reflection•level thinking is
problem teaching.

It brings pupils face to face with l•

don 1 t•know situations or forked-road situations which can
be solved only by reflection-level thinking.
Right-answer teaching, whereby pupils are handed exer•
cises and authoritative.answers and are required to find the
answers, is not problem teaching.
volves a one-road situation.

Right•answer teaching in-

In science, it usually involves

the application of a.known principle.
is recognition-level thinking.

The thinking required
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Assumptions

.2f

In this

Relativity Psychology.

chapter, we see that the implications of relativity psychol•
ogy for teaching are rar reaching.

But before considering

them, let us state briefly the fundamental assumptions of
relativity psychology.
(1)

They are as follows:

An organism is continuously acting and is con•

tinually seeking outlets for its activity.

The organism and

the environment, working cooperatively or jointly, initiate
and direct the activity.,
(2)

All action 1s purposive; it is always directed to•

ward a goal; it is continuously shaped and reshaped toward the
accomplishment of a. goal; in accordance with the psychological
principle of least action.
( 3)

W,

All action derives its peculiar characteristics

from the indiv;idue.~,' s insights and from his knowledge of
how.to use his bodily structures, togethor with the objects
of his environment, as means for accomplishing his ends-.
(4)

All action is unique--it is always adjusted to the

unique influential factors,

These factors may be either per•

sonal or environmental,
(5)

Every stimulus is a continually changing; directive

factor; changing cooperatively with the responses of the

01".._

ganism as progress is made towar•d the goal; di1 ective, in the
1

sense of acting as a tool for achieving the goal•
(6)

The action of an organism is continuous; an organ•

ized whole from beginning to end; not a. series of separ•ate
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The separate acts can only be interpreted in

responses.

terms of' the whole e.ct--the goal., the organism's insights and
the environment.
(7)

Learning is the dev0lopment of insight; it is dis-

covery of relationships; it is the development of understand•
1ng and foresight, all of which increase control over future
behavior; that is, it enables one to r•each one•s goal easier
and quicker.
(8)

To change behavior, change either one or any combina•

tion of, goal, insights or environment.

Behavior can be pre•

dieted according to the psychological law

(9)

or

least action~

Education 1s " ••• that reconstruction or reorganiza-

tion of· experience v1hich adds to the meaning of experience,
and which increases the ability to direct the course of sub•

sequent experience."
Implications

.2f

Relativity Psychologz

f..2£

Teaching Science.

If a pupil 1 s behavior is purposive, if ho is inherently active,
and if he 1s continually seeking outlets for his activity,
then a teacher should capitaliz~ these natural characteristics.
That is, ·she should look to the natural interests of a pupil ..

Interest,. as used here does not mean attention gainod
by snapping one's fingers, by colorful enumeration of facts

or

by putting colored pictures in books.

Here, interest is

comparable to the attention of o. football player 1n a game
between two rival schools.
situation?

What is the nature of such a
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Such a situation is problematical; there is an element
of uncertainty; and there is more than one p1•obable outcome.
The player has something at stake; he anticipates the pos•
sible outcomes of the game and the consequences of each.
The outcome may determine whether he makes a

11

letter"J whether

he is chosen for the All American team; or whether the team
will be the champion of the conference.

The possible out•

comes will affect the player's future life and are so import•
ant to him that he is emotionally aroused.
But a spectator in tho stands, who knows llttJ.e about
the participating schools, who knows none of the players and
who is indifferent to the outcome, has little interest in
the game ..

Watching the game is merely a pleasant way of

passing the time of day.

The spectator anticipates no change

in his future life, if one or the other team wins and emotion•

ally he is unaroused.
"The word interest in its ordinary usage," so.ys Dewey,
nexpresses {I) the whole state of active development (II) the
objective results that a1'e foreseen and wanted { III) the per•
sonal emotional inalination .. " 20
11

Soft" pedagogy and behaviorism have a tendency to iso•

late and exaggerate the second part.

To secure attention,

all subject matter is made easy, exciting and pleasurable,
All school work is made pleasant and agreeable, and few,
20

Dewey, John, Democracy~ ~duoation, P• 148.
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if any, pupils are ever failed.

"To keep a child happily ad•

justed to life_is the paramount responsibility of both home
and schoo1.n 2l
·1:;.oft pedagogy is baaed mainly on the assumption that
the end products of education are skills and subject matter,
and that the end products are irrelevant to the normal activ-

ities and interests of pupils.

..

The end products of education
'

'

aI?e assumed to· be .somethi:n,g which have to be acquired, so the
common sense tbini to_ <'.L·.:, ia to m:,. . ke the acquirement easy and

pleasanti naugar-coat" them.
During. tho n thirti-es" t}l_e so.ft pedagogues gained a firm
f'.oothold in American education.

?Io doubt economic and social

conditions were such as to promote the philosophy.

From per•

sonal experience, we know that in many schools it is well
nigh a crime if a teacher fails a pupil} and, we know too,
that the general op1~1on today among editors of textbook companies is that a good textbook must be easy, it must be strikingly and b_eautifully illustrated and it must be n interestingly'

written,
This tendency in textbooks is shown in several science
textbooks published during the past few years.

Seemingly,

these books ure not much more than picture boolts which glorify

science and tho scientific accomplishments of "b1g11 business.
Discussion in them is largely an enumeration of highly glorified !'acts.
21

Wygant, Elsie

A,, Ch1ldcraft, Vol. VIII; P•

236,
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The opposite extreme of the philosophy of soft pedagogy
is the philosophy of discipline.

or

According to this school

thought, wlw t a. pu.pil is taught is

or

ns long as the mate~ial is difficult.

11 ttle consequence

Learning difficult

material disciplines n pupil; it toughens him for hard work
and the he.rd life that is a.head o:f.' him.

If a. pupil does not

like to study difficult material on its own account, he should
be forced, if need be, to ,itucly it,.

The only way to avoia so1't pedagogy on tho one hand. and
tho coe1•cion of discipiinarians on. the other is to make the

study of subject matter purposeful.

"When material has tc

be made interesting," says Dewoy., nit signifies' that as pre•
sented, it lacl{s connection with pu1.•posoa ••• u 22
A problem, as

Vi~

ho.ve said, to be interesting must be

purposeful ann must involve doubt anct confusion or conflict
in the learner's mind.

The outc~ne must be problematicalJ

it mllst cuuse concern f'or the pupil.

The i:,upil must be

keenly aware that the outcome is going to make a differen~e
in his future acting and thinking.

An interesting problem

causes a pu.pil to anticipate the various possible outcomes
and what the various outcomes W111 mean to him.

An example

will explain what is meant.
As this is being w~itten, Germany has just acquirea
control of a large sha1•e 01' continental Europe.

As a result

many questions have been raised in the·mJ.nds 01' the American
22

Dewey, Jobn, Education~ Democracy, P• 150.
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people ..

A few of them are,

How w111· the domino.t10.n

Europe by Hitler affect our markets?

or

Will Hitler be satis•

fiad with the tez•ritorial, political and economic gains that
he has made to de. te,

America?

01•

will he soon try- to conquer South

If he tries to conquer South America what will the

United States do?
Because Hitler's domination of Europe is likely to affect vital interests oi' the lunol"ics.n people, they e.r·e trying

to anticipate all lines of action that Hitler may take and
the eonsequenaes of ea.oh line in order to devise a plan for

offsetting them.
r1·hie problem is a fo1•ked•road aitu... tion and. 1t has grown

out of the interests of the American people.
eral possible solutions.

Thei,e are sev•

To lmow v1hi:t to do in ea.ch case

can be determined only by reflection--level study.
Teacili1;ig which develops refleotion•level thinking is
called problem•aolving teaching •
consists

or

.Problem... aolving teaching

two stages; tho problem ra.isi11g anct p1•oblem

solving stages.

Miller and Blayda~ glve a fine example

or

the problem re.laing stage :Lu deticJ:'ihing how a t~acher took

advantage of pupil intere$t in a b101oaycou.rse
It l the d.eomonst1·ut1on) consisted of
a five-gallon bottle, or carboy, slightly
mox·o thun half full of wa tar, ln the
bottom were two inches,. of sand in whioh
wa1~e anchored a few eqµ.atic plant:;;.
Floating 1n the water was a small amount
o.f a filamentous alga. On the sldes·of
the bottle were several small water
snails and. swim111ing a.bout among the
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plants was a s1nall goldfish. A
cork had been pressed tightly into
the neck and covered with a heavy
layer of melted paraffin.23
Here was a situation which aroused interest immediately;
it was a problematic situation about which each pupil wanted
to know the outcome.

Each pupil wanted to know "How long

the fish would live in the microcosm without food .1nd fresh

Of course, a teacher interested only in teaching facts
would answer the question immediately and would thus kill
all interest and spoil all the fun.

But a teacher interested

in solving problems and in developing reflection-level (scientific) thinking, would make little comment other than raise
a few pertinent questions to assure mental confusion.

Here

is a situation with many teaching possibilities.

In most classes, this situation would cauSe pupils to
speculate as to the probable outcome-.

No doubt, a few would

say that the fish will live for weeks because it br•eathes
water; not air.

Some would say that the fish will die in a

few days because there is
eat.

no

food in the microcosm for it to

Other•s would suggest that the fisi1 co.n eat the plants

or perhaps eat the snails. Others may cont1•adiot this state•
ment.

And still others may want to know whether the presence

of the plants and snails will affect the length of tmme that
the fish will live.
23

For each question raised, several

Miller and Blaydes, Methods and Materials for Teaching Biological Scien 1~es ,· P• 17.
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hypothoses { pz•obable answers) 1;-ould be proposed.

these hypotheses calls for experiments.

Tes ting

Experiments call for

planning, organiz.in&, observing, recording of data, judging,
criticising and reaching conclusions.
Exporimenta also 1•equi:i:-e that pupils understand the

techniques of the scientific method.

?or example, suppose

thut a pupil wants to determine whether the presence of

plants will aff'eot the length oi' timtl· the fish will live.
This would necosuitate a oontro.L and a situation whereby all
i'acto:r·s af'feot1ng tne life of' the .t'isll would. be eliminated

except the effect of the plants.

Carrying out such an ex...

periment would develop skills, attitudes and habits.

However

all would be done with a definite purpose.
Without doubt, out of this study would arise the question, "What is life, and what are the conditions necessary
!'or living things to live?"

.rhis, no doubt, is the qaestion

1

that the teacher wanted to study.
·Uow, it should be clea1-- that the teacher in such a situation is not manipulating stimul1 to cause pupils to arrive
at a set of preoi·da.inect conclusions.

opening up a large area

61'

The teacher is merely

study wherein pupils co.n delve and

discover problems.
Instead of the teache1• proposing a problem, the teacher
"sets the stagen so that the pupils p1·opose it.

In this way

Uie problem becomes the pupil's problem as well as t.t1e teacher's.
And in so.Lving it, su·bjeot mutter and skills become a means
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"tio an end; not ends in themselves.

Subject matter and skills

present~cl in th:is manner need not be glorified or sugarcoated because they are connected with purpose.

As Dewey

sayu~ nrt ls only when materials are not connected v1ith purpose tllut; libey need to be made interesting. n

And in solving

proolerus bJ reflection-level study, the subject matter is

not seps1·ated. from method because the mothod of teaching is
the methoil of obtaining new lmowledge.

Method is the means

to neiii knm,ledt~e.

harmonized in the

'l"ihen new and old are

lit:l:t of each othi3r, they point to now ways of obtaining new
lmonledge.

According to Dewey' n definition, thiu is education.

A detailed explanfltion of methods of conducting e. class.
of the choice of subject matter, of the part played by the
toacl:er• and of ot;ber dotnil~J cannot be made until we have

studied the io.plica-cions of democracy and science for teach•
ing.

r.rhese will be considered in the' next two chapters.
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CHAPTER IV
DEMOCHACY AND I'11 S IMPLICA'l'IONS FOR 'l'EACHUiG SCIENCE

Whv Oonaider.. Democra.c;rf

We have already seen tbit a

thing, in and of itself, has no meaning to a human n.ind. Only ·

when relationships are sensed between a thing and other things
does a thing have meaning.

Also, we have seen that moaning

changes en sensed relo.tionships change.

In one set of rela-

tionships, n thing may hava one menning; and in another set
of relation ships an entir•ely differont ne9l1 ing.

To Koehler' s apes, a bo:i:. in one configurntion ( set of relationships) mean something to stnnd upon; in another, some•

thine to lie upon.

In a traln which ia moving nt n uniform

rate with respect to the track, the path of n falling ball
nppea1•s., to a:n observer in the train, to be o. straight line.

To an observer outside the train, 1-1te.nding beside tl:c track,
the pa th appears to bo a curved line (pnraboln).

A change in

sensed relationships is n change :tn meaning.

Then too, we hnve neon that tho behavior of an organism
may be affected by change of environment, change of goal, change
of insight, or change of an:v cmr:,1natl on of tr,e throe..

Also we

have seen that action co.n be interpreted, in a given environ-

ment, only when the goal of the orr,;a.nism is lmown,.

Unless the

goal is known, action seems mee.n ingless.

Since a teaching piogram is a plan of action, in orde~
thn t the program :ma;.r be definite and meaningful, it is necessary
to Jmow the aims (goals) of the program and tho kind of social
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organization (environment) in which that program is to function.
And if the aims of the program are not to oppose·tho aims of
the social organization, then it 1s necessary to lmow the aims
of both.

The importance of knowing goals as well as environment

is shown in the following comment:
A World Congress on Education for
Democracy was reoently convened at
Columbia University,. Its various seminars, led by Teachers College professors,
have rendered a report in which it is
stated that education should be for
citizenship, for economic life, for
personal and family relations, for
ethics and roligion ••• the conferees
were unwilling to commit themselves
definitely except to insist that edu•
cation is for democracy. But, wha~
is democracy? At this point, these
conferees, like the builders at Babel,
found themselves speaking strange
tongues.

The most startling single fact
concerning America's educational
Gargantua is this: those who guide
nnd manipulate it have lost or mislaid their compass; they cannot
agree on the goal for which the in•
strument is to be used.l

As long as the conferees did not define democracy, all
the aims and objectives had little or no meaning.

Probably

Hitler, Mussolini and Stalin would sanction every one of the
aims proposed.

Stalin might object to religious training.

Bruce points out how senseless it is to set up objectives
•_'?

for a school program without defining the kind of sooie.l organi•
zat1on in which that program is suppoaed to function.

He says

1 Lindeman, Edward c., The Goal of American Education,
Survey Graphic, Vol.

28,

P• 570.
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in writing of n group of teachers who were considering ob~
je cti ves for teaoh:tng;
~••one might be an advocate of mili~
tary training in high schools, another
might be a believer in the dogmatic in~
stilling of internationalism or of
pacifism, a third might present the ev1•
dence in favor of economic nationalism,
but all would be strong for If citizenship"
as an aim,~•~one emphasizing conformity
to old standards through the reading of
sacred books,. a second using a set of ·
activ~xies to correct personal traits
one at a, time, and a third promoting a
aocio.lized pr~gram stressing intelligent
co-opera t~on.,
This· well illustrates the confusion of thought in American

education today.
As has been said before (see P•....;lll,), a choice of a social

organization or educational program cannot be made on the
basis of scientific facts a.lone.
on a people's philosophy of life.

A choice of either depends
It depends on the kind of

lives the people want to live; on how much responsibility
they want to assume in directing national and local affairs;
or whether they want to meke choices and decide important is•
sues of life or want to turn such matters over to someone else.
The people of Germany chose Hitler and his program, rather

than a democratic program, because they were befuddled and
either did not want to take the trouble to decide the. issues

which confronted them or felt entirely incapable of doing so.
Of course, Hitler believes the masses of people a.re "silly
sheep," incapable of shoufldering the responsibilities of self
government and making decisions that need to be made.
2 Bruce, William, Principles£! Domocrntio Education, p. 260.
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Theoretically, there are three dist1notly different forms
of social organization:

o.utocraoy, democracy and anarchy

(laissez-faireism or rugged individualism).

Without doubt,

moat pupils, parents and teachers in the United States would
say that they want a democratic social organization and a
school program which is in keeping v1ith domocraoy; a program
that will enable children to· understand democracy, that will
enable them to participate in a democrncy, that will enable
them to further democracy e.nd that allows democratic living to
be practioied in school.

But, as has been pointed out, in order to set up such a
program., it is necessary to formulate a car•eful, clear and
usable definition of democracy; and to know the aims and basic
assumptions of democracy.

These- assumptions nnd the definition

of democracy should make up a part of the assumptions on which
the program ls based.

program should be thought.£!. 2

!!l

hypothesis~~!£ be tested·..!!! practice.
If experience w1 th such a program proves that 1 t is un•
workable. then one ahould revamp it and try it 1n practice
again.

Thia process should be kept up until it is plainly seen

that an educational program in lteeping with the original be.sic
assumptions and definition of democracy is not workable, or
until a completely harmonized, workable, program is developed.

What

Assumptions

.2£

Democrao:v-?

According to Merriam

one of the most 1mportnnt assumptions of democracy 1s:
The essential dignity of man, the import•
anoe of protecting and cultivating his personality on a fraternal ro.ther than on a differential
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principle; and the elimination of
special privilege based upon un~
warranted or exaggerated interpr§ta.. tion or the human differentials.
Ao cording to the CYCLOPEDIA OF POLITICAL S CIElWE, one of

the first advocates of the essential dignity of man and of the
importance of protecting and developing each individual per•
sons.11ty wa·s Jesus Christ.

At the time of His coming, the lot

of the common people was very difficult.

They wore ignorant,

highly superstitious, poorly fed, poorly clothecl., poorly housed
and many of them were diseased or were suffering from aftereffects of disease.

Most of them ovmed no property; they were

either slaves or serfs, and were looked upon by members of the
far lees numerous upper class as an inherently inferior people.
The masses had little or no opportunity to become educated and
their hopes and ambitions were few,

Most of their time and

energy were spent keeping body and soul together; on the whole,

they led a miserable existence.
When.Christ came, he proacbEJd that man is sacred in his
own eyes and snored ln the eyes of his fellovmrnn.

Uan has n

free, responsible soul, fallen 1t is tru~, but God haa revealed
1;o man the mystery of his immortal destiny and has revealed to
him how he may save his ovm soul.

God made man tho master of

the destiny of his own soul; he is responsible for it.

Christ

preached that it is the moral dut:r of es.ch to respect this re-

sponsibility, both in one's self and in others, and to help
others develop such a sense of moral responsibility~
3

Merriam, Charles E., Political Science Q,uartorl~.;, Vol.- 53,
p .. 329.,
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Furthermore, Christ taught that all the children of God
are brothers, and all the sons .of Adrun iu•e equal in their redemption.

As a consequence, e.11 slaves, serfs, tradesraen,

beggars and lame e.nd sick who accepted tbis philosophy, regarded
themselves on par With kings and nobles inasmuch as they were
subject to the same obligations to God.

And they believed that

their ohanQes for o. life hereof tor we1•e all equal.

All. were

equal in the sight of God; birth counted for nothing; merit \IH-\s
everything.
Thia philosophy gave the masses hope; gave them n sense
of directlon and new goals; emphasized the 1.mporte.nce of the
human aoul and the indl viduo.1; and caused people to b,111eve in

tl'iemselves.

It taught brotherhood 1 cooperntion, equal1ty and

personal responsibility for one another.
\'fnen Christ preached this philosophy, the time and condi•
tions were ripe for its acceptance by the mnssea.

Consequently

it spread like wild fire, and when the upper class tt1ed to
stamp it out by force, the persecuted became martyrs.
oauaed the doctrine to sprond yet more rapidly.

This

It 'tiwept over

the Boman Empire and la te1~ over e.11 of wostern Europe.
One would think that tho dominance of this philosophy
would have roaulted in widenproad freedom, accornpnnied. by intellectual growth and socinl and eeononlc reforms.

But such

was not the case.
Instead, about 300 A. D., the crumbling Homan E:,1pire was

overrun by Germanic tribes from the ?forth, and each lender of
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a tr•i be .... a pett;r ruler called a feudal lorcl--set up o. little

kingdom or ostnte of his own ..

On his estate or "manor". lived ·the
peasants, tilling the aoil 1 ,,•. subject to
the lord's control., and ow:i!ng him "feudal
dues."•••He was the overlord of the land,
thoy were servile tenanta ••• He was noble
and privileged 1 they were connnon and
unpri vi leg ed. 11 ":.!:

These petty rulers were easily "Christi,;mized," nccepting

particularly the philosophy of the Roman Cnthoiic Church; that
they ruled by divine right.

However, it was a second-hand

right, derived from God through the Pope who, as representative
of God on enrth, possessed by divine right, authority over
princes and feudal lords ns well as over nll other men.
The e.cceptance of this philosophy by the feudal lords e.nd

the common tie of faith nmong e.11 the people enabled the leaders
of the Church to establish a strong Church that, along with the
feudnl lords, ruled Europe until after the beginning of the
sixteenth century.

But, in order to insure unity of faith

among its membera., the Church ruled that o.11 interpretations
of the Bible should be made by priests, who wero sub,j ect to

bishops, \vho in turn ,vere subject to the Pope •

••• The Pope, who claimed to be the Vicnv
of Christ nnd ns such to exercise divine
author:J.ty. m.s voice was tho voice of God,
his decrees were laws intended by God for
the government of men.5
The voice of Godwns considered to spcalc nbsolute truth end was

not to be questioned eitber by norfs or lords~
4

5

Beaker, Carl, Modern Hiatorv, P• 26.
Ibid., P• 31.
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Religiously, the serfs were totally dependent upon the
Church.

Freedom of worship as one aaw fit., and the right to

make one 1 s own interpretation of the Bible, did not exist.
Pew, if any, could read and even those who could found fe\V

Bibles available.
Economically, the serfs were dependont in everr respect
upon the feudal lord who owned the land•
:,-.'

which a serf could orm land.

I

The1•e was no way by

If he did obtain possession of

land, n feudal lord, with his band of soldiers in armor, was
likely to 'Gnke it from him.
Pol.itically I the s01--fs had no r:l.ghts •

The right to rule

1,ve.s a divine right, vested in Church e.nd feude.1 lord.
Vllthin the Church, s. thorough conflict developed between

orthodox Christ1e.n1ty rmd the origine.l teachings of Christ.
The result was that the 9erfs, an far ns the right to develop
t be human personality was concerned_. wore in vmrse condition

than they were under Roman rule.

So ,.t nppenrs thHt .the right

and opportunity to develop the humnn personality does not rest
on the roligious, economic and political righta which exisliod
in Eur•opo during the period from 300 to 1600 A. De

As hns been s8id, beginning about 1300 A.

n.

a new phil•

osophy, opposed to the authoritarianism of the Ghurch and of
Aritotel1an thought, began to emerge.

And, too, several dis•

oover1ea were made which showed Aristotle and the C~irch to b~
in error,

Also acvornl inventions were mnde which tended to

loosen the strangle hold of Church nn::l feudal lords on the
serfs.
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The invention of gun powder and fire arms wns an important

factor in breaking the economic hold of' the feudal lords.

The

invention, in 1438, of moveable type by Giltenberg in Mainz, me.de

possible the dissemination of knowledge at verr low cost and
contributed greatly to.1:J.berating men's minds from false super•
stitions and from false doctrines advocated by the Church.,

Soon after the discovery of' :moveable type, Coperntcus pro•
posed the heliocentric t'beory of our planoto.r~r system, Columbus
dis covered the New World, end Magellan circ1.1.::nnavigated the

globe.

These discoveries cast doubt on the antbroprocentric

theory of the earth held by the Church, on the Pope' a ability
to reveal divine knowledge, on belief in his rUvine right to

rule tmd direct the acts of men a.nd on other teaching of Church
e.nd State.

Perri.aps at no tiJne 1.n the histol"Y of civilization,

unless at the present time, he.a there been so much confusion of
ideas as then•
All over Yleetern Europa a growlng sense of independence

and freedom was springing up in the hearts of :men.

Ms.rt in

Luther (1483-1546), leader of t1~e Protestant Hevolt, rtdvocated
the revolutionary idea that everyone should be taught to road

so that he could make his ovm interpretation of. the Bible,
Others carried the idea further, :imt, i.::rcr,osl'3d thnt eaoh individ-

ual should hnve the right to worship God as he pleased.
liaturally, there was much opposition to these radical
ideas on the part of the lee.ders of Church e.nd State.

Such

opposition is shown by the fact tho.t, because of fear of persecution, Copernicus' hel1oce11tric theot'Y was not published
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until his death.

Galileo was called before tbe Pope, wes

forood to disclaim his radical tbeories nnd wns confined in
prison during the latter years of his life.

Bruno, 1n 1600 1

wne burned at the ste.ke because he re.fused to disavow hie be•
lief in the heliocentric theory of the planetary system,,,
However, by the time o:f' Newton, 111ost of the s.ntagonism

ar;ninst so1entif1c investigntion had.died out.

It had become

evident thnt men were able by observation and experiment to
discover new knowlodge.

Newton fired the imRgine.tion of his

time, much as did 'Darwin and Christ 1n their t1mee.

Said

Voltaire a
Very few people readlfewton because
it is necessnry to be learned to under•
stand him. But everybody talks nbout
him.6

Becker says:
They were well avrare that the great
scientist had uncovered the secrets of
Nature, and of Nntureta God, in a we.y
that to an enr11:;r generation, might hnve
seemed almost indiscreet. They were in•
dootr1natod into the new philosophy
through converantion, nnd through popular
leotureo and books which humanely omitted
the mathematics of the Prinoipia.~.7

newton's philosophy reached f'nr.ther then the confines of
phyaioal science.

In 1728 1 J. T. Desquilera published "The

Newtonian System of tho World the Best Model of Government,"
an Allegorical Poem..

Vol to.ire (1694-1778) wrote, "Elemens
. J

do la Philooophie de lleuton," which wr;,s widely read in·France.

6
7

11

Lettres Philoaopiques," XIV; Oeuvres (ed. 1879) 1

XXII, .130.

Becker, Carl,

Declaration

2£.

Independence, P• 44.
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The philosophy, as explained by, its popularizors, 1s shown in
the following:

of

To describe the phenomena
nature,
to ~±plain their oausea, to trnce the re•

la.tion and dependence of these onuses, and
to inquire into the· whole oonsti tution of
the unlveroo, is the business of' Nntura.l
Philosophy. A strong our1oa1ty has prompted
men in nll tlmos to. study nature; every useful art has some oonnection with this science;
and the lnexhauatlblo benuty nnd vnrioty of
th:lngs mnkes it even agreeable, new and
surprising,

But Untural Philosophy ia aubsorviont to

purposes of n higher kind, and ls ohierly to

be valued as 1t lnys a auro foundntion for
Natural Regligion and Moral Philosophy; by
leading us, ins eatisfActory mnnner, to the
knowledge of the Author and Governor of the
·universe ••• we are, .from Ris works, to seek to
know God.,., .To' study Nature is to study· into
His workmanship; every new discovery opens up
to us a now part of His soheme, •• By proceed•
ing with due care, every age will add to the
common stock of knowledge; the mystsriea that
still lie conoea.lod in no.ture may be grndunlly
opened, arta will flourish and increase, mankind will improve, and. nr,pear more \vorthy of
their situation in the universe, as they approach more towards a perfect knowledgo of
Unture ••• 8
In other words, so the people believed, God anid in effect
to mankind:
use.

I have created a world for you to lenrn about Rnd

I have devised the world according to a plan; I hnve given

you a mind, capable of understanding that plan.
can do.
devised.

That is all I

Everything is up to you to mnke the best

or

what I have

By looking to Nature, rnther thon to the Pope or the

head of the State, you may in time learn nll about the universe
and its absolute lawa and so in the end solve all your d1ff'icult1ea,
8

Maolaurin, c., An Account of .§1!:. Isaac Ne\'lton's
Philosonhical Discoveries, PP• 3, 4 1 95.
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Obviously, people of

t;'r'.•C

e.tghteonth century did not cease

to worship., nlt::.ougb. the object of their wors1-1:p r.\·,anc;ed.

!-Jn-

ture won doified; Nature bccnrr,e tre new objec"t of worship.

ste.s.d of God expressinc.; his will through the

rore.,

In-

Ee expressed

order to find truth--that is, to find invarinble, everlesting
absolute lmov.rledf;e--lool: to Nature e.nd c1iscovor•
int orpret tre uni vor·se, i.n tb.is s m1s(:e,

Hovrnver, rk,en gover·mri;ent

Ylf1 s

~•

To

qn:i. te e1tsy.

con s:tclered, t: bcn-·e vrns a

r.i tch in tbe logic thn. t wh1t ts., is right., for, p:renumnhly,

God mndo both Georse J.II and Elr.o Sr.r:i .hdrms; yot hov,

Vit?..S

one

to know v:bethcr the acts of George III., who rms tyr•nnr.:J.cal., or

wltr', tl10 will of God nnd Ln.ws of Ntit1.,re?

Locke cr1me to the :roscu.e by p!'Opod.. nr,: tl"lrtt .s1.nco the will

governments to be end do by flncUn 0 out v:hnt kind of .i:rovernments
men viould enter into tf tlv~y- o.cted ,:, rrnorcUn,3 to the nn tu res

which God had r;ivon them.

Locke nntd:

TThnt state all mnn Pro noturn~ly in,

and that is, a st1:1te of perfect freedom

to orrtcr their nctlons nn~ d!npo~e of
their posae~slcns and persons, as they
think fit, within the h01.mas of th~ lnwo
of nature, without aslcing leave, or de•
ponding upon the leave of nny other m~n.
A state also of equality, wherein all powwe and jurisdiction ln recipro~nl, no one
having more than nnother.9

9

Locke, John, Of Civil Government, Book II, Seo. 4 Works
( ed. 1812)
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This natural state is not n state of licence, but a state
of freedom and equality.

The only lim:i.tntions to freedom were

"the bounds of the law of nature."

But what is this lav1 of

nature?
According to Locke., II••• reason ••• ia thet law" and the

law teaches nll mankind who will but consult it~ "thRt being
all equal and independent, no one ought to hnrm another in

h1A life., ~ealth, liberty or posaessions ••• " 9

These rights

of men, stated in the law of renson, were believed to be the
11

inAliena.ble rights of :mnn. 11
But, suppose o few men violo.te the lm1 of reason by re-

fusing to net rationally, ·Thon what?

In thiA case, m1ys

Locke:
.... the execution of the lmv of nature
is ••• put into every man ts hands, where by
every one hns e. right to punish the trans-

gressor of the law, ••• but only ••• so far as
cnlm res.son and conacionca d:1.ctnte whnt is
proportionate to bis trnnsgression.10
Instend of everyone trying to write arid enforce the laws

of gover•nment, Locke suggested that a. few should be appointed
to do this.

But these few wero to make only ls.we that afford

health, liberty and safety of possessions.

·In turn, the people

would agree to abide by the rules. enacted as long as the rules

mnde safe their lives, 11bez•ties and possessions or insured
man his innliennble rights.
Men being, as has been said, nll free

equr.il ano. indepondont, no one cnn be put out
of' his estate and subjected to the political

10

Ibid., Sec. 8
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power of another, without his conse-nt.
The only way, whereby any one divests
himself of his liberty, and puts on
~f clvil s~o1~ty, is by
agreeing with other men to join and
unite into a community, for their comfortable, safe and peaceable living,
one amongst another, in a secure enjoyment of their properties, and a greater
security against any, that are not of
it ••• When any number of men have so
consented to make one community or
government, they are thereby presently
incorporated, and make one body politic,
wherein the majority have a right to act
and conclude the rest.11
It was. Locke who really proposed that governments exist
for men, not men for governments, and that all governments derive their just powers from the consent of the governed.

All

authority comae from within; not from without,,
Because the power to govern vtas granted by the governed,
man's political destiny was placed in his own hands.

Man now

had a tool for governing himself and for solving hia political
and economic problems.
Locke's philosophy also granted tho individual certain
economic rights;· the right to own property and to protect that
property.

Thu.a, one man would not have to be dependent upon

another for food, shelter and clothing, as he wa~ under Feudal-

ism.

Ma.n's economic destiny was placed 1n his own hands.

How-

ever, with these rights, went the responsibility of respecting
these same rights

of others.

Locke's pl1ilosophy placed man's political and economic
destiny in his· o,m hands; Newton' a philosophy gave man a lhhthod
11 Ibid., Sec. 14.
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of controlling or /coping with his environment other than appeal-

ing to a divine authority through ceremony, prayer, fasting and
sacrifices•

The Christian rel~.gion, as proposed by Christ,

Martin Luther ~nd others, made man master of the destiny

·or

his own soul end granted each the right to worship··: God according to the dictates of his own conscienbe"' ·All three phil-

oso:12hies placed

m

~-center·•of· things.

Each w,i.s a -•·---tool

...._I _ _ -•-•

~!!!ill. could~ in shaping~ guiding .b.!!!, destiny.
Democracy, Protestantism, and Science

ill

5revt :!:!E,

12•

l!.2!!•

Each was a reaction against authori-

tarianism e.nd dogmatism.

Ji~ach taught the essential dignity of

gather

connnon

man and .the importance of protecting end cultivating the human
personality.
acts.

Each made the individual responsible for, his own

And each granted certain rights and privileges but

taught that the individual should respect these same rights of
others.

Ea.ch provided within itself a way of knowing right

from wrong.

Outside authority we.a made unnecessary,

In Western Europe, due to perseoution of those who held
this general philosophy of government, science and.religion,
many fled to the New World, and it was here that the new

philosophy of life had a chance to be put in operation.
It was Jefferson, in the Declaration of Independence, who
really put.the general philosophy of that time 1n concise terms:
We hold these truths to be self•·
evident: that all men are created
equal; that they are endowed by their

creator with certain inalienable ri~1ts;
that among these are life, liberty and
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the pursuit of happiness; that to secure
these rights, governments are instituted
among men deriving their just powers from
the consent of the governed; that when•
ever any form of government becomes de~
atruct1ve of these ends, it is the right
of the people to alter or abolish it•

1i2! ill&

Philosophy Work

,!!!

World?

Most stud en ts of political science agree with John Ise•-

economist I teacher and wr1ter•-who recently said in?. speech
before Kansas State College students that "the most democratic
society that has ever existed in the life of man existed dur•
ing the frontier days of the Middle West."

Whe, t v,ere the oon•

dltiona that made this possible?
It is in the Middle West that the writer has lived moat
of his life, and it was in Jackson County, Knnno.s that his
grandfathers homesteaded shortly after passage of the Homestead
Act in 1862.

The United States government gave {note gave)

each of them 160 e.cres of fine land in return for living on it
five yenrs.
Both of them brought to Kansas their families, livestock,
wagons, plows, axes and other tools and a few household necessities.

After arriving, they built houses and banns out of

logs cut from the timber which grew on their land., plowed the
prairies and planted crops.

They raised hogs, cattle, sheep,

horses, wheat, corn, cane, oats, fruits and vegetables.

Later

they helped build churches and schools.
Their sheep supplied them with meat and with wool from
which they made most of their clothes.

Their cattle supplied
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them with milk, butter, cheese and with hides for making shoes
and clothes.

Their hogs supplied them with meat and with fat

for cooking and making soap.

Their wheat nnd corn supplied

feed for livestock and flour, and cornmeal for the people.

Cane

supplied sorghum and brown sugar, their only source of sugar.
Surplus meat, cattle, hogs, corn, v,hea.t and other commodi•
ties were usually exchanged (bartered), if possible, for tools,
salt, coffee, glass, gingham, shoes or a subscription for the
town weekly newspaper,.

The principal motive for production

was home consumption; not profit.
Economically, the community was almost self-sufficient.
Farmer, lawyer, merchant, shoemaker, doctor and blacksmith
labored in an economy of home production and consumption which

was tempered by neighborliness and a sense of civic duty.

The

shoemaker• took care not to make a bad pair of shoes because he

expected to see the wearer of them at church, and the farmer
dared not sell spoiled eggs beoause he might meet the buyer on

the street.

The politician took thought about the lawn that

ha proposed in the legisla.ttu•e because his proposals were often
reviewed nt the next town meeting where each citizen expressed
his candid opinion, if he oared to do ao, on any problem that

faced the oonununity or nation.

And, each b1t12en did so with-

out fer..r of being impriooned, fined, losing .h!.!!, .job, .2!: having

.! mortgage foreclosed .2E. his homestead.
Govei•nrnent was instituted .2I, the people.,

!.2£

the people.

Government was a tool which people used to instru...'11ent their
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O\m collective welfare and to shape their collective destiny.

Government was by· the majority.

The majority will vms deter~

mined by ballot.
Success of each individual was dependent largely upon
his health, how ho.rd he worked, the v1enther nnd a certain
amount of foresight and luck.

There was little competition

among the citizens of a community, excopt to see \vho could
raise the best crop or best livestock.

They did not battle

each other for food, clothing and jobs.

Their main struggle

wna with the elements; not with each other.

Their society was

one of live and let live.
Freedom.of epeeoh, freedom of press, freedom of' worship,
free education, and equal right and opportunity to own property

were ccno1dered inalienable rights.

Each was his own boas,

me.de. his own choices nnd decisions and was personally 1~esponsible

for his own acts.

Each believed himself to be master of his·

own destiny and his own soul,

Because of the environment, individual resourcefulness

and independent action had to be developed on the part of each
individual; else he would have perished.

L1m1ted governmental

action, together with the laissez-faire principle in economios,
were well suited to frontier 11:f'e .nnd to rapid development of
natural resources.

Because people wore economically
indopend•
.
.

ent, the freedom of one seldom interfered with the freedom of
another.
If we analyze the conditions that made th1a democrntio

life pb~sible, we find thnt the people:
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1~

Owned their own homes a.nd farms, free from mortgage

debt.

2.

O,med ·the 1r own means of. production .for supplying

most of their wants, and produced most of the ra.w mu te.1 :e-·

ials which they needed to supply these wants.

3.

Governed themselves.

people and by the people•

Their government was for the
Important questions were de•

oided by majority vote.
4.

Were all a.bout equal, economically, culturally end

in most other respects.

No single minority group hnd

an advantage in way of control of money, land, education,
government, raw materials, mee.na of production or other
vital needs.

5.

Each had a sense of responsibility to himself, to

his family and to his community, which made for a coopera•
tive spirit of live and let live.
In this early fronti~r eocioty there was no distine;t
owner class, labor class and consumer class, each with divergent intoreatl'!,

The ovmer did his own ).abor and consumed most

of the goods that he produced.

Hence, the interests of owner,

laborer and oonsumor were the same.
Because the people were all about equal ecluoat1·onally,
culturally, economically and politio~lly, there were no dis•
tinct classes caused by differences 1n these respects.

More-

over, because of equal oppo1•tun1ty for each to pa.rt1c1pe.te and

of wide-spread participation in cultural, educational and
political activities, there was littlo tendency for inequality
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to develop in these respects.

Free land, free schools, free

press, free speech, free ballot nnd freedom of religion made
for equality of opportunity fo~ ench to participate in a wide
nrea of interests that were mutually shared.
Democracy Defined.

Bode, Bruce, Bayles and others have

defined democracy as "a form of social organization which pro•
vides equality of opportunity to participate inn growing area

of- interests mutually shared."

Perhaps a few illustrations are

needed to explain whnt is meant.
In Central Park, which is located in the b0.nrt of New York
City, a bridle path is r.mintained at public expense where any

resident of the city may ride his horse free of charge.

On

first thought, this public venture seems very democratic.

But,

the catch is that only a very few people can afford to own and
keep a horse.

The economic status of the people rules out

equality of opportunity, except for a very smnll minority which
1s doubtless decreasing.

In no respect is this venture, accord-

ing to our definition _of democracy, democratic.

Let us consider

another example.
Uo doubt, anyone who frequented Chicago or any other large
city during the latter part of the 1920 1 s saw the confusion of
late-afternoon week-day traffic.

An attempt to remedy the con-

fusion might have taken several couroes.
Firat, the streets could have been kept ns they were and
Gach pedestrian nnd each driver of a motor vehicle .could have
been nllowed to go where he wanted by nny means that he desired
to use.

For example, a truck driver could ho.ve equipped his
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truclt on four sides vrith steel bUnlpera and could have driven
through the streetBknock1ng to the right or left everything
that got in his way.

The truck driver would have been a

"rugged individualist" of the highways.

He would have been a

law unto himslef.
Second, the streets could have been kept ao they were, and
strict laws passed with the consent of a srne.11 but powerful
minority, reducing speed to a "snail's pace" for everyone except the privileged few who were responsible for passage of the

laws.
Third, the streets could have been kept as they were and
all cars and trucks could have been kept off.
drawn vehicles might have been allowed.

Only horse•

This line of action

would have meant going back to the good old days., the horseand-buggy- days.

Either of' these last two lines of action would

have been the conservative solution of either going back to the
good old days or maintaining the status quo.
The fourth line of action would have been to widen the
streets, round off the corners,. speed up traffic, build underground railways to take the place of buses and street:car~,
build overpasses at the busiest intersections and require by
law (passed by consent of a majority of the people) that all
pedestrians and drivers of motor vehicles cross streets at
designated times.
At first glance 1 the first line of action appears to be
democratic; but the fact that only those who might own armored
trucks would be safe on the streets would limit greatly the
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number who would use the streets.

The second and thirds.re

likewise undemocrntic because they too deo1~oase the number who
mny use the streets, and provide no wa? to increase the number.
The fourth line of action not only provides equal opportunity, but actually increases such opportunity manyfold by

decreasing traffic hazards ebd increasing effi6iency.

This

action is democratic; it la one of live o.nd let live; it really
provides equal opportunity for a large majority of the people
11

to panticipate in o growing area of interests mutually shared,"

and doeo not grant special privilege to any group.

The traffic problem is one which, inmost states, is being
solved in the light of modern needs, modern methods and modern
conditions, to the benefit of the many instead of the f mv •

Democracy l:!,

1!2!!.• From the standpoint of the relati-

vists, it is ,just as important to know what democracy is not as

to

know \1hat 1 t 1a.

rheoretically, as has been mentioned, there

1

are three basic forms of social organization:

autocracy, demo-

cracy and anarchy (laissez faireism).
In an autocracy, the- masses are governed usually by e.

small minority which derives its right to govern from Bome
agency outside of the body gove1•nec1.* l<.,or example, the right
may be derived from a supreme Being, ~rom divine right of birth,

from an unchangeable, outmoded constitution or from sheer
force..

The rulers have many privileges; the rulea. have ·few.•

·*we

recognize, of oourse, that there may be, as under
stress of wnr, a condition of autocracy by a majority,
wherein minorities are not permitted to voice their
own opinions.
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Freedom for individuals is limited and unequal.

The governed

a.re responsible to the government, but the government is not
responsible to· the governed.
In an anarchy, theoretically, each individual is a law
unto himself,

Each does what he pleases or is big•enough·and

clever enough to do.

There is no governing body.

for the individual is unlimited,

Freedom

Ea.ch 1s responsible only to

himself.
In a democracy, as has been said, the right to govern is
granted by the governed.

Authority comes from within the

group governed; not from without.
equal.,

Freedom is limited nnd

Responsibility is shared equally among the members of

the group.

The individual owes certain responsibility to the

group and the group owes certain reBponaibility to the individual.

Por a

me1nber

of the ma·jority, there is no conflict

between the individual e.nd the government or State.

A member

of the minority may not agree with the majority, but he bas
the right to influence members of the majority to join the
minority.

In this ,va.y a minority may 'become a majority.

Democro.c1is not, as m.any misinformed people believe, a
mixture of, or a compromise between anarchy 8.nd autocracy• any
more than science is n compromiee between idealism and materialism.

True, demoo1~ncy l"eoolves the dualism between anarchy and

ii.utoore.cy, but there ia as much diffe1•enae betmeen either of'

these and democracy as there is between autocracy and anarchy.
Being democratic

autocracy~ anarchy.

oscillating

forth between
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That democracy is not a mixture of autocracy and anarchy
is very difficult for many to understand, especially for some
educators.

Even Kilpatrick, who 1s a devout proponent of de-

mocracy, does not seem to understand this fs.ct.

The writer

has heard him say, in effect, that pupils should bo surrounded
with tools, books and other mnterta.ls and then each should be
allowed to chose and do what he wants to do.
teacher is to assist the pupil.

The duty of the

However, in case the teacher

sees that pupils are not mastering the funde.mentnl skills and
subject mntter, time should be taken out for drill and study
of these pnrticulnrs,
For l\1lpo.tr1ok, democracy amounts to doing what tbe pupil
wants to do .part of the time {onnrohy), and then having pupils
do what the toacher wants them to do tho rest of the time
(autocracy)•

Kilpatrick's whole difficulty is that, an far as the pupils
are concerned., there ls no relatiorisr.ip between. his means and

his ends; thnt is, there is little or no rolationship between
method. of teach:I.ng and subject matter.

Perhaps an illurtrat1on

vtill explain what is meant.
Science is sometimes dofined as n mothod of' obta:I.ning new
knowledge.

In other words, a scientist orgnnizes knowledge for

the purpose of formulating hypotheseo which can be used to predict new lrnowledge.

This new knowledge ( akillo and. sub Jeot

matter) is then used to ncqui1•e more new knowledge• whioh in

turn is used e.gnin and ngain •

Thus the method enhances the
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knowledge and the enhanced knowledge in turn enhances the
method.

Method (means) o.nd knowledge (ends) are made one;

they are inseparable; the means and the ends work together
hand in hand; the means do not defeat the ends.
Tbe organization of knowledge to obtain new knowledge in~
volves scientific or reflection~level thinking.

In trying to

he.rmon:tze new and old knowledge in solving one problem, several
more are sure to arise.

New problems, growing out of old ones,

insure a continuity of developmont.

This must be the case,

says Dewey, for study to be interesting, nnd is necessary for
the promotion of scientific thought.

Aocordlng to Kilpatrick's plan, there is little or no
continuity of subj_ect. matter,

A pupil may study butterflies

this week.and Greek culture next.

As a result, except by acci-

dent, what is studied this week will not enhance the skills
learned last, or contribute to those of next,
lCilpatriok is a firm believ-er in reflection-level study,

but, because of discontinuity in subject ruatter, method and
subject matter do not support each other materially,

I!'or this

reason, Kilpatrick must aeparo:be subject matter and method 1n
order that pupils may learn the ftmdamentals •

As a result,

classroom procedures must osoilJ.a.te between anarchy and autocracy; consequently, hio methods defeat his democratic ends.
Another outstanding misconception of democracy is that it
menno weak governmental control.

The results of lack of such

control a.re shown in the follow exa.mplez
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Shortly after tho discovery of sulfnnilamide., man~, medi•
onl doctors asked drug manufacturers to compound this drug in

such formn ths.t it could be gi,.ren to pntients intravenously,.
In 1938., a drui; company put it on the mai,?ket in dissolved form,
but without hnv1.ne first tested its effects on human beings or
other an:tmnls.

The use of this compound resulted in the dee.th

of 67 people.
Probably, had it not been for the quick and efficient ac·cion of the Federal Food and Drugs Administration in tracing
the sale of the drug nnd stopping its use, several hundred

people would have bean ·killed.

But the sad part of the whole

affair, other thnn the 67 denths, was that the officers of

the Food and Drugs Administration could le?'gnlly stop the
sale of the product only been.use it ,vas mislnbeled and not

because it wns dangerous to human health.
Seemingly, the death of 67 people ·1n the United States,

caused largely by a drug company's desire to reap the pro.fits.
that would nocrue from·being the fi:rst to put this product on
the mnrkat, was not news, because comparatively little was
said about it in the metropolitan newJWapers.

Governmental control, which does not protect the general
welfare of its people, does not provido equal opportunity for

all to participate in a growing area of interests nnd is there•
fore undemocrntic.
Too often democracy 1a confuaad with anarchy; eepeoinlly,
is this true with reopeot to ind.1.vidunl freedom.

As a result.,

democratic proposals aro often oppoaod because they interfere
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with personal liberty or freedom.

Few, if nny, will say that

requiring drivers of automobiles to stop at stop signs is un•

democratic, even though it interferes with personal liberty.
Fewer still object to city zoning, even though it interferes
with property rights.

However, me.ny say thnt the program of

the Tennessee Valley Authority, which has lowered the cost of
electricity and has increased greatly its use, 1s undemocratic
because the property rights of a few individuals are restricted.
Restriction of property rights ia not undemocratic as long as
the restrictions are passed by democratic processes and are
applied equally to all.

Even though democracy has been in

operation for more than 150 years in the United States, and
civics, citizenship nnd government are taught 1n our schools,
very few seem to have a clear idea of what democracy means.
Before going further with this discussion, let us take a
loolt at the community in Jackson County, Kanae.a, and the country as a whole, in order to see how the democratic Utopia, which
was started by our forefathers, has worked out.

-

Out.
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Democrnt1o Utopia of_o,!:! Forefathers has Worked

During the frontier days of the Middle West, between 1870

and 1890, rapid changes in the nation ns a whole were beginning

to take place.

But it was not until the coming of the twentieth

century that Jackson County, Kansas was affected and began to

grow up.
Today, the old north o.nd south wagon road through Holton,
the county seat, is an internntionnl.highway--US Highway 75--
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connecting Canada and Mexico.

The store fronts around the

court house square have a coat of brighter paint, and are
lighted with neon lights instead of the coal oil lamps of
early days.

The names on the store fronts in the best busin-

ess locations have changed.too.

Instead of such names as

Jones, Smith and Brown, as wns.the case twenty years ago, one
now finds such names as J.

c.

Penney and

Pacific Tea Co. and Safeway Stores.

co.,

Atlantic and

Most of the stores now

run by the Browns, Joneses and Smiths are on the outskirts of
the business district or in residential districts .where only
a limited number of customers i;i.re served.

But let us take a look at the status of the farmers in
Jackson County during the period 1930-1935.

According to the

United States Census, we find:
2,588
2,446

1,143
16

973
456

*5'7.9%
$10,'728
~6 , 534
'#'
*$4291.20

Farms in 1935.
Farm operators consisting of tenants,
owners and hired managers in 1935.
Tenants in 1935.
Hired managers in 1936.
owners in 1936.
Part owners nnd part tenants.
Of the farms mortgaged in 1930,
Avernse value of the farms in 1930e
Average value of the farms in 1935.
Average value of the mortgage debt
in 1930.

If we assume that the average value of the mortgage debt and
the per cent of farms mortgaged were the same in 1935 as they
were in 1930., then by simple cnloulations we find that in 1935:

*oata not available for 1935.
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of the farm operators actually owned farms,
tree from mortgage debt.
of the farm ooerators were tenants.
of the farm operators owned mortgaged farms
on which the average mortgage debt was 65%
of the average value.
18% of the farm operators were part owner and
part tenant.
Thus, in 1935 only a small minority of the farm operators
actually owned the farms they operated.

Approximately 50%

did not ovm any land at all. and 23% owned farms on which
the average mortgage debt v,as more than 65% of the value.
Of this 23,t, no doubt many v,ere peYing ;nore taxes e.nd interest

on the mortgage debt then the farm would have rented for.

Hence, it is safe to say that at least 50% of the farmers in
Jackson County, Kansas, had a status equivalent to that ofi
a tenant.

And without question, this figure is low in compar-

ison with the United States as a whole.

According to Fortune

Mage.zine 12 , in ·Dewitt County, Illinois, one·of the best
agricultural oourtties in that agricultural state, 75% of the
formers in 1940 were tenants.
According to the United States Bureau of Census, in 60
large cities in 1935, 3<J.3%

or

the homes were ovmer-oocupied

and in the nation as a whole less than 30% of the· laborers,
who had families, owned homes.
were free from mortgage debt.

Without doubt few. such homes
But this 1s not the worst.

Aocor~ing too recent poll oonduoted by Fortune Magozine 13 •
23% of all the families in the United
12.

13.

Fortune Magazine, June 1940, Vol. XXI, No. 5, p. 84.
Fortune Magazine, February 1940, Vol. XX:I,

Mo. 2, P• 94.
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States own nothing to speak of.

Seemingly, the economic

status, in terms of ownership of property, of quite a share
of our people is not very high.
But what about the production, and control of production.,
of necessities used in Jackson County, Kansas?

As an example,

let ua consider shoes.
Most of the shoes used are made in St. Louis, Mo.

The

hides (leather) from which they are made probably come from
cattle grovm in Texas, Colorado., Kansas or some other middle
~astern state.

The metal in the eyelets and on the tips of

the strings is probably refined from iron ore mined in Michigan
and c.otton in the strings and linings may be raised in Georgia;
Mississippi., Alabama or some other southern state.

If the

soles are rubber or paper (as is sometimes the co.se), then the
raw products of which they nre made may come from the other
side of the world.
In preparing, assembling and processing the rnw materials,
and in manufacturing and distributing the finished shoes, thousands of people are directly and indirectly involved.

In a

shoe factory., likely there are more than two hundred people involved in making a pair of shoes.
make a pair of shoes.

No one worker by himself can

Each runs a. machine that does a particu-

lar Job; all of these machines and their opera.tors are required
to make one pair of shoes.
But who owns the factory?

ers?

Do the ,vorkera?

Do the consum-

Or does someone othor than workers and consumers?

Who
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manages the factory?

Do the workers?

Does a representative

appointed by the workers:?, Do the consumers?

Or does someone

other than consumers a.nd·workers?
·Berle partly answers the question, in discussing the 200
largest corporations in .America, when he explains who furnishes
the necessities for the every-day living of an individual:
The aluminum of his kitchen utensils
co. of America. Hie: eleo•
tric refrigerator may be the product of
General Motors Co.~ or of one of the two·
great electric equipment companies, General Electric and Westinghouse Electric.
The chances are that the Crane Company
has supplied his plumbing fixtures, the
American Re.die.tor and Standard Sanitary
Corp. his heating equipment,. He prob•
ably buys at least some of hia groceries
from the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea
Co.-•a company that expected to sell
one-eighth of all.the groceries in the
country in 1930 •• ,The cans which contain
his groceries may \'!fell have been made by
the Amerionn Can Company; hia sugar has
been refined by one of the ma.,jor companies,
his meat ha.a probably been prepared by
Swift, Armour or Wilson, his crackers put
up by the National Biscuit Co. The news~
paper \Vhich comes to his door may be
printed on International Paper Company
paper or on that of the Crown ?.ellerbnck
Corporation; his sboaa may be one of the
International Shoe Company's makes; if
he seeks amusement through a radio, he
will al1,wst of necessity use. a set made
under a license of the Radio Corporation
of America• Vlhen he steps out to the
movies, he will probably see a Paramount,
Fox or Warner Brothers picture (taken on
an Eastman Kodak film) nt n theatre controlled by one of these producing groups.
No matter which of the alluring oigaretite
advertisements he succumbs to, be is al-

by the Aluminum

most oui•e to find himself smoking one of

the many brands put out by the "big four"
tobacco companies, and he probnbly stops
to buy them nt the United Cigar store on
the cornor,.14

14

Berle and Means, 1ru! Nodern
Property, P• 25.

Corporation mg Private
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Berle further answers.the quaation, in writing of the corporations in America in 1929., when he says:

Yet 200 of these or less than seven
hundredths of ono por oent, control nearly
half the corporate \''lealth •• • It r.iust further
be remembered that tha•influence of these
huge companies extends far beyond the assets under its direct control ••• In many
cases the continued prosperity of the
smaller company depends on the favor of
the larger and almost inevitably the in•
terests of the latter become the inter•
eats of the fo:rmor ••• This ooncentrntion
is made even r.1ore aignifionnt when· it
ia recalled that ns a result of it, ap•
proximately 2.,000:individuals out of a
population of one hundred twenty-five
million are in a position to control and
direct half of induatry .. 15
Everywhere: ;we look, we aea that ownership of property
and of raw materials antl of the means of producing goods nre
becoming more and more in control of a small minority and that
larger and larger numbers of .people are becoming dependent for
a livelihood upon this minority group.

As a result of the concentration of wealth, our economic
system has become highly collectivized, and the average 1nd1-

v1dual has lost virtually all control over the manna of production and distribution of goods,,

In a country where the

people do not own tho homes, farms, m:i.nes, factories and market

places, they cannot contnol the economic system 1n any significant degree except indirectly through government.

As a result

of such conditions, the economic power of a few of our indust~
rialists far surpasses the economic power of nny feudal lord.
15

Ibid., PP• 32-33.
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As a consequence, those inalionable rights, l-7hich our

forefathers cherished., enjoyed and foug'ht for, are passing out
of existence.

A v,orker

on nn assembly lino, who speaks his

mind concerning wages. and working conditions which affect his
welfare, is likely to find his ·pay check waiting .for him nt

the end_of the week, and he and bis family can choose between
starving and going on relief; unless he is fortunate enough to
find another job, doubtless e.s precarious as the former.

Aa this is being written, France. has just cn~itulated to
Germany.

One of the several reasons given in the American

ne\"IS•

papers for the ineffectiveness of the French army is that many
Frenchmen did n 1)t care who won the war.
soldiers had. nothing nt stake.

Most of the French

They ovmed no land, no homes

and had little or no control over economic and political
forces that seemed to be controlled by about one hundred
wealthy families.
Hitler? 11

nnow could one be much wo:rse off under

the Prenob soldier asked.

"Why risk one's life for

the little difference thot might exist'?ft

And, too, the wealthy people of France did not soem to
care.

Appa.rently most of them were more afraid of losing their

weAlth, through social revolution if they won, than they were

of losing it if Germany won.

Hitler, they believed, would al-

low them to keep some of their wealth nnd at the same time help
lceep down social revolution.

Democracy in l!"'ranoe did not col•

lapse because of pressure from without; it collo.psod boce:use

of "dry rot" within.
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The capitulation of France, the downfall of democracy in
Spain and the bungling of interal affairs in Great Britinn
during the pra--war days, should be a valuable lesson for the
United States, providing we wish to keep the democracy we now
have.
Unless people can participate in the benefits of democracy,
democracy does not exist for them.

For democracy to survive,

people must have a stake in it; nnd this s1;ake must be more
than the opportunity of scratching the ballot on election day
for either tweedlc-dee or tweedle•dum.

My grandfathers had a stake in domocraoy.

Although they

started with very little, bofora they died, eaob.of them had
,

a fine farm well stocked with livoatoclc, a 1~1ne house., a barn

and outbuildings, all free of mortgage debt,
democracy meant aomethl11g to them.

It

The outcome o:f
a wny of life; a

way of living which they had a part in me.king nnd maintaining.
But ,vhn t kind of a. stake does one of the 23 per cent., who
e.re totally dispossessed, hnve in democracy?

To what cnn he

look forward, other than to a relief check to keep body and
soul together?

In a democrncy, such people should be able to

do something a.bout their plight.

Oppo1.,tunity should be pro-

vided so that such people can tnke port .in working out their
ovm destiny.

With the aid of modern machinery and with the

contributions of science of the past fifty years, providing
suoh opportunities should be much easier than it was two
generations ago.
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Although the future for democracy externally and intern•
ally, looks dark, thero are still reasons for bope.

We still

have public schools which furnish equal opportunity for a

large majority of our people to get nn education, even though
most schools are not administered so that pupils may live the
democratic life and learn to carry on in a democracy.

Then too., we ha.ve our public highways., public parks., public swimming pools, governmental owned and operated power
plants, public libraries, public art gallerias., churches a.nd

consumer cooperatives, all of whioh provide equal opportunities
for participating in a growing area of interests, and which

are moves in the direction of putting own~rship and control of
wealth back in the hands of the masses of people.

Then too,

there-are labor unions and other organizations which increase
the economic a.nd political power of the masses tmd thereby

offset some of the economic o.nd political power of the lords
of industry.
However, labor unions and other such organizations can be
as tyrannical as any dictatorship if they nre not designed,
or,:nnized e.nd administered to achieve democrat1o enda.
··4•

•

Implications

E£. Democrac:i £2! Tenchin5 Science. From

tlle

previous discussion, it has been seen thnt democracy is a. means

to .an end; it is a tool for bringing about a wny of lifo which
in turn furthers and expands that way of life.

Democracy is

like a self-sharpening tool; the more it ls used, the sharper
it gets.

The more democracy is put in practice, the more poa-

sib111t1es there are for it to be practiced,

Democracy is
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dynamic, ever expanding, ever evolving and ever growing.

It

id an evolutionary process; not revolutionary.

Democracy is based on two assumptions:

(a) that human

dignity and human personality are of tre utmont importance;

and (b) that a large majority of adults e.ro ce.pable of planning their individual destinies, and., through collective ac•
tion~ are OHpable of carrying their plans fo1"ward. to comple-

tion~

Hunan behavior is purposive; not mechanical and non•

purposive.
For domooracy to mean anything to the masses of people,
these masses must be able to plan and shape their own destinies

o.nd carry them to completion.

To do this, they must hnve the

means, and control over the menns, for doing so.
Since democracy is a tool, a means to nn end, then the
main 1mplica tion of democracy for teaching is that ,ve should

develop pupils who can use this tool.
done?

But how is this to be

'!'he a11swer 1s, te~.ch pupils to use this tool.
Since a democracy is evolving, dynamic, evolutionary and

ever changing, it mee.ns that the problems of democre.cy are

changing.
judgments.

Each day evokes new problems and requires new
The important problems in e democracy are the ones

which grow out of the lives of the people.

They e.:re the prob-

lems which need to be solved, so thnt the peQples' areas of
1nteroBta may continually grow nnd opportunities for participating may

be

kept oqunl.

Such problems nro forked-road situations.

They can be solved only by ao1ent;1f1.o (refloct:J.on•level) study.
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As a consequence, the main ir,,plication of democracy for. the

teaching of science is the de,relopment of independent learners;
thnt is, the development of pupils who are disposed to, and
can, solve problems by the method of science.
This rnenns that a teacher munt start with the problems of
the child; the conflicts in the childts outlook on life.

These

are p:r•oblematic situations whose solutions, whether solved one
we.y or another., nre of importance to the child.

It means that

teaober and pupils must work together, making a scientific study
of these problems; planning methods of attack, gathering and

organizing date., formulating hypotheses, testing hypotheses,
drawing conc1us1cns.

As problems are solved in this manner, one problem grows
out of another.

This insures continuity of subject matter.

The continual reorganization of subject matter, the formulating
of hypotheses, and the testing of these hypotheses, reault in

enhancement and harmonization of a pupil•s outlook on lif'e.
And thoroby, the child's experience is oont1nunlly reconstructed
in such a v;s.y ns to increase ability to direct the course of
subsequent o,::perience.

CHAPTER V
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SCIENCE AND I'rs IMPLICA'rIONS F'OR THE TEACHING OF SCIENCE

V/he.t

1!_

Science?

12,

According to Enay-

CJl_~P_E:!d_:t~ J:?rlts.nnicl:l_, "Science is ordered, natural phenomena

and relations between them,"

:r.n other words, science is a

body of organized, related facts and pr1nc1plea •
. Two different interprete.tion3 of what it mecms to lmow

science have grown out of the obove definition.
that one must know the facts of science.
principles, stated more or

lt:11H;

fin fe.cts,

The first is

Thos1~ include the
The second is tho.t

one must understand the principles of science end habitually
apply them when the "proper" situations a~ioe.
Another definition of science is that "Sc1.once is s. method
of obtaining knowledge., testing it, ,.md orr:.;r.niz1ng 1t for the

purpose of obtaining further knowledc;e."

Out of this defini•

tion has grown a third interpretation of what it means to knrn7
science.

This interpretation is tbnt to lmow science., one

must know the method of obtnin:tng lmowledge, testing it., and
o:rganizlng :tt for the purpose of obtaining fu'tber
lmowledge.
,,.

The first interpretation of what it means to know soienoe
emphe.s1zes lmowing scientific facts.

The second emphasizes

understanding of and ability to apply scientific principles.
The third emphasizes the method of obtnining scientific facts

and principles.

In this chapter we shall discuss these three

interpretations and the implications of ea~, for teaching
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Implications o f ~

.fu12!. .§.cience i§.12 ID.12!!

Facts .Q!

Science .. " · If to lmow soi,:mce is to 1.mow or-ganizcd scientific

facts, then the teaching of science is largely the promotion
of mastery of these fact~.

This can be done by lectures,

movies, demonstrations, clans excursions, pupil "experiments~'

and study of textbooks,
For a pupil, the impoi"'tant thing is to learn science sub•
ject matter; the.t is, 1,eo.rn the fG.otual end products or outcomes of science • .....Sul>;jeot :natter, no·t tbe pupil occupies tbe

center of the stage.
Testing ie e. mntter of determining the degree of mastery.
This cnn be done by finding out how well each pupil co.n reproduce science subject matter, either orally o:c- in writing.
P~pil 1,nterest and purpose, if considered o.t all, are
secondary 1i1 1mportnnce; not primary. , It may be wise for the

teacher and the authors of science textbooks to interest a

pupil in learning the subject matter, but 1f this cannot be
done the pur,11 should be induced, by the teacher, to learn by

other menns; perhaps by extraneous means ouch ns punishments
or rewords.
Since knowing factual lmmvledgo is the outcome of educo.•

tion., loarnins is largely memorizing facts.
the recollection-level type; memory.

Thi11l::ing is largely

.rhe development of inde•

1

pendent learners, if it occurs, is in spite of the method rather
then because of it.

Thu~ the sims of teaching vrnulc1 not be in

keeping with the aims of education for democracy.
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"!2

The Implication of

Science

Understnnd

Sc1ent1f1o Principles~ Hnbituallv Appl:'£~•"

Henry

c.

Mo1~rison vmo tho first to propose a systematic philosophy of

science education based on the 1.den thnt to know ooience is
to understand tbe principles of science and apply them habitually v1honover the proper oitue.tions arise.
According to Morriso11:

"The teaching process throughout

the secondary period 1s concerned with putting the pupil in

adjustment with the ·,mrld in which he rnust 11 ve and gen orating
·in him adaptability to

El

constantly changing vrorid, nl

Adjustments vrith the world Morrison calls personn11t,r
adnptE'.tlom.,, end these are "alw.nys either attitu.dos or acquired

e.bilit1es." 2
"rho ndnptation)' snys Morrinon, "is a unitary thing and the

pupil hns either nttelned it or hAs not ••• The ultimate test of •••
a genuine ndnptntion ia that it is not lost, otherwise than
through its transformation into new adaptations or through the
rise of pnthologics.l inhibitions.

It is never lost by simply

fa.ding out." 3
The essence of an o.daptntion is thnt it represents a
cbmge :tn the orgnniam 1 ts elf.

!?or example, one who has really

come to understand the principle of nnture.1 selection "has
acquired n ne\'7 attitude toward the worlrl in •:;hich he lives.

He does not and cannot rAnct to nature as he did before. 04
1
2
3

4

Morrison, Henry c., Prrictice of Te~ohinp in Secondary
Schools, P• 14, (1926}.
Ibid • ., p,. 19.
Ibid., P• 21-22 ( 1931) •

Ibid., P• 17.
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To bring about peraonali ty ade.ptations••the end products
of eduoation--Morrison organizes subject matter into lee.~ning
units.

Re defines a leo.rning unit in general as:
.4 comp1 ehensive and significant aspect of the environment, of an organized
1

science, of nn art, or of conducy, which
being learned rgsults in an.adaptation ·
in persone.lity111
'~he tmlt in science is "n comprehensive and significant princi-

ple or complex of princlples ••• 06

"The critical test of a

unit in the so~ence type is, does it tend to contribute understanding rather than a d~sci~iptive account? ... Now. an under--

standing, an insight, is in ltn nature a behavior pattern ••• 07
But what is e. behs.vlor pattern, oth<;)r thnn n habit?

B~yles, who substituted trhabit" for personality adaptation" in
almost every place thn.t the lntter term occurred in "Practice

of Teaching in the Secondary School," found that in no instance
was the meaning changed., and con eluded that a "personality

adaptation is merely a high sounding name for our old friend
In other words, a pHrsonality e.dapt11tio11 in science
is an understanding of n scientific principle nnd a more or
less fixed habit of applying the principle.
Morrioon believe tho.t

11

Not only does

pe1~sonnlit::, udapt1:.1.tion ia not lost;

he also helieves tbn t the principl(=t:l of science ai-•e unchanging
(absolute)

5
6

7

8

tlfJ

far ns pupils H.re concerned.,

Ho says:

Ibid., P• 24•25.
Morrison, Henry O., Practice 2f 1renchinr:t .!.a Secondary
Schools, p. 193 (1931).
·
Ibid, P• 197•·
Bayles, E. E • ., Journnl of Ec1ucatiiona1 .Administ:r.a tion
Supervision, Nov. 1930.
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During a full century past, however,
discoveries in science which have been of
such a character fundamentally to affect
the outlook on life and the methods of
thinking of the educated non-professional
man can be counted on the fingers of the
two hands and probably on those of one
hand.9
·
Apparently., Morrison believes that science education is
the fixing of personality adaptations most of whiOh will require little or no modification during a pupil's lifetime.
How the personality adaptations and the units of subject
matter are to be chosen is.indicated by the following:
The teacher himself, or a group of
teachers organized for the purpose,
thoroughly grounded in the unit. principle;
and vrnll equipped with the academic content
of the course, is the proper agency for
working out the unitary course organization. 10
From this statement, we see that Morrison makes no attempt

to capitalize a pupil's natural interest.
hate to learn."

Morrtson says, "We

For ·this reason pupils must be motivated..

Motivation is the purposeful establishment on the part of the teacher and
the school of a drive toward lea.ruing
the specific objectives in hand.ii
For some pupils, learning rnny be agr~eable, and for
others, disagreeable.

However, no matter how disagreeable

learning is=
Somebody, either parent or teacher,
hna to constrain and compel the pupil
to the point at which this adaptation
takes place. The pupil must learn this
conduct attitude as truly as he learns
a unit in nrithmetio or one in geo~~aphy
as truly as he must learn to read.
9

10
11
12

Morrison, Practice of Teachin~ in Secondary Schools,
P• 37-38 (1931).
Ibid, P• 183 (1926).
Ibid, P• 108 (1931) •
Ibid, P• 109 (1931).
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Bringing about preordained personality adaptations seems
to be Morrison's major objective,

If it cannot be done bf

making learning attractive., it must be done by coercion.
Morrison's formula for developing personality adaptations
is the mastery formulo.•-pretest, teach, test the rem,1t, adapt
procedure and test again to the point of learning.
science type units is done in five steps;

Teaching

exploration, pre•

sente.tion, assimilation, organization and recitation.
During the presentation (story of the unit) which occurs
early in a unit, a pupil not only learns whnt the unit is
about, but he also learns the outcome of the unit.

The unit

is in no way problematical;· it is a one~rond situation.

Prob•

lematical situations., in \1hich pupils ·predict probable outcomes and test their predictions by experiment, are not considered.
Although the situations are not problematical, Morrison
makes study.purposeful~

He motivates a pupil, either by coer-

cion or b,r. other methods, to learn ·an.a. understand a particular
scientific principle and habitually apply it.

In teaching,

e;'1::.i6.e sheets are used which include lending questions, refer ..

ences for study, experiments and exercises, all of which are
arranged and taught 1n order to establish the personalitJ
adaptation.

Experiments are, used only to prove and helJ;: :p:upils under-

stand and apply principles.
tions.

They nre·not used to teat predic-

Experiments, or oata, which conflict with ::.i~o principle
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that is being taught are omitted.
for one purpose only.

All materials are marshalled

In science it ·1a possible, says Morrison,

"to set up a definite goal and to attain that goal through a
somewhat definite procedure and with the use of intelligently
selected body of materials.n 13
Thinking, necessary to master the unit, is lnrgely con•
fined to the mental processes necessary to follow tbe logic
·of the guide sheet and apply the principle to the solution of
the exercises.

Recognition-level thinking is the dominant

type.
Testing is largely for the purpose of determining whether
a pupll understands and can automatically apply the principles
of science.
Since o.11 learning for Morrison, as for the beho.vior1sta
in general, is fixing habits; he must, in order to be logical,
deny that reflection-level thinking is different from any
other fixed habit.

Morrison says:

"The scientific attitude

of mind which we certainly associate with the study of science
is nevertheless a specific habit." 13

Developing reflection-level (soientif1o) thinking, for
Morrison, is just ns simple as developing tho habit of apply•
ing Boyle's Law or learning to handle Bunsen burner and test
tubes.

It can be done by teaohin3 tho proper unit.

If the

unit is mastered, the scientific attitude and habit of solving
problems by the method of science, presumably, will be fixed
for life.

His method is engagingly simple.

But let us scrut-

inize it more closely.
13

c.,

Morrison, Henry
The PrHct1oe
Secondary Schools, p~l2 (1931)

!?f

Teachin1~

!!!

the
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As hns been seen, Morrison's scheme is to have the teacher
or some other. authority select .a group of preordained attitudes,
skills and habits which pupils are to be taught.
If a. pupil

is

is well and good.

1ntere.sted in learning whe.t is selected, all
If he is not, then the teacher must motivate

the pupil, by force if necessary, to learn.

All sub,1ect matter

is morahalled into units, one--road aituntiona, so as to bring
about personality adaptations,.

The whole scheme is s.s authori-

tarian, dogmatic and diotstqrial as any scheme that would be
eoncocted in Nazi'Oermany for teaching German youths the Nazi
philosophy,
For some reason or other, Morrison seems never to have
learned that science is in opposition to dogmatism and authori-

ta.rie.n1sm, e.nd that science is independent of externally imposed authority.

Consequently, Morrison is unable to see that

his method of teaching is in opposition to the method of science
and defeats his efforts to develop the scientific attitude,

His

means defeat his purpoee,.
Dev9loping scientific thinking by Morr1aon 1 s scheme is

~ry much like trying to develop the democratic way of life by
indoctrinating people with democracy-, but never allowing them
to live it-•a method used in most schools today.

Twenty years

ago, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics claimed it was
going to bring about democracy by first establishing a dictatorship.

After the right environment was created by crushing

certain groups, by stamping out certain ideas and me.king oer•
ta1n internal adjustments, the people, it was claimed, would
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automatically fall into a democratic way of living4:
would naturally fade out.

Tho State

But, in spite of this theory, the

State today in the Soviet Union seems to be more powerful than
it was twenty years ago.

Democracy 1s a way of life.
craoy and authoritarianism.

It is in opposition to auto•

It c.annot be brought about by

autocratic methods; by not allowing people to live it or par ..

ticipate in it.

Scientific thinking is a method of thinking

that is opposed to authoritarianism.
.. .
.

'

,

It ~~nnot be developed

by autocratic methods of teaching, but only by allowing pupils

to apply it and think it.
Morrison never suggests that a pupil .be brought face to
face with· a forked-road situation.

He never auggests or plans .

situations which allow a pupil to hypothesize, test hypotheses
by experiment nnd choose a conclusion on the bnsis of experl•

mental results.

Instead, the teacher or other authority

chooses the concluaion, tells the pupil what it 1s at the beginning of the study and.then marshalla certain data, to the
exclusion of others, in order to prove it.
Morrison's autocratic scheme of teaching., even though it
is in opposition. to .science, has had a trem{.;ndo1ts influence

on science teachin 6 in America during the past fifteen years,
The Thirty-First Yearbook, Part I, devoted to aoience teaching
nnd published in 1934 under the auapicea of the National Society for the Study of Education, is Morr1son1en from beginning
to end.

Below are a few extracts taken from it:
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'2he new theory- requlres a curriculum
in which ••• he (pupil) will have opportunity for continuous· enlargement of his
knowledge of the problems, principles and
generalizations that scholarly men find
worthy of study.14
·
The major generalizations and associated scientific attitudes are seen as of
such importance that understandings of
them are made the objectives of science
teaohing.i5
Subject matter is to be organized in•
to units. By a unit is meant a relatively
small mass of learning material, so selected and organized as (l} to clarify a principle and afford abundant drill in its application to such problems ~s arise in life,
( 2) to contribute to the attfo.inment of sci•
entific attitud3s_. and (3) to give abundant
practice in the use of the elements and
safeguards of scientific thinting.16.
Throughout tho Thirty-First Yearbook much ado is made
about scientific thinking and solving real problems, but
little, 1f anything, is done about allowing pupils to solve
interesting forked-road situations which grow out of a
pupilts world and which require reflection-level (scientific)
thinking for solution.

Instead,, one-road situations are pro•

vided which allow pupils to apply n few mecha.riical habits.

Why certain outcomes are arrived at, rather than others, pupils
never discover.

Teachers and textbooks are the authorities;

pupils are the passive sub,jects.

Again, we repea.t that acien-

tifio thinking cannot be developed by autocratic and dogmatic
methods and by studying one-road aituntions, whose outoomea o.re
shown at the beginning of the study.

The means defeat the ends.

of democratic education.
14

15
16

A Pro~rnm for Teaching Science, Thirty-First Yearbook,

'11art

, N.~.E:. P• 5 ..

Ibid., P• 44,
Ibid., P• 238,
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It is a pity that the leaders in American science educa•
tion propose r.10thode of teaching v-1hich do not allow pupils to
reconstruct habits nnd experiences when, today, our democratic
institutions a.re decaying snd falling to the right and left
of us, largely because we do not, or cannot, reconstruct these
old institutions into modern demoorntic onea.

If the little

democracy which we have left survives another twenty years,

it will be in spite of the teaohi~in moat schools nnd not because of it.

Before we discard democracy completely, we should

give it half a chance to prove its worth by developing pupils
in our schools who can carry on a democracy.
Implications

of Science."

.2f. "!2

Science

§

l{nmv the Method

The implications for the teaching of soienoe-as-

method, are that the method and subjeot matter of science cannot be separated; and that not only the outcomes or end-products (facts and principles) of soience should be taught, but
also a realization of how particular outcomes are nrrived nt,
and why these outcomes are chosen rather than others.
To avoid separating subject matter nnd n.ethod, and to
cause pupils to realize why certain outcomes are arrived at
rather than others, pupils must be placed on a frontie1• of

learning and given an opportunity to solve the problems of
science by the method of science.

opportunity to

science 1!l

Pupils must be given an
making.

A scientist or~ pupil on u learning frontier is faced
with forked-road situations (problems).

Most problems in
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science and elsewbere do not arise as exercises found in text•
books, listed 1n categories., each of which oe.n l)e solvod by

applying a well known scientific principle.
The solution of a. real problem necessitates scientific
thinking.

This demands 1ndepen~ent learners.

Thus., the major

implication of science-as-method, like the implications of
1.emocracy and relativity psychology, is the development of independent learners.

To find problems for study, we must look for conflicts
in a pupil's world.

We must look for ideas that conflict

with each othoi•, for.·praotices and ideals that conflict, and

for ideas that do not jibe with one another.

This is· the

method used by research workers in science the world over.
Why dicl Newton and Leibnitz, woi-•ldng independently, in•

vent calculus at about the sume time?

-

(see P• 7)

Why did

Young and Fresnel, working independently, disoover 9olar1za•
tion of light at about the aame time?

{ see p •.J.fil))

Ylhy did

Einstein attack the problem of l"elativity and Planck, almost

oimultaneously, the problem that led to the quantum theory?
Why were. so many scientists doing research during the «teens"
and

0

twenties" of this century on the eleot1,on., and during

the "thirties" on cosmic rays?

'rhe answer is that these prob-

lems were the pertinent or .frontier problems at that stage of
.:research; they we1•e p1•oblems that grow out of conflicts be•
',

tween old theories and now data; and they were, th~refore, the
most pressing scientific problemo of the time.
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An example of suoh a proble·m a1"ose in one of the writer's
chemistl"Y classes of girls., when we were study:tng baking pow-

The home economics toacher in the school had said that

der.

f'alum" 1n baking powder gives baked. products a disagreeable

to.sts.

To avoid this taste, she recommended the use of Hoyal

or Rumfo1"d, the only two brnnds sold in the locality which did

not contain nlum.
However, the mothers of several girls in tho chemistry
class were using alum baking powers, seemingly with success,

without experiencing bad taste in the baked product.

(Alum

baking powders are much cheaper than Rumford or Hoynl).
But, contrary to this evidence, there were several girls

who believed alum baking powder in buked products can be tasted.
One sold the.t her father could tell, on first to.ate, a biscuit

or cake mo.de with o.lum baking powder o.nd would refuse to eat
it.,

She also onid tbat alum baking powder is unhealthful, and

for these reasons her mother always used Royal.

Others said

that aince the alum baking pov1ders nre so cbenp they cr,nnot
be as good as the higher priced ones,
In other words, these pupils were saying what many adver•
tisers
is:

want every "patriotic" American to believe, and that

price a?ld quality go hand in hnnd; tho higher the price,

the better the quality.

But 1s this t1~ue'?

Hera wo.s a problem

in economics and advertising., growing out of science. (see P•,lli)
To ndd fuel to the smoldering controversy, the teacher
tmggested to one pupil thv.t. she brine; to sohoql oome newspaper
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and magazine advertisements of different brands of baking pow•
der for the pe1,iod 1910-1925,

found were amazing.

The conflicting claims that she

The following are a few advertisements:

ROYAL BAKIUG POWDER
Absolutely Pu1~e
Made from Cream of THrtar der•ived from grapes
ROYAL CONTAINS 1W ALUM-•LEAVES NO BITTER TJ\STE17

l,'CREA:M OF TA.HT.AR DRUGS ALL FOOD"

"Cream of Tartar, when used in· bakir1g,. always forms

Rochelle Salts••~

'Rochelle Salts are a cathartic, a medicine which so
irritates the stomach and intestines that···nt1ture sets up
nn infls.mr:1ntion and a sickness to expel it fi•om the system, ·This expulsion takes the form of cramps, diarrhea
and dysentry. Probably this is the reason many onnnot
eat hot biscuita without distress.
'Besides this, the salt produces indigestion, dye•
pepDin and constipation• 'Nhenever thore is. a tending
to kidney disorders, it ae;grnvntes them and in many 1nstnnces aids 1n starting the latent d!aense,

'Calumet Baking Powder leaves nothing injnrious 1n

the food. t 1tl8

This girl also brought to school some b.!<king powder ad•
vertisementa which she took from current magazines.

All the

advertisements were placed on the bulletin board.
In the meantime each girl had consulted her mother on the
question.

17
18

The results were that b:, the end of two de.ya, all

Alum 1!!. Baking Powder and~- Physiological Effects.
11rial .Ex!l.J.'1liner' s Hepor·t upon the Pacts. Pederal 'r1•e.de
Connnission. Published by Royal Baking Powder Co. 1926

P• 17,

Ibid., PP• 28•29.
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were either in a state of doubt.,

01"

decidodly on one side or the other ..

thought themselves to be
Nevertheless, tbey all

wanted to know.the teacher's opinion a.s to what is the best
baking powder on the market.
Luck1ly, for the good of the pupils, the teacher was
almost ns uninformed o.bout bnk1ng powders as i,ere
the pupils.
;,,
So we decided to devise ways and menns for determining the
best baking powder on the market.

For a complete discussion

of the project ( see P•~.Q)•
It was by the method described that the problern was raised

and made challenging to the pup:tlo.

Th:ls phase of reflective

or scientific study# as hns been sn:td., is called the nroblem
raising phnae.

Bayles says:

No reflective study can get under woy until
a student has reo.ched the "I don't know"
stage 1 nor will it proceed antisfactorily
unless the student is concerned with knowin8• Theref'ore 11n essential feature of a
teacherts stock in trade is the ability to
maneuver n class into wanting to obtain an
answer to o. qyrJtion which it cannot at
first answer._
But mnny teachers and school ndminiatrators ob,1ect to the con-

siderntinn of conflicts or controy,rs1al questions in tho classroom.

Neverthelessi many of these objeotb~s sny that school

t1ork should be practico.1; that .:ts 1 it should enable pupils
better to solve their immediate problems and thoae which they
will meet in ndult life.

19

But whA.t ls the nnture of these

Bayles, E. E., The Relativity Principle as Applied to
Teaching; Un1vero1ty of Kansas Bulletin or Education,
Vol. IV, No. IV, Feb., 1940; P• 11.
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important problems?

Are they oontroveraial, or are they the

settled kind whose answers are already known?

To answer these

questions, let us look about.
As this is being written, more than half the people of
the world are engaged either directly or indirectly in war.
What kind of problems are they trying to settle?

Are not

these controversial problems., of' concern to pupils?

'reachers

report that they cannot keep 7roungstera, even in the lower
grades, off the subject of war and ita a1gn1f1cnnoes.
these practical problems?

Are not

But, is wnr the best and most pre.o-

tical method the.t we have of settling them?

Seemingly, many

statesmen believe so, and the attitudes and actions of many
teachers and school administrators seem to imply the same;
otherwise they would be interested in me.king a scientific
study of problems of this kind,
Without question, many of the problems over which wnr
is now being waged would have been solved by peaceful means
had a vast share of the population of each of the countries
involved made a reflective study of the problems in schools
and public forums.

In the Scandinavian countries, where such

studies were made, there has been a desire on the part of the
people for peace and they have sho\m this by reducing their
armaments to the minimum, and advocating that international
questions be settled by democratic and peaceful means•

The

fact that these nations are now in the hands of Germany and
Russia does not condemn solving problems by scientific democratic
and peaceful means.

Had the same kind of a study been made in
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England and France, as was made in the Scandinavian countries.,
it is highly probable that a dictator would never have come to
power in Germany.

Anyhow., today the Scandinavian people are

just as well off, if not better, than the people of France.
llot only are there conflicts between groups nnd among
individuals, there also are astounding conflicts in each 1nd1viduo.11s patterns of thought and action.

Seldom are these

discussed in school.
The consequence of such education
is that we acquire an insensitiveness
to the contrn<l1ot1ons in beliefs and
practices which would otherwise be
quite unintelligible. A business man,
for example, who bas become thoroughly
grounded in the notion of business
baaed on competition and as being in•
compatible with sentiment, joins the
Rotary Club, where he absorbs the ideas
that business should be conducted in
the spirit of service. How these dif•
ferent conceptions harmonize with one
another is not immediately apparent •• ,
but they seem to dwell in the same
bosom without causing any disturbance •••
The belief 1n anything is apparently not
regarded ~8 a bnr to the belief in its
opposite.
Many other such illustrations can be cited,

'fhe following are

a few:
The author is acquainted with several women who are well
to do financially and who consider themselves devout Christians.
These women pe.y their maids only three dollars per week, and
allow them only one half-day of leisure time.

Yet these sume

women aro grieving that the Germans are going to mnlte slaves
out of the French and other Europeans whom the Germans have
recently conquered.
20

Kilpatrick, Bode, Dewey and others,~ Educational
Frontier, p. 7.
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Most business men sn~r that the government, like an individual, should keep its budget balanced.

They say also that

people should not,spend beyond their means.

Yet these same

business men plan advertising and devise all kinds of "easy''
payment plans .. to encourage people to mortgage property and

future income in order to buy unneeded gadgets.
During the past fe,v years, it has been conclusively
demonstrated that the perpetuation of our economic system de•

pends on keeping money in circulntion •

Yet a la1•ge majority

of the people of our country believe that an individual~ as
well as the government, should save his money, (the more saved.,
the better); that taxes should _be low; that profits should be
high; that boi;h private and publio debt should be kept at a
minimum; and that inflation should be avoided.

But hO\v these

people expect to take money out of c1rculat1on through savings,

profits, and other means, and not put it back through taxes or
debt (either private or public), nnd yet nvoid inflation and
not destroy the system, is more than a rational mind can
understand.
In the writer's home community there are probably twice
or three times as mnny filling stations., grocery stores, res~
.

.

taurants,·hot-dog stands, drug stores and other kinds of bus•
inesses, as are needed to serve the community efficiently.
All of these concerns are open for business six days a week;
some are.open seven days a week, twenty-four hours of the day.
Ea.ch day more than fifteen milk trucks, manned by more the.n
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twenty men delivering milk, pass by my house.

Bread trucks,

laundry wagons, grocery wagons and produce trucks atreo.m by
daily, each duplicating the services o:f a dozen others.

As

a donsequenoe, hundreds of people do long hours of needless
and unnecessary work; the cost of distribution of goods is
increased; and wealth is wasted.
The only business concerns that appear to be.efficiently
operated and appear to render the maximum service nt the lowest
cost per worker are:

the city ,vater plant which is publicly

owned and operated, the United States post office, the public

schools, the police deprirtment, the city library, the telephone
company and the electric light company~
Yet, in fgbe of ~h~se.fncta, a large majoriti.of the
people in the community, of about 12,000 people i'ncluding
about 500 college professors end

mo1'e

tha.n 100 other public

school teachers, believe that public enterprise is far more
wnste.ful, more inefficient and more costly than private enterprise.
A twelve·year-old child could make the observations above
an·d arrive at a conol us ion. in keeping with the ct.ate.,
mo2t adults do not.

However,

The1r·thinking is beclouded ·by prejudices,

eentimerit, propagc.nda and emotions to the point thnt they can
;

'

actually balieve what conaistont logic and observation both
deny.
Without question more than forty per cent of the people
in this community haven college education, and nt least sixty
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per cent have a high school education.

Even so, in most of.

their boso:ms reside glaring conflicts which never seem to

collide •. Idenls and practices conflict at every turn,.yet
the individual 1s not cognizant of the condition.
Not only do conflicts exist in the thought and action
of our people, but Western culture itself io one big conflict.
There is little or no relation between iddals and practices,
or between theory and action,

Western civilization is like a

big monster with a thousand heads, each tr:ving
ferent direction.

to

go in a dif•

And, as this ie being written, 1t soems to

be crumbling and falling apart.
Even so, mar1y teachers object to the study of the import ..

ant conflicts of our culture.

Recently a high school teacher

of history said to the writer:
We cannot study conflicts; the
pupils are too young. They are not
interested. The only thing I onn do
is to assign them leassons in their
books and mall:e them learn what is
assigned. Of course, if I had graduate etudents, I might study conflicts,
Bayles' answer to the nrgument that children cannot be
interested in conflicts is:
Inadequacies, confusions and conflicts when discovered and identified,
constitute problems which are of real
concern to anyone, because perhaps no
nermal person can become oonvinoed
that his outlook upon life is inade•
quate, confused or internally conflicting and not be moved to do something
a.bout it.21
21

Bayles, E. E., Associate Professor of Education,
University of Kansas.
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However, it should be remembered that the conflicts must grow
out of the pupil's world and not out of the adult's world.
Certain teachers object to the method of choosing subject
matter proposed (choosing for study the most confusing prob•
lema 1n the pupils' world) because all pupils may not be in•
terested in the same problem; therefore a minority of the
class may be foreed to solve problems which they do not wish
to solve.

These teachers se.y that in order to be democratic

we must lat each pupil do what he pleases.

For example, in a

chemistry class, :tf John wants to make candy while the other
pupils study baking powderJ John should be allovred to do so,.
As Dewey says:
There is a present tendency in so"
called·e.dvanced schools of educational
thought (by no menns confined to art classes
like those of Cizek) to say, in effect, let
us surround pupils with certain materials,
toola, appliances, etc., and then let pupils
respond to these things according to their
own desires. Above all, let us not suggest
any end or plan to the student; let us not
suggest to them what they shall do, for
thnt is an unwarranted trespass upon their
sacred intellectual individuality ainoe
the essence of such individuality is
set up ends and aims.22

to

The trouble with people who hold beliefs of this kind is
that they do not reoognize the difference between democracy
and anarchy~

They do not realize that in a democratic society

the 1nd1 vidual owes certain reapons1b1li ty to the group.

The

id~al ~~mocratic society, which we have proposed is one which
22

Dewev, John, Ind1v1dual1tf fillil,E:.<72orience, Journal of
th~ _Barnes Poundation, Vo • II, PP• 1-6•
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provides equal opportunity for partic:tpe.tion in a growing nrea

of interests mutually nhared by the group.

Bruce nays:

J.~duca tion for democracy does· not

mean that a fifth•grader is free to

play and din"ldla.,. ,each B(~hool youngster

must learn to recognize definitely and
shoulder willingly his share of the
work.23
·

If a. boy plays baseball, his team mates expect him to ple.y
one of the nine positions and play it to the best of his ability.
They do not expect him to loaf while the others retire the
opponents.

But, this does not mean that the boy is regimented

or that he is fitted into a predetermined mold.

Instead, it

means that he ha.a an opportunity to participateJ but in accepting the opportunity, he nlso assumes the responsibility of
cooperating with the group to attain the goal of the group.
:It is the goal of the group, nnd the individual ability
of e. bo;v, that should dictate v,hether he pitches, catches or

plays in the field.

The slow, sturdy lad should not try to

play in the field or at shortstop because he is too slow.
He should catch, play first base or pitch.
If a manager is elected to select players and perform
certain prescribed duties for the group, each boy should have
a vote in determining who it will be.

Even though the elected

manager is not the choice of a particular boy, that boy 1s
honor bound to play to the bent of his e.bil1 t~r as the mnnnger
directs.
23

However, he has the privilege at all times of in•
Bruce, Willinm, Pr1nc1pl9s ,2£., Democratic Education,

P• 15.
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fluencing othors to elect a new mannger at the next election.
Such is the democratic way.

L11tev11se, a. pupil in o. science class, conducted in keep•
ing with democracy, will not always be at liberty to do aa he
pleases any more than is a child who plays baseball.

If a

boy decides to take chemistry, he should expect to study chem•
istry; not basket ball.. If a majority of the cla.ss de'cides to
do something that he does not wish to do, it is his responsi•
bill ty to go along •.vi th the others and do his pnrt.

However,

all should have an equal opportunity to decide what problem
shall be studied and each should have an equal oppor.tunity of
participating in the solution of the problem decided upon.
The nature of the problem and the pupil's ability should de•

tormine the part that each does.

Most real problems will

supply wide choices for individual participation.

In solving the problem, "Whnt is the bast baking powder?"
(see P•.1.§.9} every pupil did not do the same thing.

portunity was allowed for individual differences.

Much op•

Those most

interested in cooking volunteered to bake biscuits for the
taste test; those 1flho wis:hed to learn hovr to sa.mple,publio
opinion, how to make a queotionaire• and bow to interview
,,

people, volunteered for those act1v1t1ea.

But the findings

of each group ,vere reported to the clA.ss so thnt ·. all shared
in the outcome•

Bruce says:

The adoption of a unit method pro•
cedure 1a not justifiable unless it re•
aults in developing the ability of pupils
and teacher to v10rk togother construoti vely. Opportunities must bo given for
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each member of the group to participate
creatively in the planning of the unit •••
Since each individual is given opportun~
ity to pe.rtioipo.te creatively in planning
and executing group activities, the
youth's school experience actually pre•
pares him for responsible citizenship in
a democratic community. He lea1"11s to
participate actively in tbe process of
continually widening the area of his own
purposes and., thereby., of the oommon
purposes of the group membera.24
In conducting a class in this way, it does not mean that
the teacher dictates to the pupils nor that the pupils dictate
to the teacher.

Dewey sizes up the pupil-teacher relationship

in making choices of subject mntter and planning the unit in
the following paragraphs:
Moreover, when the child proposes
or suf;g<rnts what to do, some consequence
to be attained; whence is the suggestion
supposed to spring from? There is no
spontaneous germination in the mental
life. If he does not get the sugg~st1on
from the teacher,.·he gets it from some•
body or something in the borne, or the
street, or from what some more vigorous
pupil is doing. F.ence the cbe.nces are .
great of its being a passing and superficial suggestion, without much depth and
range~-in other words, not specially conducive to the developing•of freedom. If
the teacher is really a teacher, and not
just a master or "authority," he should
know enough about the pupils, their
needs, experiences, degrees of skill and
knowledge, etc., to be able (not to die•
tate aims and plnno) to share in a dis•
cussion, n discussion regarding whnt is
to be done and be a3 free to niaka sug- .
gestions as anyone else. (The iraplioa•
tion thnt the teacher is the one and
24

Bruce, William, Pr1nc1ples of Democratic Education, p. 94.
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only person who has no "individuality"
or "freedom" to "express" would be funny
if it were not often so a«d in its outworkings.) And his contribution, given
the conditions stated, will presumably
do more to getting something started
which will really secure nnd increase
the development of strictly individual
capacities than will suggestions springing from uncontrolled haphazard sources.
The point is also worth dwelling upon,
that the method of leaving the response
entirely to pupils, the teacher supplying,
in the . language of the do.y, only tbe "stimuli," misconceives the nnture of thinking.
An·:,1 so-called "end" or> "nim" or "project"
which the average immature person can sug•
gest in ndvnnce is· likely to 1rn highly
vague and unformed, a mere outline sketch,
not o suggestion of a definite result or
consequence, but rather a gesture which
roughly indicates a field within which
activities might be carried on. It
hs.1~dly represents thou;_,;;ht 9t all; it is a
su.ggestion. The real intellectual shap•
ing of the "end" or purpos-Et·· comes during
and because of the operations subsequently
'performed. This is RB true of the susgestion which proceeds from tha teacher as.
of those wh:tch "spontaneously" spring fvom
the pupils, so that the former does not
restrict thought. The advantage on the
side of the teacher-•if he or she has any
businoss to be in that position--is the
greater probability thnt it v,111 be a
suggestion which will permit E.rnd require
thought in the subsequent nativity whioh
builds up ~5 clear and orgunized conception
of an end.
·

In other words, Dewey is saying that choice of subject mat•
ter is made by pupils and teacher together, and that problems
grow out of what hna prooeded.
25

Thia latter point will be

Dewey, John• Individuality~ Experience, Journal
of the Barnes Foundation; Vol. II, PP• 3 ... 4.
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extremely important when we consider the organization of subject matter.
After a. problem has been re.ised, the noxt step ls to propose alternative solutions (hypotheses or nnswers); to consider
the implicationo of ea.ch in terms of the situation; nnd, if

necessary, teat each hypothesis by experirrumt.

As an example,

let us consider the question, "What is light?"

One answer or hypothesis that might be proposed, and was
actually proposed by Euclid and Arintotle, is thnt light is
tentacles or rays that are emitted by the eyes nnd the eyes
only.

If this hypothesis is correct, one should be able to

see on entering a completely darkened room •

.And then, too, a

blind rno.n should not be able to take a pictuI•e with n camera
:tn the absence of anyone who can see.

From actual experience

we know thnt the implications of Euclid's hypothenio in these
two instances do not square with fact.

In other words, this

hypothesis cannot bo used to predict data reliably,

Por this

reason, we rule it out,
Another hypothesis tbnt might be prbpooed, and was pro•
posed by Newton, is that light is matter (corpuscles) emitted
by an inoandesoent substance.

If th1a hypothesis is correct,

light should have mass and thus havo weight.

But cloes it?

And, too, a oubstnnce that emits light, such ns a red hot coal,
should lose weight aa light is emitted.

But does it?

Also, according to Newton I s corpuscular theJry ( see p .iz.g),
light should travel faster through the denser of two mediums.
But common sense tells us that it should travel more slowly
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through the densor, just as n bullet shot from a gun travels

more slowly in water than in air.
To test the implications of Euclid's theory, we refe1"'red
to experience.

To test 1;be implications of'. Newton's theor·y,

,ve must resort to labor a to1•y experiments, or., 1f this is not
feasible, to authoritiative data collected by other experimenters.

ful..

In this way, experiments a.1•e made r•eal and purpose•

They are unecl to teat, hypotheses.

If experiments do not verify an hypothesis, it is ruled
out; if an hypothesis is verified, it is strengthened.

In

this way, all hypotheses can be eliminated except one; the one
which best explains all available data and is most reliable
in predicting new data.
For a complete study of th~ proble:,-~ rrwhat is light?" e.e

we believe it should be presented 1n a textbook, see Chapter
VI.

Mote there how new problems grow out of old ones, and

how knowledge is enhanced and new insights are developed.
Also note how one conflict after artothe~ is resolved, and how
the new ia integrated with the old or the old with the new.
Note also that as ono problem grows out of another, a contin•
uum of thought unfolds.

Bngloy' s phrase, "trunkli~es of

human thought," is well ex·emplified by subject n1otter organized

in this manner; f.nr better perhaps than by any other form of
organization yet employed in school~
Even though an understanding of science demands 1rnowledge
of the inter-relatedness of science subjoct matter» the members
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of nt leaat one so--oalled school of "Progressive" education
will take exception to the organization of subject matter in

Chapter VI on the grounds that science io compartmentalized,
and that for this reason, a pupil VJill never integrate what
he. le,0.rns in science with whnt he learns in, ,say, history or

government.
Such·"Progressive" educetors claim thnt the only way to
get integration is to make one subjcict, such as social science,
the core fron which ell u~!"let" topics obtain place and meaning.

To illustrate., suppose trnnsportntion is the topic to be
studied.

Since transportation involves science, mnthematics,

h:totory., and whnt not, then when pupils need to know about the
science of transportation, they will be sent ,to the ~cience
class.

L~J.1dse, ·ar..en pupils need to know· about .the history

of transportation, they will be sent; to the i:istory cla.ss.

Thus the study of rnnthemntics., literature, and other subjects
is made purposeful and nt the sane time presumably all a.re
integrated.

Wby n study of trnnsporte.tion is

never made clear.

pu1•poseful is

"The offect of this," says Kilpatrick,

"will be to find arithmetic in many little pieces scattered
along tho ~eth of life.

These we shall teach aa we meet

them. " 26

The result, presumably, w:tll bo thnt a.11 subject matter
will be integrntod by n pupil ond conflicting ideas will not

26

Kilpatrick, Foundhtions of Method, p. 357.
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reside in the bosom of the future business man and others.
All ideas will be in br.n~raony with each other.

In annlyzing this scheme. let us look closely nt the kind
of mental proo,3dure which has effected integration in ocience
its elf.

At the opening of tho twentieth century, as we knmv,

Neutonian physicists were of the opinion that they had discovered virtually s.11 of the universal physical lavrs and that

their "picture" of the physical universe wns about perfect.
Up to that time, they hEi.d been able to fit most new knowledge
into the !iody of relcted knowledge ,1hich the~r had nr:ret:i.dy dis-

covered, clnssified and systemRtized.

Thus, the new and the

old were integrate~ by fitting the new with the old; no~ the
old with the nerl..

But ,rnveral nev, d:i.scovories, made abot;t

1900, would not :f'tt int;o the old picture.

When tho attempt

was made, the result nppenred·r.iuoh like a dnub of red barn
paint on a po1•trai t by Rembrandt.

However, moet of the scientists of thnt day were such
firm helieveI·s in the philosophy of classical phyaicn that
they vrnre unablo ~ c o n s i d e r the new discoveries;. they

·utterly ignore(l them.
11 t1ith

trsurely somothing is wrong," they said,·

the obsei-•ve.ttons a11d the experiment::i."

Bocnuae they

assumed thn.t the physical knowled0 e '7hich had already been
discovered was finD.1 &nd nbsolute, it was impossible fo1" them

to.pin any faith on new deta that disagreed with the old.
NevortheleafJ, the1·e weDa a. few so1entists who vrere able

to face the facts ovon though the facts did not agree with
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the cherished prejudices of most physicists.

One of' these was

Einstein., a true scientist., whose th:tnking wns not restricted
by convention, prejudice., antecedent conceptions and prior

philosophy.

Ho realized that it Yins impossible to expln:tn

honestly the new data in ter.ms of Newtonhm philosophy; that
is., by impof:ing Uewtoninn philosophy upon it.

Intellectually,

he wns honest o.nd he fnced the sltuatibn squa:Pely.

He was

able to do this only becnuse he hr-td trntned and disciplined

himself to think reflectively.

Tie wns an independent learner.

In integrating the old and the new, Einstein literally
to1•e up the old picture o.nd painted a. new ono.

Instead of

integrating the new with the old., he integrated the old with
the new.

Einstein sta,p;ed

:revolution in nhYs1cnl thought.

In so doing., he c.levelopecl n new theory, b~sed on assumptions

that nro diametrically opposed to the assumptions of the
Newtonian theory~
But the average :tndi vidu.al who ha:J boen through our public

school system shuns putting two sets of conflicting deta along•
side of oach other tmd harmonizing the tr,o by- reflective study.
If he 1a faced wit,h a conflict, as a rule ho either ignores it

or makes decisions on the bRsis of his prejudices.

He cannot

oonsider even the a:iraplest facts nnd obsorve tho uinplest ait•

uations., which <lisngreo w:lth his previouBly established prejudices nnd cherinhod conclusions rmd form o.n opinion in keeping
with the facts.
Hence, in view of ·~thnt hnn just been po'1nte1 cut, v,e doubt
vor~• much wheth8r r:cra.mbling

a: i1 ttle

science, a 11 ttle ·history,
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a little mathematics, a little literature snd calling it a
study of transportation, will cause a pupil to integrs.te his
thinking more than he would in the tr•adi tional compartmenta.1-

lzed-subject-ma.tter school.

In fr•ct, such e, scrambled curri-

culum is likely to result in disintegration.
As has been pointed out; science like me.thematics is a
highly related body of subject matter,

In science, there is

continuity of thougbt and dependency for meaning of one ides.
upon another.

One iden leads to the next; one idea is related

to the next; apd unless this relnted.n1ss :ts sensed by the
learner~ science is not 1.mde1"'stood,

integrated body of subject mat~er;

8cionce in ltself is an.

tt !s a whole in itself,

and cnn be understood only w~en studied no a whole.
Even Thorndike ndmits thnt tho more closely knit and
logical a set of ideas nre for n learner, the more easily they

are understood and learned.

But., if .science is studied in

unrelated bits, as in done unde;r a core cur:riculum, bow can a
pupil's outlook on the world of s~ience become integrnted?
Moreover, unless ecience itself in understood end integrated
by a pupil, is a pupil likely to integrate science with other
subject matter?
When one endeavors to flt iHolated bits of knowledge to•.

got1-:,:Jr, thf-;ra is no background of kn owled.go nor any- picture

to fit thg new into.

There is no way of chcnking the new and

the old against each other; there 10 no way of findin~ conflicts which mnko reflective ntud;r posniblo; there ic, in brief,
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no possible way through which integraticm can take pluoe~

un ..

lesB idea.a nre related and made into a whole, they have little
or no meaning.

The :results of sucb a situation a.re tho.t reflective
study is impossible; that there is no necessity of h"I1owing

the basic orgcnizatlon of knowledge; tho.t pupils can be easily
led to believe almost anything; and thnt oducntion as recon•
st1·uctlon of expe1•ionce is impossiblo.

Kilpnt:rick--a believer in cutting across subject matter
lines, and in tte proJect 1~1etbod rihereby eacb pupil ls sur•

rounded by tools nnd other mutorinls n11d allovred to work ut

whatever project he pleuees--believes ".;hat tho way to offset
the inadequate knowledge of fundamental., 01•go.11ized subject

matter is to take time out., now uncl then., to drill pupils in
fundim1enta.lo •

I think tbare are certain things so
useful for future progress in school·nnd
life., both immediate and more remote.,
that we should use compulsion if need be
to get them, so important that if they

are not got otherwise, there would even-

tually come a time when we should, if
need be, drop practically everything
else and compel the learning of them.
Only I cannot give you a complete
list ••• My general _lint for nll vJOuld
certainly be muoh smaller than you
aro accustomed to think.27
Bode snys:

On casunl inBpection, nt rm:r rate,
this looks like an oscillation between
two extremes, On the one hand the
27

K1lpatr1c1r., Foundations of Method, pp. 365-366.
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teacher all but fades out of tte picture; on the other hand, the teacher
functions like a. drill sm"'gennt in
charge of the awkward squad.28
Kilpatrick makes it very easy for anyone to ag~oe with
him.

For some teachers the lir:t may be long, and for others

it may be a~ort,

If the list is long, then teaching is right

back in the old groove from which we have been trying to es•
cnpe.

As was shown in Chapter IV# Kilpatrick separates method

and subject matter, n separation which results in the old conflict between interest nnd discipline.

This in turn brings

in the conflict between autocracy and ana.rcby.
Lack of integration in the past has not been because of
any inherent chnraoterlst;ic of subject matter.

It has been

due largely to the method of teaching e.nd of selecting sub•
;jeot matter.

Integraticm_ .£!!.!!
to..!!.£!

!fil!!

attained only b'.lr bringing .!! pupil

ohallonr;ing conf11cts which~~ resolve through

reflective study,.

If we want to develop pupils who will effec-

tively iron out the conflicts in their thinking, we munt develop
independent leorners; that is, pupils rrho are trained and dis•

posed to sea.rah out conflicts in their own thinking and in
their culture, and ,vho will l"'esolve them by scientific study•

Unless pupils <lo become independent learners they will shy

away from conflicts and will mnke no effort to harmonize them.

28

Bode., Modern Eduo~onal Theories, PP• 162-163.
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In a. study of oeve1"'al different "scrambled" or core curricule.--for exarnplo, tho:ie proposed in lu•lrn.nsas, Kansas and

Virginia-•problems thnt involve conflicts and require refleo•
tive study for solution nre not to be found-

But some are

going to nay, "How can intec;ra.tion of subject~, such us science

nnd economics, be gh.ined if the curr•iculum is not; scrambled?"
Let us see.
In the previously described study of baking ponder$ the
following chnllenging questions nrofHn

of quality?

Is price a Cl"'iterion

How truthful is advertising?

Do advertisements

i'urn5.sh data th1it can be depended upon in malting w:tao choices

in buying?

Is tha advertising of staple Goods, such as salt,

sugar, ha.kine; po 1;.,der and soap, an eco11omic rn1ste?

is, why is i.t done?

And if it

Do mnnufactu.:re1"s of consurnor goods, as a

rule, furnisb.rellahle informntion which can be used by the
consumer for maktng wise cho1.ces in buying?

If not, why not?

Elsew~ere, we bnvo ceen thnt the philosophy of relativity
sc:tence does not ogrec with .!l 001,tain political philosophy
r,hich is in effect that our· economic problemn will solve thf'Jm•

selv0s if we trust God and the Law

or

Supply and Demand,

Also

science tenchers end ~cience ~Jooks advocate tht).t each child

drink n quart of milk a day, but seldom say nnything o.bout how

the eight Jones ohilrlren, whoao fathor makes only fifteen dollars a week, can ench ~3ct this much milk, nnd at the same

time be decently housOd, clothed and .fod anything bosides milk.
Nor is anyth:i.ng snid o.bout wbethor child1 en who come to school
1
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under-nourisbed nnd 111 clothed, hnve the srr:1e opportun:i.ty to
develop their pcrsonal:tt:113::1 nnd become self-nnsurod nnd aonfi-

dent as those wbo are well nou1•lshod and well clothed.

How

does such n nituation sq1rn:ro vrlth ou1• d<3finition of domocracy?

Thane questions arc conflicts, involving economics, which
grow· out of 3cience.

These confliots are caused by s-cionce

imping:lng upcin our economic and social structure.

Thoy are

the social :!.mplicntions of science for the teaching of economics.

Only by re sol vlnG conflicts snch ns these vdll science

and eoonomico become lntosro.ted.

T-im•!ever, the proper place

for a detailed study of sucb queations in in economics, not
in science; for in ocononicn, pup1.ls should bave proper back ..
ground of relnted fnc.tn Bnr'l p1°inclpl0s to me,ko x•efloctive
study possible.

Wll;hont prop"":r bflnke;:round, roflective study

ls impossible and teaching mm be no mo:re thnn :indoctrination.

In studyinJ the proposals 1~mde b~r the 1(:-r.dlng advocates of
core curricula, the writer ban often wond,':'rod wbother cutting

across sub,ject mntte1' lines :tn not e. deliberate :scheme for

effecting indoctrination.

No matter what type of' curricular organization ic•used,
unless tenchers are a:,mro of cot1flicta in our culture, o.re

looking for thorn, nre dispoaod to hr~ng then into tho open,
end ere dlspoood to nttenpt tho1r resolution by cooperative,

reflective study, little or no tnt~grntion will 1~esult.
lfoit'her a sc1~ambled curriculum, a comps:rtmentnlieod curriculum
nor nn:v other k.tnd of curriculum will brin,;s obout integrnt1on

unloss proper metho1s of teaching ere used nnd propor subject
matter is chosen.
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We have alrendy discussed the part played by pupils.and

tencher in choice of subject matter and getting a study under
vm1,

The next question ·ahioh nuturally arises ic what pnrt

should pu.plls and teacher ple-y in tbe·solution of a problem;

that is., whnt part should r,uplls nnd teacher pla.y in making a
choice from the severnl a.lterinr:l;ive hypotheses proposed?

Be-

fore answering this quest:lon., let us find how a group of aoi•
entists \vorking together arrive at a conclusion •
.,~rnong s_cientists~ the w,ord of n.o

partieula:r individual is sacred.· The
suggestibn of the lowlieit laboratory
assistant is taken for what it is w6rth,
,1ust e.s .if it cnne from on-J in highost
author:tty., The mode of organi~ntJ.~n o'!

congeries of scientific men is never
autocrt.it1c ••• Ee.ch member of such a
group.· mt1st be intel1ec~uo.lly free to
follow the logic of his own thought
processes; but he ls nlso hitelleo·tu·~
ally bound to f'ollo\1 2uch a logic•
In other words., nm0l16 s clentists there
is equality of freedom, nnd nt the Rame
time equality of :responsibility.

In the clasarooi this neans first
of all, that 1f scientific mindedness
is desired, the orgn.nl:rntion must be
democratic• Neither cnn we uermit the
teache:r to sny to the student., in effec'l;.,
"You must believe as I be11eve," nor
cnn · we perni t hirn to say, ~'You may bo ...
lieve ns ,you please," . While it is not
educntivo for the \;eacher to dictate
beliefs to the student (even if he
could), nctther in it educative .for
the teacher to adopt a "hands off"
policy regarding student beliefs.29
But i.f e. pupil 13 not to be forced to agree with a teacher

or other a.uth,.,rl ty, or r,my not believe as he pleases., then what
29

Bnyles. E,. 1£.

Oblir;nt:tom:i

.2f

rrcnchinr:

.1£

Democracy.,

Journal of Educational Administration and Supervision;
April, 1939.
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is he to believe!

What are the criteria that he may use for

knowing what to believe and what not to believe?
The criteria that a scientist uses are:

(1) V'-Jhie~ theory

or hypothesis most easily, most naturally and most adequately
explains or harmonize,e. all of the data?

(2) Which theory is

the beat for predicting new knowledge?
If these criteria are adopted for choosing alternative
hypotheses, then it becomes the duty of both teacher and pupil
to see that all pertinent data are presented.

This does not

mean that the teacher should dogmatically introduce a problem,
propose a certain solution to the exclusion of other possible
solutions, marshal data which agree with the preconceived solution and exclude data which do not agree.
After all available, pertinent data and vnrious hypotheses
are presented, the duty of the teacher is to determine how each
pupil arrives at his conclusion; whether he considers all the
fa.eta and ,vhether the conclusion appears to be in keeping with
all the facts.

If the conclusion is not a seemingly justifiable

one, the pupil should be challenged either by other pupils or
by the teacher and aslred to ex.plain why his conclusion is in

disagreement with the facts or why it does not explain all of
them.

Guidance on the pa.rt of the teacher is to get

1,Q_ agree

:QU}2il

.!!1ib. himself, and ever to broaden snd harmonize his

outlook on life.
But, whnt if the teacher and a pupil have e.ooess to the
same data, but cannot agree among themselves on the same conclusion?

In such a case, as in any other case wherein human
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beings respect each other, teacher and pupil should respect
each.other's opinions and rights and there should be no hard
feelings on the part of either.

But both teacher and pupils

are honor bound in reaching a ooncluaion to take into consi•
deration all the data.· i'his i's the scientific and democratic
way; i~ la not the autocrat1o way of the teacher trying to
force a belief upon a pupil, nor the laissez-faire way of
nllO\ving ench pupil to believe as he pleases without first
being thoroughly challenged in oase he has disregarded a part
of the data, o!' his oonclusion is not in keeping with the
data.

or

all teachers, perhaps the science teacher has the

greatest opportunity for teaching intellectual honesty; a
trait sorely needed among all people the world over.

And, in

the writer's opinion, the method of teaching herein described
is the only method by ,'7hich such a trait· oan be taught.

As science textbooks and laboratory manuals are now
written., a pupil, before he begins an experiment or exercise,
either knows the answer or can easily find it in his book,
And he knows, too, that bis grade depends upon arriving at
11

the" (authoritiative) answer.

The !'esult is that the pupil

worlcs for the answer and if he does not get· it, he
his data.

0

doctors"

Opportunities to weigh data, to hypothesize., to
,

'

choose and judge the oorrect answer from various hypotheses,
are non-existent, except by chance.

..

Bookkeepers who balance their books by "doctoring" figures,
if caught, are sent to prison.

But, 1n school auoh methods are
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considered clever by the "run" of pupils and are overlooked
by teachers.

turn.

Intellectual honesty is discouraged nt every

Yet teachers wonder why there is so much dishonesty in

the world outside of school and so much cribbing in school.
Only when textbooks and laboratory manuals are written
and designed so that pupils a.i-•e confronted with challenging
problems and experiments--answers to which are unknown and
can be obtained only by considering alternative hypotheses-•
and only when teachers emphasize the method of arriving at
answers, rather than emphasizing exclusively the ansv,ers them~
selves, shall we develop intellectual honesty and scientific
mindedness on the part of pupils.
Of course, objections will be raised to this method of
reaching conclusions on the grounds that in many instances all
of tho data cannot be presented.

On the surface, this objec•

tion ~eems sound; but if one stops to consider one realizes
that there o.re very few, if any, questions about which we
have a.11 the data.

Nevertheless, we make conclusions and net

in accordance with them.

Newton acted, believing he had all

the data; Einstein acted, lmowing he did not have all the data.
The question of whether one.can be scientific, yet act on
the basis of available, but incomplete data, or muat defer action until all of the data are found, is a critical question
which. faces Western civilization.

Although the issue has never

been presented squarely to the American people, certain political groups, in effect, say, "We cannot do anything to solve
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our econom:tc and social problems because we do not knov, enough;

we do not have enough data.

Let things alone, and God and the

Law of Supply 1:md Demand. will tako cure of un • n

This idea,:

---

along v,i th tbs one held by- ::rnnr thnt~ what :i.8., is ......__
p:ood, prevents
.

.

an:r l'eally experimental nolutj_on of our economic end social
problems.
Timo und again the writer has r1eur-d 1.1.niversity professors ... pbysici&ts as well es profesoione.1 educa.tors., Rll believe1~s _:tn

scientific mnt~rialism nfid th8t fncte speak for themselves-say, "We crmnot ect until we hsve nlJ. the fr.-1cts."
sar:ie educato1

1

g

And these

are always hnrk:i.ng. th:::, t edu.ca tion will beooma

a science when we get all of tbe facts.

~1ek11y for scienti•

fie advancement, many such believerf:! hwe unlmovrinc;l~r ncted

out of accord with their stnted philosophy,

We wonder ,·,hnt

would be the sbntus of evietion today had aviators end sc1entista waited for tbo perfect airplnne before ~eking th~
1•isko of flying.

Au Dewey has pointed out tinie and ocntn 1.n his vn•it1ngs 1
the fil•st atep in science iH to change nor:Jothing and see
whether whn t iD a.ntic:i.p11ted 1--:appens.

In otbor r10rdo,. the

only nny to learn, other thon bJ mere observrtion of what
11utu1'a.lly exiets and occur a, or by be5.11g told, is to hypothesize on the bo.sis of the o.vnilnble data and tost tho hypotheses.
This is ..,·;h?.t~ Mr. ,Tones dld · when he wn,'3 trylng to start
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the data at band and then tested these hypotheses.

In acting

(experimenting), he obtained more data and these caused him
to eliminate certain hypotheses and to pin more faith on
others.

Thus, theory and practice (hypothesis and experiment)

worked hand in hand.

1'"'ncts were a basis for hypotheses, e.nd

hypotheses served as bases for experiment (action).,.

By real•

izing the consequences of the acts, new facts were discovered
and nev, insights wore developed r-1hich better enabled Mr. Jones
to direct his subsequent acts.

This method of solving prob•

lems is the truly experimental method.
But many readers nre going to say, "What nos this cmes•
tion to do with teaching acienae to a five, eight, twelve, or
thirty-year-old?"

Whether science is taught ei:ther in keeping

with the absolutism of scientific materialism, or with the
relativity of pragmatism, may determine a pupil's whole out•
'

look on politics, economics, religion and influence all
'

phases of his cultural and emotional lifo.
'

And it is upon the

people's outlook that the fate o_f Western civiliza'cion largely
depends.
In Western civilization, within almost every field of
human endeavor, there is active conflict between absolutism
and relativism •. Among nnt1ons, as this 1s being written, there
is war between dictatorships (fascist and communist) and democ•
raciea; within the churches, there is a fight between liberals
and fundamentalists; among scientiests, thore is a clash between relativists and olass1c1sts; among philosophers, there
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is heated argument between pragmatists and absolutists (both
idealists and materinliats); and among professional educators
and psychologists, there is a quarrel between the relativists
and behaviorists.

Bode says, "The real conflict in Western

civilization is between authoritarianism and true science and
not between fascism and communism,."

Bode made this statement

in his summer school connnencement address nt the University of
Missouri in 1938, at which time the communists and fascists
seemed to be in armed conflict in Spain.

Since that time,

the minor differences between these two factiono seem to have
become unimportant.,
Altbough the issues are not well defined in many instances,
there is a distinct tendency among conflicting sides in all
fields of human endeavor to take

··tl

1.pcsition1 in keeping e1 ther

with absolutism., autocracy and e.uthor1tarianiara on the one
hand, or with relativity science, democracy and true Chris•
tianity on the other.

On which philosophy shall V?estern

civilization of tomorrow be based?
No doubt, tenohers of science will influence the outcome;
but, as long a.s science teaching remains a process of indoc•
trinntion and science subject matter is taught ns authoritarian
and absolute knowledge, science teaching will he.vo little influence on tho promotion of the ooientific attitude, of democracy, or of true Christianity beonuse none of those
by autocratic methods.

1.o

l!!:=i"8

fostered

Autocratic methorJs def oat the democratic

ends of science, dsmocrncy and Christianity.

CHAPTER VI
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ILLUSTRA'l1IVE MATERII1L

Two illustrations, each of which differ widely, have
been chosen to exemplify the :relativity theory as it applies
to teaching science,.

Chapter.

Only one problem is considered in this

The other is presented 1n the appendix.

The first, "What Is Light?", is a problem in physics,
written. for a textbook to be used by high school juniors and
seniors.

It is assumed that pupils have had at least one

semester of physics in which they have made a thorough study
of matter, energy, and wave phenomena..

This, and the fact

that this chapter is illustrative material, should be kept
in mind-.
The basic subject matter presented 1s practically the
same as that found in a number of high school physics textbooks; in fact, no material 1s considered that is not included
in at least one book now in use.
The major difference between this study and others is
the approach.
problem.

We have tried to m.ake "What Is Lie;ht?" a real

In trying to solve the problem, we have presented

various possible hypo·theses; then we have considered the
implications of each.
what

!2

That is, we have tried to predict

be true 1f the hypothesis is true.

The predictions we subject to experimental test.
this wa~, experiments are connected with purpose.

In

If the

predictions do not square with fact and wltb experimental
f'indings, we rule out the hypothesis a.a a likely solution
·to the problem.

In this way, each hypothesis 1a tested.
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Another test of a hypothesis is whether it naturally nnd
easily explains all pertinent data.

If o. hypothesis ex.plains

tho data, it is strengthened; if it does not, it is ruled out.
Throughout, there is continual reconstruction of lmowledp;e.

The new and the old a.re reconstructed and harmonized in the
licht of each other, and the reconstructed knowledge is used
. to predic·t new knowledge.

It is in trying to integrate old

and new knowledge that mental conflicts (new problems} a.rise.
'fhus, one problem psychologically grows out of another.

In

this way, subject matter 1s arranged a.a a. growing mind would
learn it; it is arranged psychologically.

And the reconstruc-

tion of' the old and new makes for logical as well as psychologi-

cal organization.
Another psychological feature is the problematical situs. ...

tions which rire developed•
possible outco:nes.
not know.

There are always at least two

Which one Vlill triumph the pupil does

One theory is played against another, as is done

in a good detective story and as actually did occur in the
original, historical development of the ideas proposed.

By

making such a etud:r the pupil witnesses science in the making.
The approach 1s·histor1cal but the historical facts are
not ende in themselves, they are a means to an end.

The

history of science is as thrilling as a good deteotive story.
Hundreds of unknown men have died for science.

Some have

suffered through proverty, sickness, persecution, war and
famine, but still have carried on.

Some have sought personal

glory arid monetary gain; some have sought to improve the lot
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of suffering humanity; some have sought thrill and romance;

and some have had only an insatiable curios:tty a.bout the
universe.

Some have been petty, jealous, c0nceited, and

narrow-minded; working in secret, giving little or none of
their work to the outside world.

Others have been open-

minded, generous, kind-hearted, and self-sacrificing, giving
all to the world in order that others might carry on where

they lef't off.

Scientists have arisen f'rom the ranks of

the poor as well as i'rom the ranks of the rich.

Representa-

tives of every nation, creed, and color ca.n be found among
the fumous.
Throu,.sh
to pupils.

a historical

approach, o.11 thls can be brought

Here, the re le.. ti vis ts a e.:r I is a great opportun1 ty

for the development of' attitudes and habits.

What we try

to do is summarized by Bode in the following excerpt taken
from a personal letter., wr1tten'in F'ebruary, 1940.
Let us say that democracy means,
roughly, the development of the individual
as a test of the quality of social relationships. What does the teaching of
science have to do with this? well, 1n
the first place, science 1ntroduoted a
distinctive way of dealing with problems.
This can be brought out clearly only by
contrast with pre-scientific thinking.
It introduced a different perspective on
the universe--no cleavage between the
natural and the supernatural. It affords
the suggeotion that the concepts of science
are es.eentie.lly "tools." Tools for what?
For the cc,ntrol of experience: i.e., for
the furtherance of human purposes. Thia
puts the individual squarely in the center
of the picture. It leads on to the relativity of truth, of' which science offers
numerous examples. 'J.'he import of all
this is a break w:i.th traditional, prescientific beliefs and standards. 1.Phe
emphnais on the indlvidunl is essentially
der1ocratic •. fhe insight that science
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can give ia necessary for an understanding of the present. The central issue
ls this choice between the implications
of science and trad1tionalisin. PUt
this a.cross by proper and constant use
of contrasts and you 1 1l have adolescents
·rising out of their seats. They want to
know what the shooting is all about.
Show them the issue--don't try to decide
1 t for them. For this purpose science
is indispensable, but science teaching
almost invariably goes off on all kinds
o:f tangents instead of emphasizing the
broad human meaning of science wh:i.ch
every educated person should know: The
conception of the universe (as against
supernaturalism), the meaning of scientific concepts and of truth, and the
· bearing of all this on making man the
central figure. This would call .for
extensive and constant use of contrast,
use of the history of science.

WHAT IS LIGHT?
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Probably, from the time that the first person was able
to see and think, man has asked the question., "What is light?"
If prehistoric :nan were like historic man., he was not long

in formulating some kind of an explanation.
During historical times, several theories of light have
To us certain of these seem preposterous.,

been prqpoaed.
even absurd.

But they were not absurd to people at the

time they were proposed.

Do you believe that many of our

ideas and things we do will seem absurd to people of future

generations?

Why?

Theories of light, like many theories in science o.nd in
other fields• have come and gone.

Some have led into blind

alleys and held back progress; others have pointed the way
to future discovery.
Euclid's Theory of Light.

The theory of' li5ht that

held sway the lonr;est was proposed about 300 B. c. by Euclid.,

a Greek philosopher e.nd mathematician.

According to Euclid.,

light is ocular beams which are emitted by the eyes and the
eyes only.

A blind man's eyes emit no light, therefore he

cannot see.
According to thla theory, should you see at night as
well aa in the daytime?
darkened room?

Should you aee on entering a completely

Could a blind man take a picture with a

camera in the absence of a se0inc; person?
square with fact?

Use this thoory to malce other predictions.

Do they- square with fact?
theory?

Explain.

Do your answers

Do you accept or reject this
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As has already been pointed out, the Greek philosophers
and their followers, like many people today, never subjected
their theories to observatton and experirnent.

Thia is one

reason why Euclid's theory held sway so long.

Sir Isaac

Newton {1642-1727), was the first to advance a consistent
theory of light based on observation and experiment.

V/hat was Newton I s Theorv- of Light?
ligbt is minute corpuscles (particles

Newton believed that

of :matter) emitted by

a luminous~ body such as the sun, a burninr; candle, or a red

hot coal.

The particles travel in straight lines.

And the

;nore particles or corpuscles e1ni tted per unit of. time, the

brighter the source.

Corpuscles striklns the eyes cause the

sensation of' sight.

This theory is known as the corpuscular

theory.
Accord:i.ng to Newton's theory, sho~ld one see on entering a co:cnpletely darkened rooni?

Could a blind man take a

picture with a camera in the absence of a normal aeeingperson?

Should light ha.ve weight?

Plan and perform an

experiment that w:i.11 check your answer for the last question.
Account for your resul·ts as Newton might have explained them.

nBut why.,rr you ask, ncan we see non-luminous objects
such as trees, chairs, and tables?"

newton believed that it

is because light is reflected by such objects.

Reflected

light causes the sensation of sight just the same as does
direct light.

Does Lirht Travel In Straight Lines? Newton said tha.t
l1eht travels ln straight lines. I.f this is true, should
you see around a corner?

Can you?

To test further whether
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light travels in straight.linen, punch a hole, about an
eighth of an inch in dlrunoter in each of three sheets of
paper and place eo.ch sheet some distance apart so that
-you can see throq~h one bolo, on through the next one and
so on.

Are tl1e holes in a straight line?

p

M
R.

Fig. 3.

Does light travel in straight lines?

In the diagram ubove, place the edge of' your ruler on the
source of lic;ht

s,

und on point P of the object so that the

edge extends to the shadow.

Does the edge of the ruler lie

on the edge of the shadow?

s,

move the ruler so that the edgo

also lies on D; on RJ on M.

In each case does the edge lie

Keeping the edge on

on the edge of the shadow?

What is your conclusion from

these observations?
Does the edge of the shadow appear sharp and clean cut?
Would it 1 if light bonds around tho object; that is 1 if it
does not travel in straight lines?
Shadows and Eclipses.
source~

The source used above is a point

Arrange two lighted candles and a cylinderical object

on a tuble as shown in the diagram below and then darken the
room.
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Fig. 4.

What Kind of a Shadow Is Formed?

Assuming that light t:ravels in s tra1e;ht lines, explain why

there are two distinct parts

or

the shadow.

What is the

name of ea.ch part?

Arrange, as shown in Fig. 5, a. 100-wa.tt., frosted electric
light bulb, a spherical opaque object, and a screen,
darken the room,.

F'ig. 5.
and

E.xplain why the shadow cast is not sharp

What is the Nature of the Shadow?

clean cut around the edges.

eclipse?

Then

Total eclipse?

1~11a t

is nn eclipse? ·Partial

Plan a demonstration that will

illustrate both kinds.
Does Light Always Travel In straight Lines?

Darken the

room and then allow a narrow beam of light to strike the sur-

face of a boiled-starch-water solution which is in a glass
container.

Make a drawing of· the beam of light as shovrn

in Fig. 6.

The n0rt1~l. is a line drawn perpendicular to the

surface at the point v,here. the light strikes 1 t.
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Is the beam bent?

If the beam is not bent at the surface, it should travel
along the dotted li?~ BC.

Does it?

your drawing what happens.
normal or away from it?

If it does not., show in

Ia the beam bent toward the

'rhe bending of light ns it passes

fro:.1 one medium to another is called re:frac tion •
If.a beam of light were passed from water into air., do
you predict tho.t 1 t would be bent at the ~urface toward the

normal?

Awo.y from th0 normal?

Not be bent at all?

and perform an experiment to test your prediction.

Plan
Alao

try passing light through a vacuum, through glass, and
through other substances furnished by your teacher.
How Did Ne'llvton Expla.in Refraction?

To explain refraction,

Newton said that the corpuscles of light approaching wo.ter
are attracted by it in a direction perpendicular to the surface of the water in accordance w 1th the law of universal

gravitation.

Since the force of attraction is slight until

the corpuscles are rieht at the surface, the beam is not
bent until it roacheo the surface~
Because of their inertia, the corpuscles, when they

strike the water, tend to continue in a straight-line course.
However, the attraction of the liquid pulls them away from
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this course; and a.s a result, the beam is bent to,·mrd the

normal.
Since the denser medium (we,ter) has a greater attr•action
for light particles than .the less dense 1uedium (air), Newton

predicted that the light particles would speed up as they
enter the denser medium and would therefore travel faster in
lt.

Can you thil'lk of a reason why they might do the opposite,

that is, -slow up?

wave Theory o:f Light.

About the same time that N'ewton

proposed his theory, Huyghens (hi-genz),

and physicist, advanced the

Jl

Dutch astronomer

theorv of light.

He believed

that a luminous source emits light which is a wave motion
that tro.vels in all directfons t'rom the source and is rei"lected

by non-luminous objects as Newton believed corpuscular light
is reflected.

His explanation of the cause of sight sensation

was the aarno as Newton' a.
!_!ewton Ob,jects to ~iuyghens Wave Theory. Newton would not
accept the ,vave theory.

He argued that, "Sound, which 1s a

wo.ve motion, will travel througl1 a crooked hollow pipe or

will bend around a hlll or other obstruction and be heard."

"Thoref'ore,tt he said "if light is a wave motion, it too should
travel through a crooked plpe or.around an object.

And, there-

fore, an oye sl-iould see around a co11 ner."

In reply Huyghens said, "That

is

not a convincing argument.

Take short water waves on a river atrikina the side of a ahi~•
t. ,
the wavea originating on one side will not be seen on the
other. If the waves a.re small enough and the ship large
enough, a very distinct shadow appears. However, if the waves
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are large and the obstacle is small, the waves will bend

around the obstacle and no shadow will appeur. 11

Huyghens

predicted that if one could procure n sufficiently small
obatruction, it would cast no 3hadow.

There were other reasons why Newton would not accept

the wave theory.

"Every wave" he said, "must have something

in which to trnver.
sound does n-ot.

Light travels through a vacuum, whereas

Corpuacles need nothtng to travel iri, but

waves do. - What do light waves travel in as they pass through
a vacuum such as the vast inter-stellar space betweOn the
sun and the earth?"

Newton and his followers could no more think of' a light
wave wl thout soinet1; ing f'or it to travel in than the:r could

think of an ocean wave without an ocean.
What Do Li,,,;ht Waves Travel In?

'l'o answer this question.

HuJghens did what psueao-scientiats e.nd good'sclentists had

done before him and have done since in lilce aitua.tions.
assmned

the existence of a substance,

Re

He called it ether.

What nro the implico. tions of this a aaumption?

Does ether

exist in the ve.st inter-stellar apace between the sun and
earth?
solids?

Explain.

Does it exist in transparent liquids nnd

Is there any reason why ether might not exist in

opaque liquids and solids?

Huyghons believed that ether is

a fluid-like substance, perhaps more like Jelly than uir.,
v,blch fills all space and permeates all matter.
Again Newton objected.

nwho.t is t'his ether?'' he asked.

"I cannot see it, ,l·e.o."b,, 1 t, tus ta 1 t., s:iell or feel 1 t," he
sald.

"Does it stand still or does 1 t 'blow' like the wind?
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Is it frictionless'?

If it is not., rr he asked., "then what

prevents the earth and other planets., which are rotating and
moving about in it., from running down like a spinning top?"
Newton viciously assailed the wave theory., and ~s a
result., :row scientists accepted it.

To doubt Newton ,vas

to doubt "then scientific authority of the world.
the

O

Age of Newton."

However., the test oi'

ta

It was

theory ·1 s not

who proposes it but whether it can be used to predict new
knowledge and explain facts pertaining to it.
How did Huyghens E..xplain Refraction?

The diagram at the

left below illustrates in a way how light radiates from a
source S., according to the wavo theory.
drawn from tho source are called ra 4s.
culled

fronts.

·rhe straight lines

The circles are

The farther frora the source the more

nearly a short section of a wave front,. for exe.mple the

section AB., approaches a straight line and the more nearly

Air

Air

Water
Fig. 7.

Huyghens' explanation of refraction.

two adjacent wave fronts become purallel.

.Phe rays too in

1

such a aection approach parallelism.
The diagram a.t the right,reproacnts a beam of light
.made

up of parallel rays and parallel wuve fronts pas:dng from
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nir into water.

To explain refraction according to the wave theory 1
let us think of oach wavo front in air as a ri5id pole carried
between two men walking on dry land., .::nd each wave front in
water as u rigid pole ·carried between two men walking in
mud.

All the men wulking on dry land travel at a certain

speed and all the men wulklng in mud trri.VCl at another speed.

As the two r.1en A and B advance toward tho mud., which one will
step in it first?

This one 1 A, will be alowed up when he

steps in the mud,

Consequently,during the time interval in

which the speeds of A and Ba.re different., the direction of
tbe pole will change•

However, when both men are in the mud they will both walk
and tLe column of raen walking in nrud will

at the srune

be a straight line.

According to Huyghens 1 theo:ry, does light travel faster
in water

01,

(see P+l?2

in air?

How did Newton answer this question

}?

The Crucial Differences Between the Corpuscular und the
Wave Theories.

After the deaths of Hewton and Hu]J-ghens, the

argument continued.

It hinged around the following three

crucial questions which only scientific research of the future

VIOuld answer:
1.

Does light travel faster in the denser of two mediums

as proclaimed by Newton, or slower as proclaimed by
Ruyghens?
2.

noes light bend around a corner as proposed t:t·Huyghens

and denied by Newton?
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3.,

Ia there·an ether a.s assumed by Huyshens and ridiculed

by 11ewton?

What was the outcome?

wa,t Newton, the prlde

or

one of' the greatest thinkers of' a.ll. tlr;1e, right?

England and
Or was

Huyghons, the comparati vely unknown Dutchman?

The·Exper iment that Rocked the Seats.of Learning of' the

Entire World.
held away.

For nearly a century and a. half Newton's theory

'Not unt1i 1801 wa:s it seriously challenge d.

Then

Young, a most. bI>illiant young English physicist- -known as

"·Phenomenon Young" at Cambrldge ~-performe d one of the most

astounding yet simple experimen ts of' all ti~e and as a con•
sequel'lce brought the .,wave theory baok to life.

The results

shook: the seats of ltia:rning all ~ver the ci vllized vmrld.
'11his aimple exp:cr1men t can easily l1e understoo d by refer- ...

.

ring to tne
, d1a.c;ra:i:r,J. below·.· S 1a a screen; A, B., and C are nar-

rou slits in opaque (non-trans parent) screens.

Light of.' one

color diverges from n source X, passes through A. and on
througl~ B and c.

According to Newton's theory how many bright

lin.es should appear on the·screen ?

s

s,.

Fig. 8.

Does light bend around a corner?

Instead of two lines as would be predicted according to

Newton's theory, several bright and dark lines appeared on
the screen as ahown in the diagram at the right. Both bright
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and dark lines appeared directly behind the part of' the
screen separating the sl1ta Band C., tbus provinG conclu ..
sively that light wlll bend around an obatabJ.e.
the dark and brig~.1.t lineu exple.inoc-'

accou..11t for them?

Doe:3

Does the wave theory?

But how are

Newton ts theory
Or is o.noth01" theory

noeded to iexplaln them?

How the Bright nnd Durk Linen Ai>e Explained.

In the study

of sound., you leo.rned that when two sound ·waves of the same
frequency and amplitude are superposed., one on the other., there
is interference.

When the waves are ln phase, that is rare-

faction on rarefaction and condensation on condensation, the

result is constructive lnterferonce or reinforcement of sound.

When the two waves a.re out of' phase., that ls rarefaction on
condensation, the result is destructive interference~or silence.
Ii' wo assur:1e that light is a wavo n1otior1, we can likewise

account for the bright and dark lines.

The bright lines 1, 3,

5, etc • ., are ca.used by light waves co::alng .from C reinforcing
those cominr; from B.

The darlt lines 2, 4, 6, etc., arc caused

by light waves coming from C interfering

destructively with

those coming froa B.

Since Hewto:1' s theory would not explain interference,
and since the wave theory· explained evoryt:iing else as well

as did tho corpuscular theory., one would expect, as Young
expect0d i;Lat the wa.ve theory would soon beco1..1.e dominant.
such was not the case.

But

rrhero were die-hards ln those da-ys,

people who would not face factu, just as there are today.
The renowned Mar~uis de La Place, of the French Academy
of Science, was bitter in his opposition, as were many other
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scientists.

'rh1s., of course, can be understood when ono

realizes that the followers of Newton li:,oked upon his

opinion as authoritative, everlasting, and never-changing

knowledge, and that :most people never nccept a new idea that
causes them to change the1r opinions and ways of thinking.

Unable to understand. Young's work, Lord Broughhnm, editor

of

t ha Edinburgh Review, was vicious in his attack; asserting·

that he could not find in Young's scientific papers anything,
"whlch deserves the name either of experiment or discovery"

and he took the Hoyal Society to task for printing such
"paltry and unsubstantial papers."

Oi' course

the tragedy

was

that few people had a oho.nee to read Young's papers, but they
had the chance and did read the Edinbure;h Review.

or

thin1r

Can you

like ins tance:-l, perhaps ln other f'ields" today?

AU l!.!te..:rf.QP. .1.l.lc..e. ~

Place two pieces of rectang-

:

ular plate glaso, about. 4 .x 8 era. each, one on top of the
other.

Put

11

rubbel'.' band around one end of them to hold them

:bogether · as shown ln the diagram, and between the other ends,
<

..
,\:

put a pie.ce of tissue paper to hold them a.part.

There is

thus fo:t>med a. wedge of air between the two plates.

How

hold this apparatus so that light of one color, produced by
burning some com.mon table salt ( aodi 1tm chloride) in a buns en
flame, is ref'l0cted in the plates.

As a result, an image of

the flrime will be seen which is crossed by a aeries of
parallel dark and bright lines.

What causes this series of

lines?

These.lines can be explained by referring to the enlarged
diagrrun at the right.

The air wedge ls represented by the
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G

Fig. 9.

,.. , I "I" 2 . .)

An 1nterferenco trxporlment.

space between AB and AG.

When the light strilcen each surface

of the gl~ss it is partly reflected; the rest is tranocltted.
To explain the dark and bright lines we nocd to consider only
whn t happens at the surf o.ce of the alr v,edge.

Let ED. (full lino) represent the wave train of.light
reflected at E from the surface AD, and lot E'D {broken line)
represent the wave train reflected at E' from the surfaco AC.

now:, if the distance from E' to E 1s one-h.nlf of a wave
length, the wave trains ED and E'.D are completely out of phase;
consequently des true ti ve interference (darkness) is p1~oduced.

At F( nnd F, where tho diotance between the plates is
equal to a complete wave length, the reflected wavo trains
F'G and FG nre in phase.

here?

Should a dark

01"

bright ,line appear

Which should appear at M'M?
How Can tlv:; 'No.ve !,(;mgth of Lir,ht no Doterminod?

Those

of you who have studied geometry 1mow tho.t the tr1an 6 les CAB,
F' AF, and E' AE o.rc all sir.:iilur tria.ni:;les.

Consequently, i.f

the d1nienslons of tho large triangle CAB and the side F'A
of triangle F'AP a.re known, then the lencth of side F'P
which equals the wave lent;th of sodium light can bo calculated
from t110 proportion.
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CB
F'F

= CA

P1A

'11he wave lengths of different colors of :tight will all differ

from each other.

And the distance between the bright and

dark lines will differ.

However, a close approximntion·of

the wave length of light can be obtained from this crude
e.ppa.ra. tus.

A Young Prenchman Hediscovers Young's Work and Pushes
It Forward.

li'ourteen years after Young had discovered the

interference of light; Fresnel (1788-1827), a·young French
engineer and mathematician, working in ignorance of Young's
work., rediscovered the interference of light.

However., when

he learned of Young's discovery, his ent~1uslasm and curiosity
were not dampened.

Cheered on by Young and Dominique Arago,

a fine soul who headed the committee

or

the F'rench Academy

of' Science to whmu he aubmi tted h1s work., Fresnel worlred w1 th

more eagerness and energy than ever, and as a result., he
advanced the first con1plete and fully satis.factory theory of
the no.ture of a light wave.

What is The Jfature of Light Waves?

Whan we studied

sound, the nature of different kinda of wave motion was
discussed.

In a sound we.ve, the particles in the .medium.,

through ~1ich a wave train 1s transmitted., vibrate back and
forth parallel to the direction that the sound wave travels.

Such a wave is called a lon~itudinal wave.
When a wave train is produced in a. rope, as

v1e

,kno /1,

the wave train moves along the rope but the particles

1

or

the
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rope (the medium.) vibrate in ·u direction po1--pendicular to
the direction that the wave travels.
culled

ft

This t:1pe of wave is

transverse wave. · The question naturally arises.,

"Is light a transverse or a longitudinal wave?"

In a crystal, such as a diamond, a tourmaline crystal, or
a crystal of oom.,aon tau le sal J., the a toma are arranged in:
layers so.:;1ewhat as ·10 shown in the dlacram below.

Between

the layers of atoms are narrow layers of' apace somewhat like
the spo.ce between the loaves of this book when it is closed.
When light is

pa.~sed·-

Fig. 10.

t(L;'."')U.Ch

u (~1':fGC;J.l o:-: any of these sub-

The err:..~ngement :,f' utorns in a
crystal of COllliuOll table salt.

stances there is much evidence to ah.ow that it does so
by passing throu;:,:~h these parallel layers of empty space.

F'reanel found that when two tourmaline crystals are placed
.

'

.

one behind the other, so that the 1•yera of space of one
'

crystal o.ro parallel to the layers of the other crystal,
then· light will pass through them as shown.

However, if the

layers of the two are at right angles, lig~t will not pass
through them.

I
Fig. 11.

JI:
The polarization of' lieht.
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To account f'or this phenomenon, let us assume that
light is a transverse wave and the direction of the wave
is south.

Then the ether particles conducting the wave would

vibrate up and down horizont~lly and in all other d1rect16ns

perpendicular to the directi')n that the wave travels.
However, when licht passes through cryntal A, in diagram
1, the space between the layers is so small that few,. if any,

except the vertical vlbra.tlons a.1•e transiuitted.

And as a.

result, all the vibrating particles in tho transmitted light
vibrate in one plane.

This light is called polarized light.

Explain why, in diagram 1, the polarized light from crystal A passes through crystal B.

:r~xplain why, in diagram 11.,

the polarized light from A does not pass through crystal B.
Can the phenomena, shm·m in diagram 11, be explalned if'

light is assumed to be a longitudinal wave?
asuumed to be corpuscloo?

If light is

Does this phenomenon support the

wo.ve theory or tho corpusculo.r theory?
It was Avo.go ,•1ho brov.ght the work of F'reanel to the at-

ten~ion of his colleo3~0s nt the .French Academy of Science
with

his own personal endorsement.

trover•sy broke out.

others.

At once a bitter con-

The opposition was led by La Place and

The argument lasted for several years; but finally,

in 1323, the opposition's hostility, mellowed by t:lmo and

thought, gave way to reason, and Fresnel waa elected a member
of the French Academy of Science.

Following this triumph, the

wave theory came into its own; the corpuscular theory was
practically forgotten; and the wavo theory moved on to new
conquests.
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one of the crucial queotions

The Speed of Light.

"Doos light bend a.round a corner?" asked on page 11;;,

has boen answered in favor of Huyghens' wave theory.

Now

let us consider the speed of light.

Aristotle believed that light travels instantaneously
from one point to another.

Both }Jewton and Huyghens opposed

this theory but nei the1~ determined its speed.

Why do you

suppose they opponed it?
Galileo performed the first known experiment to measure

the

spoed of light.

He placed. two oba'ervers., A and

miles apa1~t., oachwJ.til lanterns.

A uncovered his lantern and

at tho same instant noted the time.
f'11 om.

n, aGvera.l

i'71-ien B saw the li.ght

Ar a lontorn ho uncovered his lantern.

When A saw the

li 6 ht from the lC11tttern of D he aga.ln ob3orvod tl'w time.

rrhe .

speed of lleht was calculated by dividing twiqe the distance
betwe(m the obset"Vcrs by the dlf.ference between the two observed

timos.

However, the errors wore so great that no reliable

speed was obtained.

What did Galileo really measure?

until 16?6 was the speed of ltght determined.

'Phis w&s

done by Romer, a Danish astronomor.

--- --

F'ig. 12.

How Romer deterruined the speed of light.

Hot
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It happens that the sun, earth, Jupiter and its moon.,

Io, as shown above, all lie in the saine plane; consequently
at certain times Io and the earth are on opposite sides of
Jupiter and when this occurs, Io cannot be seen from the earth;
that is, an eclipse occurs.

Romer determined the tl:i:ne inter-

val between the eclipses when the earth is near E1 •

near this

point the earth is neither.moving toward nor a.way from Io;
consequentl.v., light t1..avels from Io to the earth the same

distance for each of the two eclipses.
Romer found .this ti.i1e interval between eclipses to be 42

hours, 28 minutes and 36 seconds, and he used it to predict
the occurrence of i'uture eclipses.· If an eclipse occurred

on Wednesday at 4:45 p.m., when should the next one occur?
The next one?
When the earth was near E1 he found his predictions of
the eclipses to be correct but when the earth was near E4 he
found that they occurred 996 (approximately 1000) seconds later
then the time he predicted.

However., he discovered'that the

time interval between the eclipses did not change. 'What
could all this mean?
Romer ltnew that when the earth is near E4 1 t is 186 ,ooo ,ooo

miles closer to Io than when it is at E1 •
.

Could the dif'ference

.

in ti.me be tho time required for light to travel 186.,000,000
miles?

Surely it must be reasoned because if' light truvels

instantaneously th1a diff'erence in distance should not cause
the delay in time.

The only logical conclusion that he

could mnke was that the speed of llght 1s not instantaneous
and that the delay of 996 seconds was the time required for
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1ight to travel 186,000.,000 miles.

'fueref'ore., to find the

velocity of light he divided the number of miles (distance)

by

the number of seconds (time}
.

186,ooo,ooo
996

and found that

the speed of light is a little moro than 186,OOO,miles per

second which is ·approximately equivalent to 300,000,000
l<'or practical purposes thiR velocity is

meters per second.

the one that is usually used.

Then what was it that Galileo

measured?
Not until 1849, was the velocity of' light measured over
a short distance as Gal:J.leo had tried to do.

Pouca.ult and

Fizeau, working independently and using di:fferent methods
succ0eded in doing it the same year.

A description of the

1nethod which ee.ch used can be found in almost any college
(I•'izeau found that the velocity of light

physics text-boolt.

is 186,290 miles per ~econd and Foucault found it to be
lu5.,800 per second.)

Poucaul t went further than Fizeau; he .measured the
velocity of light in water a.s well as in air and found that

the velocity is greater in air, as predicted by Huyghens but
denied by Newton.

Thia was the blow that completely t'elled

the corpuscular theory; at least for the time beingj
The Astronomers' "Yardstick. u

•.rho velocity of light is

so terrific that it 1s almost beyond comprehension.

A

simple calculation shows that in one aecond light will travel
a distance somewhat 6 rc-:,ater than seven tirnes the distance
around the earth at the equator.

'.L1he time required for light

to travel fror,1 the moon to the earth is about 1. 3 seconds;
from. the sun to tho earth a 11 ttle over eight minutes;
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from tbe nearest star to the earth about four years; f'rom
Polaris, our north star, about 44 years,

If Polaris v.,ere

destroyed today, how much longer could sailors use its
light to guide ships at sea?

The distance which light travels in one yee.r, about
six million miles, is called a light year--the astronomers•
11

yardst1ck:."

Polaris'?

How many miles s.wo.y is the nearest star?

Do you see any reason why astronomers should use

such a tremendous length for a yardstick?
Electromagnetic Theorz of Light.

Ycu have already learned

that when a current of electricity passes through a wire,

a magnetic field is set up around the wire,. or the coll; and
that when the circ·u1 t is broken, the field ceases to exist.
If the circuit is made and broken periodically, as ia done by

the circuit breaker of an induction iH>il, magnetic pulses
a.re radlated.

These are known as magnetic waves.

Maxwell found that these magnetic waves, like light, travel through a vacuum with the same velocity ns light.

From

those observations, he concluded that· electromagnetic waves,
like light; travel in ether; and that light is electromagnetic

Maxw9ll also proposed that the origin of light is a vibrating electrified particle which ca.uses ether particles to

vibrate the same aa a tuning f'ork cuusea afr particles to vibrate.

At that time electrons were unknown.

Thia electro-

magnetic theory also hinged on the crucial question., flDoes
ether actually exist?"
Does Ether Actually Exist?

While still n student at
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west Point, Albert A. Michelson .(1852-1931) began thinking
about this question.

Because there ls no evidence that the

ether is in motion with respect to other parts of the
universe, he assumed that if' the ether exists, it stands
still.

And he reasoned that the earth, in moving through

it, should set up ether currents parallel to the direction
that the earth moves, Just as a moving train sets up air
currents.
In 1881 1 Michelson, assisted by Mo1"ley, at+~ernpted to

measure the absolute velocity of the.earth with respect to
tho ether by timing the passage of light a certain dtst~a.nce up
tho ether stream and back, and the distance acr•oas the strerun

and back.

To their surprise, and to the surprise of nearly

all the other scientists of that day; they found that the
tlme in both instances was the same.

But, if ether currents

exist., it should have been different.

Why the time should

not have been the same in both instances can.best be explained
if we know the answer to the question, "Which requires longer;

to swim a hundred yards upstream and back in a rapidly flowing
river or a hundred yards across strel.:lm and back?"

An exper-

ienced awii:mner knows it requires longer to swim upstream and

back.

Why?
Since the time of passage of light in both directions

was the same, Michelson and Morley reasoned that there are
no ether currents caused by the earth moving through the
ether and consequently no ether exists.
Careful repetition of this famous experiment by Michelson,
Kennedy., Peaao, and finally Joos in 1931 bas shown the absence
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of any ether current within the accuracy of the experiment.
This experiment, like Young's interference experiment,
shook the whole foundation of' physics.
on the wave theory of light.

most damaging blow.
standing still.

Why?

First, :tt ca.st doubt

But this was f'ar from its

The damaging blow was that there is nothing

It was already known that the earth, the

solar eys-cem and all the stars are in motion; eve~thing is

in motion.

And since everi;hing is in motion there ia no

absolute motion; all motion is rela. ti ve_.
The fact that all motion 1s relative can best be understood. by considering the following examples:

Tom is driving his car on the highway and the speedometer
reads 35 miles per hour.

John is following Tom.and, according

to the speedometer in his car, is traveling at the rate of
30 miles per hour.

,However, Tom with respect to John 1s travel-

ing at the rate of .five miles per hour.
driving tovmrd one another.

respect to John's?

Suppose they were

Wb.at would be Tom's speed with

Thus we see that ono•s rate of motion or

speed depends upon what point of reference one ref'ers to.

Or suppose you are sitting in a train that is standing
on a trac1c, wa1tlng for another train to pass.

When the

other tratn passes cttn you tell by looking at it whether your

train or the other train 1s moving?

no

you can~tl

But you

con tell by looking out of the other side ot the t r&.ln at a

building.

But 1.f all of the blinds on that side of the train

are down so that you cannot see out, then you cannot tell

which train is in motion.
With respect to the two trains, the building is standing
still, but is 1t with respect to solneone on the moon?

For the
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physicists, to.king away the ether which they assumed to be·
stnndinc; still vraa nl:moat like pulling down the blinds on

the one side of the train mentioned above.

They had nothing

but moving objects to which they could refer motion.

Newtonian physics was based on the fact thut motion is
absolute.

'1.'he results of this experiment pulled out one of

the foundations of Uewtonlan physics.

However, out of this

experiment came another theory, tb.e theory of relatl vi ty,

which more completely and more fully explains our universe.
One of the two assumptions underly:ing Einstein's special
theory of relativity is, "All motion is relative."
The result of the Michelson and M<>rley experiment was
not all that ce.at doubt 'on the wave theory of 1:1.ght.

Toward

the end of the nineteenth century, several new discoveries
were made which caused great confusion in the thinking of

many.
The Photoelectric Effect.

If we allow light to strike

polished metal, olectrorni are ejected from. the metal.

The

ejection of electrons caused by light striking metal is .. called
the photoelectric ei'foct.

Evidently, the energy of the light

is transformed, or partially transformed, into the kinetic
energy of the ejected electrons.
If we allow light of one color (one wave length) to
strike metal, all the electrons ejected have the so.me velocity
and thus the same energy.

If' the 1ntensi ty of the light

source is increased., we would logically predict that the

velocity of the ejected electrons would be increased.
However, if we test our prediction by experiment, we
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find that the number of electrons e,jeeted per unit of time
is increased, but not their velocity.

Are these experimental

data in keeping with the wave theory?

With the corpuscula~

theory?

With either theory?

Let us consider the wuve theory

first,
In the study of sound ,ve found that an increase in the

intensity _of sound causes an increase only in the amplitude
of the waves emitted.

If the same is true of light, then

increasing the intensity should increase the ruupli tude of the
waves; and hence, increasing the amplitude of the wave should
increase the velocity of an electron ejected by it; for the
same reason that a "tallu ocean wave tosses spray higher than
does a "short" one.

That is., increasing the intensity of light should increase
the velocity of the electrons ejected from the metal,
this is not so.

But

Here, then is a contradiction between experi-

mental fa.ct and the wave.theory.
explain this i'act?

Does the corpuscular theory

If not, how shall we account -for. it?

You will recall (see P•l68) that Newton said 1r·the
intensity of a light source is increased, the number of corpusclos emitted per unit of time is increased,
not say that the,r velocities are increased.

Hm1ever, he did
He believed

that the particles .making up red, violet, or any other colored
light, all travel at the same velocity.
Since all light corpuscles travel at the same velocity
and all the corpuscles making up light of one color are alike,
then all the corpuscles of, say, yellow light have the same
runour1t of energy.
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Now, if each corpuscle could strike nn electron, say,

a "head on" blow, or each corpuscle could strike an electron
the same kind of a glancing blow., then the electrons that
viould be knocked out of' the metal should have the same

velocity providing one electron is as easy to knock out as
But such a condition would b0 htghly improbable

any other.

and contrary to Newton's laws of mechanics.
The Q.ua.ntllln Theor~1 o:f tight.

In 1905, Max Planck, a

brilliant German scientist who was t3ru11ted the Wobel prize
.in 1919., proposed a theory thnt appears ·t;o account for the

photoelectric effect.

Instead of light consisting of cor-

puscles or continuous waves., he sa1q. that is consists of'

bits of energy, bundles of energy, or particles of energy,
which he called quanta (quantum sin&rular} or pho·tons.
Photons ma.kine up light of' one color all have· the s ~ velocity

and.energy.

Photons o:f light of one color impinging upon

the surface of metal throw out electrons all having ·the aarao

velocity •.
But this is queer, you

say. May not one electron aboorb

the energy in one photon and be thrown out wl th grea tor
velocl ty than an eloct;ron that absorbs only part of the

energy?

Or may not some electrons be tossed out easier than

others.

vn-1y

ocity?

·;

do all tLs eloctrotis ejected have tho. ata1ne vel-

The theory doesn't mako sense, does it?

This is what many scientists thought when Pla.t~ck prosented
his theory.

Since 1 t was not in agreement with Ne\Ytonian

physics they laughed at 1 t.
According to Planck an electron either absorbs all the
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energ~r in a photon or none, and only certain electrons will
absorb certain photons.

As a result all those that are thrown

out have the same velocity and hence the same energy.
But you a.re as1.dng nwhat does this quantum theory meun?
Does it mean that Newton was right after all and that Huyghens,

Young and Fresnel were wrong?n

Uo it doesn' tl

All of them,

including Planck, may be pe.rtly wrong, because the quantum
theory cannot explain eith01.., refraction, or interference as

easily and as naturally as docs the wave theory.

So, seemingly we are right back where we started:

with

two til£1 ories; each. surpringly successful in explaining certain pheno:mono. but neither by 1 tself explaining all the phen-

omena.

Ee.ch presents two distinct pictures of light; a part-

lcle-e11ergy picture and a .wave picture.

But scientists hava

been trying f'or centuries to get one theory to ex.plain all

light phenomena.
be explained?

Can it be done?

And can the cause of light

Before answering these questions we will have

to solve tne riddle of color.

This we will discuss in the

next Chapter.
Ho, we are not right back where we started; we have come
a long

W&;J

in this chapter.

Out of the electromagnetic

theory came radio; out of this theory and the quantum theory
came television and many i.mp1•ovem0nts .ln radio; and our of

both theories have come hundreds of lmpr'ovements and inventions whlch make man 1 a lot on the whole easier.

All this

ohows wha.tman 1 s intelligence ls capable of accomplishing

when allowed to work unfettered.
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CHAPTER VII
MEASUR ING TEE RESULTS OF TEACHnm

Almost every teacher has heard the statement, "He who
writes the tests determines what is taught and how it is
taught,"

Thia statement is thoroughly in keeping with the

relativity point

or

view, that the acts of an organism are

such as to enable it to reach its goal or goals in the quick•
est and easiest way it comprehends.

Tho following examples

illustrate how testo can determine what

is

taught, and, to a

large degree, now it ia taught,
In the school system where the author was employed for
a number of years, the Emporia All-Pupil Scholarship Tests
were given near the end of es.ob semester.

The tests were the

so-.called objective tests--true•fe.lse, multiple-choice, com•
pletion and matching.

They tested mostly for the ability to

recall facts, to use skills and to apply principles.
The administrative officers were prone to rank teachers
in accordance with how well their pupils did on the respective
tests.

Under such conditions, it is only natural that a teacher

interested in keeping his job or being promoted, will try to
devise ways and means to insure thnt his pupils vtill do well.
To do this, the vrriter and an associate., as did many
other teachers in the system, obtained cop1os of all the
tests thnt had previously been given in the particular subject
which we taught and selected from these tests every diffeJent

type of' question that was included,.

Then we mo.de up three more
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questions of each particular type and mimeographed all of
them.

As a result, \'le had n total of' about fivo hundred
questions over .each semesters' wo:rk,
In teaching, we gave these questions special emphasis,
and about ten days bofore the teats were given, we gave ea.ch
pupil a copy of tho five hundred questions.

During the next

several class periods we spent most of the time drilling
pupils to nnS\ver these five hundred questions,

Our main ob-

jective was to teach pupils to pass testa; to l"ecall fa.eta
and opply principles.
In the State of New Yorlc, the Regents Examinations are
given ertob year.

For a pupil to po.as his gre.do., ho must pa.as

these examinations.

In Iilany s choola, teaohero nre ranked

according to how well their pupils do on these examinations.
From knowledge of previous examinations, teachers know the'.

type of questions which will be asked.

The result 1ri that

ten.chars teach pupils to pass exam1ne.t1ona.
In many school sy3tems, standardized achievement tests
are given.

Since tenche1"s want their pupils to n1ake as good

showing as posoible, it ia only natural thnt they v1ill pre-

pare pupils. to answer the questiona which they know will be
asked,

Teets of this kind have Et great influence on what 1s

taught and how it is taught.

Teachers are human. like every-

one else.
Acool'ding to Tyler, the most widely used standardized

tent is the Sta.nford Achievement Tost, given to about two

million grade-school pupils in America each year.

This test
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consists of ten sets of exercises which test for:

skill in

reading, under~tnnding and meaning of words, ability to spell
words when writing from dictation, choice of words to complete
unfinished sentences, recall of persons nnd·events in litera•
ture and dther "classics," recall of historical facts, recall
of geographic facts, recall of physiologicnl facts and rules
in hygiene, skill in solving verbal arithmetic exercises and
skill in the .mechanics of arithmetical computation.
Achievement tests of the erune ·kind nre given in the sec~
ondary schools.

The Sones-Harry High School .Achievement Test

is a good example and 1s used widely.
Such tests are designod to examine mainly for skills, recall of facts and application of prinoiples--the erid-products
of education in most schools.

The kind of teaching for effect~

ing such end products was discussed :tn the latter part of
Chapter II and in the cnrly part of Chapter

v.

A

number of

reliable and valid standardized tents hnve been published to
determine achievement in almoat every subject of school
curricula.
As hns been stated a nurnber of times, the relativists
end-products of education nre not only tho enhancement of a
pupil's outlook on his world, but are also hnrmoniznt1on of
his outlook and the development of independent lonrners.

Very

few reliable tests for the lotter two cmd .. producta have been
lVritten, and only within the pnflt ·fer, years baa any work bean
done in developing auch to~ts.
future research and study.

Here is a large field for
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The nuthor he.a written a few unpublished tests, designed
to test for harmonization of a pupil's outlook on his world•
The following a.re a fow sample questions:
Ma.rk the following true or false.
1. Science is a tool which man can
use to control his environment.

2. Man should make every effort to
control his environment rather than let
his environment control him.
3. When a person becomes ill, a
good thing to do is take a laxative.

4 • VJe should not try to solve our
economic problems through study, legisla~
tion, and experimentation; because, if we
just leave things alone, God and the Law
of Supply a.nd Demand will solve them for
us.
5. A patient with appendicitis should
never take a laxative~

In this list of questions there is a conflict between
one, two, and four; nnd between three and five.

Many suoh

statements can be formulnted for determining attitudes, and
discovering conflicts in pupilst thinking.
In 19241 F. D. Curtis 1 did some pioneer work in determin•
ing Scientific Attitudes.

Rnrtung, Noll, Do~~ing, Tyler and

several others have made similar contributions.

Curtis' test

consisted of 34 exercises which were intended to determine
(a) conviotio~ of universal cause and effect relationships,

1

Curtis, F. n., Some Vnluea Derived from Extensive
Reading £f. GeneraIScienoe, •i'eachersCollege Contributions to Education, No. 163, TeRchers College,
Columbia.
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(b) habit of delayed response, {c) habit of weighing evidence
and ( d) openmindedness ~.
The following are a few examples:
1. A little boy is looking over a
board fence so that only his head is
visible. The fence is five and one•half
feet high and the little fellow's head
is six inches above the top of the top
of the fence. How tall is he?
25. A new kind of fruit jar is e.d•
~ertised. A woman decides to g1ve4t a
trial and buys one. But the fruit she
cans in it spoils, and she, therefore;
concludes that. the new type of jar. 1s
not a success.

Noll's test was a dev1oe to measure scientific attitudes.
These included open-mindedness, suspended judgment, accuracy,
understanding of true cause-and-effect relationships, intel•
lectual honesty and criticalness.

The test doea not depend

on knowledge of aoienoe, •. It aims to measure attitudes em-

ployed in everyday situations, and is based 1on the theory
that unless the soientif.io attitude

or

mind is carried from

the classroom. into every day situations; it is of little value.
Several other tests of this kind have been published and
no doubt they are all steps in the right direction ..

However,

all of them test only a puJjll's ability to demonstrate on
paper his knowledge of and ability to apply certain tricks or
techniques.

In no instance do they test whether a pupil actu-

ally will apply the method of acienoe when faced with a prob•
lem situation •
.According to the Connniseion on Secondary Education of the
Progressive Education Association,
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It is quite clear that written examinations, whether of the essay type or
of the objective or "new" type, are not
adequate for obtaining all the evidence
on the basis of which evaluation should
be made. Ot~er methods will also be
required; •• ,
The methods which the Commission proposes are (not direct
quotations):·
1. Anecdotal records by tenohers,
parents and students. This consists of
an objective description of student reaction and of the setting in which the
reaction took place.
2.

Questionnaires

3.

Interviews

4. Study of student creative pro•
ducts (experiments, projects and writte~
material),.
5. Student diaries of reading and
other activities.

The same Commission has done considerable work in formu•
lating tests for a pupil's ability to make use of the following

techniques in doing reflective thinking:

1. Ability to discover and define
problems.
2.

Ability to observe.

3. Ability to select facts relevant
to a problem.

4.
facts,

Ability to collect and organize

5.
facts.

Ability to draw inferences from

6.
2

Ability t~. interpret data.

Commission on Secondary School Curriculum, Progressive
Education Association, Science in Gerneral Education,
P• 395.
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7.
proof.

a.

Ability to develop logical
Ability to apply principles.

(Thia includes ability of students to

use principles f'.or the p:w2.poaes of
predicting).

On close examination, it is found that the Connnisaion
and those collaborating with the Connnission have not gone far
beyond Noll's and Curtis' tests.

Most of the tests which the

Commission proposes e.re designed to measure
to use techniques on pap·er and pencil tests•

e.

pupil's ability
Most of th~ sit-

uations devised a1•e one-road a1tuat1ona in which the pupil
has no chance to differ or raise objection.

The answer is a

preordained affair becaus~ all answers to be considered by
the pupil are previously formulated by the test makers, and
only-one will be considered correct,.

The tests therefore af•

ford the examiner no way of knowing bow a pupil arrives at a

conclusion.

Thus answers instead of the method are emphasized •

. The following 1s an example:
Directions: In each of the following exercises some test, experiment or
situation is described. Below the description you will find sever•al statements which
are suggested as possible interpretations
of the data, Assume that the fllcts of the'
description are accurate. Carefully consider each of the statements and indicate
in the columns to the right whether you
believe
(1) The evidence is sufficient to
make the statement true.
(2) The evidence is sufficient to
make the statement fnlae.
(3) The evidence suggests that the statement is probably ·true~
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(4) The evidence suggests thnt the
statement is probably false.
'(5) Th_e evidence is insufficie nt to
make a decision concerning the statement .

Problem 1.
Dextrose is an extremely unusual product•
It
is the sugar of the blood; the fuel that furnishes
energy for every musoulnr effort.· It can be injected
directly into the blood st··renm where. it is utilized
exactly as though it were put there through the regular digestive ohannels. Dextrose ia the final nutritive product-o f the d1gest1on of all starches and
sugars and 1s the only sugar present in significa nt
quantitie s in the blood of general circulatio n. Con•
sequently , when it is ta.ken by mouth, it.require s no
,d1gesti ve effort and furnishes fuel in a· mi'nimum of
time. Anhydrou1:1 dext:rose which is 99.,999-j,e r cent
pure is now being ·produced at a coat of less. than
five cents per·pound ,3

a.
b.

o.
d,.

e.

· Statement s
1 ( l ) ' ( 2 )' .( 3 ) ' 4: t{6)
At letes S· ould eat dextrose before
t
.'f
. :t'
engaging in extreme competitio n •• ~.
i
f
Dextrose 1s used in building up the t
t
t
t
I
body••••• •••••••••• •~•~••••• ••••~••
i
I
Dextrose may~be used to feed people t
t
who are unable to take any food in•
to their s-tomaohs ••••••••• • •••••• ,, · '
·. .
f
t
I
Dextrose is an extremely scarce
i
substance • ••• • •••• • •• •• , •••• ·••• ••..
People who eat :idextrose are apt to t
r
' f
I,
t
be more nervous thari those who do

'

'

'

not•••••• •••••••••• •••••••••• ••••••
f •. It is difficult to produce pure

e;.
h~
1.

j.

t

1

dextrose ••• ~••••·••• •••••••••• •••••
'
Dextrose- is easier to digest than
any of the other sugars ••• ~••••••••
Doctors find dextrose to be a valu•
able aid in the treatment of certain'
disorders •••••••••• •••••••••• ••••••
The use of dextrose leads to an ex•
cessive amount of wast~- ·eliminati on t
in the body••••• ••••••~••• ••••••••• t
t
Dextrose has a higher_fue ¼ value
than sucrose (cone sugar) •••••••••

'
''
'
'

•' '
' ''
' '
''
' ' ' '
' '' ' ,'
'' '
'
' ' t 'i
' '
'i ' i
'i ''' i ''i
't

t
t

I

t
t

'

I

' '

3
4

t

t

I

'
'
t

t
t

't

'

t

'
t

i

'

i

t

Comm1es1on on Secondary School Curriculum , Progressiv e
Educat1on .Assoo1at1 on, Science in General Education ,
p. 404-495. .
Ibid, P• 405.

=
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The above teat, like all the others diacuaaed, seems to
test only a pupil's ability to apply skills~

Ability to

hypothesi-ze., teP.t hypotheses, and choose a hypothesis v1hich
best he.rmoniz~.s ell data are not dete1•rnined.

Neither ha.rmon•

ized outlook nor ability and. desire to solve problems by re-

f1ectlon ...oevel stJ.ud.y are tested for•

Such a test Bayles be-

lieves would be something of the following nature:
Fil.. st, it may include a written
essay in which the student is given a
single challenging problem-•one which
really causes.him to po.use for reflection, to consider alternative answers,
to marshal and organize the informa...
tion which he possesses, and possibly
to find new information. He should be
given sufficient time to write a oomprehensive. answer.; more than a single
class.period if necessary. Such a
paper should be judged upon three
bases: first., whether or not all
reasonably available and pertinent dat~
have been taken into account; second,
whether or not the conclusions are in
agreement with the data that are being
considered;. and third; whether or ..not
the oonalusions .hre in ·.:agreemeht :with-: ·
otber~conclusiono known to have been
accepted by the .student. su~h a paper
should not be gi ..ren ·a low mark merel;r
because the conclusinna fail to egroo .
with those of the t~aoher or with otho~
generally nccepted ooncluaions.5
In testing for ~efleotion•level or so1entifio thinking,
above everything else the pupil must lmov, that he is not re-

quired to arrive nt a preordained answer.

Ir

he believes he

must do so in order to get a grade, then an obstacle is put

in the way of soient1f1c thinking and in the way of a desire
on the part of a pupil to do aoientifio thinking.
5

A pupil

Bayles, E. E., Science Education, Vol. XX, P• 23.
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should be made to u~derstHnd that eduoat1one.lly, the method
of arriving at answers is of much greater importance than the
answer itself.

Until teachers realize this fact, little 1f

anything can ever be done in the way of developing independent
learners.
Besld~s the paper and pencil test suggested by Bayles,
there are other situations which serve as tests for reflection•
level thinking,

For example, in the study of baking powder

previously discussed, there was a variety of problems that had
to be solved; many of'wh:tch require reflection-level thinking.
The same wns true of the fltu.dy of conditions rieoessar:r. for

-

11 ving things to 11 ve ( see p • 80) •
.

Whether a pupil could de•

vise experiments to solve these problems, gather date., weigh::
data,. teat conclusions and arrive at a conclusion in keeping

with the data would all be indicative of e. pupil's ability to
solve problems by the method of science and. to do scientific

thinking.

These are the criteria to use for determining a

pupil's grade.
Other testa are the pupil's attitude in the classroom
and outaide.,

Dooshe tackle problems earnestly, thoughtfully,

and seriously when he considers them worth tacltling?

types of problems does he consider worth solving?
is he to sense problems when he meets them?

What

Hovi quick

noes he ju..~p to

·conclusions, or is he slow to. become oonv.'l~ced?

Is he bull

headed and argumentative, or is he wishy..waahy and perfectly
willing to accept any conclusion just ao it relieves him of
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responsibility?

Ia ha tou3h minded$ yet glad to consider all

points of vievi?

Which is of greater concern to him:

right; or

YihQ 1§.

1s rie;ht?

The r0al test of a program which aims to develop independent learners, who are ever enhancing and harmonizing their
outlook on life through reflective study, can be carried out
only over a period of years and by·studying the effeot on in•
dividuals a.swell as the effeot on the community as a whole.
Does it change the attitude of older as well as younger members
of the community tow;ard problems which fe.ce them?
attack their

O'Nn

Do they

puraono.1 problems in a aoientific mnnner?

Do

they attack problems of the community in a scientific and

democra tio manner•?

Do people meet in open public forums and

discuss the pros and cons of problems which fo.ce the connnunity
and the nation?

Do they organize stud;r groups and classes in

adult education to study such problems?

Once a thorough study

has been made, do they willingly aot on the-bnais of conclu~
s1ons reaohed?
Does the school program develop better buying habits and
ai;titudea?

Do people demand facts about the products which

they buy rather than promises and claims?
Do they oheclc weights and monsures?

Do they read labels?

De they buy in quantity

and in the bulk rather than in_small quantities?
Does 1 t develop a demand for• better radio programs and

higher class of advertising over radio and in newspaper?

How

does it affect the reading bab;l.ts of the people in.the community as shown by.books ancl periodicals bought in tho home and
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checked from the school and public library?

In f'orums and

other places, when public addresses are given, do people in•

aist tho.t speakers define terms, state fundamental assumptions
and make clear their points of view1
The answers to such questions as the above '1Jaeobjeot;1ve

evidence as to whether a school program designed to develop

independent learners is actually succeeding.

Devising such

tests affords a. great opportunity for the research worker o:f
tomorrow in the field of tests and measurements.

CHAPTER VIII
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CONCLUSIONS AND mwou::mnDATIONS

Conclusions.

Llke all other theories in education,

relativity theory

2.£.

education is

.!.!l !!.9.

way ultimate

However, like the relativity theory of physics,

.2!:_ i'inal.

it has opened up new vistas for study and experimentation.
Only through study and experimentation will the theory be

refined or finally rejected.
In formulating the special theory of relativity, Einstein
started with two aaoumptlona and tried to determine by logical
deduction what they imply as to the nature of the universe.

The two assumptions were his taking-off points; h1s fixed
guide posts.

Everything deduced, implied, or predicted had

to agree witb these two assumptions and had to stand the

experimental test.

If any new knowledge had been discovered

whigh stood the experimental test but did not aeree wit;, the

two as:Jumptions., Einstein would have had to nmdify hls assumptions in order to bring about internal agreement.

Har:.:1ony

or aerecment of assu:mptions 1 and data, and the experlmentnl
test of predicted duta were his two 6ruides for knowing right

from wrong.
Democracy

!!!2. science curry

within thernsel ves provisions

for their~ revision; they carry within theraaelves their

.2!!!!. g'tiide posts and provide their 2!!!2 wn:rs E.f. knowine;.
cracy
knowin,5

-

Demo-

science ,22. not depend UEon outside authority f:2!_

!!

rlght .!ill§_

!£ do.

In writing this thesis, we have.made a special effort to

point out the fundamental assumptions of each discussion.

Also.,
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we have tried to discover by logical deduction the implications of these assumptions for teaching.

For example., 1n

Chapter II we lisbed'the fundalllental assumptions oi' behaviorism; in Chapter III we listed the fundamental assumptions of
the goal~insight theory of behavior and learning; and at the
end of each of these chapters we discussed the implicatiors
of the respective assumptions for teaching.
Among the listed assumptions v1hlch have bearing on the
relati vi t::; theory of teaching, thsre is much overlapping.
By elir.uino.ting meet of thi"" we ba·.re reduced the assU!lled pro-

posl tions to threo basic assumptions and eight postulates.,
The postulates ct~n all be deduced from the three assumptions.

The first assumption grows out of Cbapter I., the second
out of Chapter III., and the third out of Chapters IV and
The first takes p:,receu~rnce over the other two.

v.

The basic

ass1..,mptions are:
1,

A thing 1 in and of itself, has no :meaning.

!.foanlng

of a thing depends upon the relationships vk.i ich 11n observer

senaea between the thing and othor things.
2.

Behavior is purposive.

3.

The common rnan is capable of' ahap:tng and guiding his

own destiny.
The postulates are listed below.

Because the assumptions

from which they are deduced o.re so closely inter-rela,ted., no

attempt will be made to indicate from which assumption a parti-

cular postulate is deduced.
1.

Truth 1s relative; it changes as new relationships

arc sensed.

20'7.

2.

In a democratic society, the dignity of 1imn and

tho L;i.portuncc of allowing each to develop his pe1"'.sonali ty

to the muxir.ium, on o. fraternal basis, a.re of prime :lmportance.
A large· ma.jorlty of tho &(lult populat:ton, if educated{\,
in capable of asaun1ing tho responoiblli ties of domocra.cy.
4.

Domocracy-lF:1-, as a way of life,. is dependent upon

ho.ving the methods and means of production.under control of
the people, and upon having a wide distfibution of econo~ic

and other advantages occruin,::::; fro:;1 the de:mo.cratic life.
5.

Both democracy and ocionce ure intellectual tools

wllich a.re of' special vnlue to :.nan in shaping and controlling

his ·w-vorld.

Both require a freo intellect and both are

evolutionary; not revolutionary.
6.

~t1he real problems which cont'ront people in a demo-

cracy require reflection-level study for solution.
7

Nearly all pupils, i.f p1"operly trained, are capable

of doing rofl0ction-level thinking.

Eowever, they n1ay differ

widely in the dcc;roo of capability.

s.

Touching procedures should be ln k:eeplng wl th demo-

cracy nnd the method of scicmce.

certain persona, who read this thesla befo1,e 1 t was in
its final for.;a, asked why we have not set up deflni te goals

and why we hava not made a

11

blueprint 11 for teaching.

whole theory forbids suchJ

-~~ote:

,::•-:}Note:

For the definition of education see (p.
For tho definition or democracy sae (p.

Our
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we have set up one goal, or coverlne;-e1.1d, r·or education-:..
the development of independent learners who cor, tinuG.lly enhance

and harmonize their outlook throu 6 h ::reflective study of con•
flicts e.nd problems of their world.

from our assumptions and postulates,

il11is ;.;oal wus de:J.uccd

It was not to.ken "out

of the blue."

In formula.ting a :theory in science, mo.thematics, education, or any other field, every effort should be made to keep
the number of a:·saumptions at a minimum.

11he fewer the better.

ITowever, as many li.ypotheaea may be formulated as human minds
arc capable of mo.king through rigorous logic.

nut, all pre-

dictions and implicationa of o. theory must ·be subjected to

exactinc; experim0ntal te.:its., o.nd co.ch theory as a whole
must be kcJ)t consistent.

Aguin we 1.,opeo.t that the two ,guides

in science arc experirnenta.l tests oi' data and internal connistency of' theory.,

When one picks gouls out of the blue., so to speak, one
calls on outside authorl ty for knowl11c what is right and what

to do.

If one goal can be obtained in such a manner, why can

not two,

three, or even a hundred be obtained?

And since

each teacher has a different sot of prejudices, then each

teacher should have u different set o:f goals.

Such methods

put education right back in the dile.111.a~a, from which we have

been trylns to escape.

Such n systcm·of sett+ns up gouls

p:r.•ovlden no way of knowing fror.1 within what is right and

what i3 wrong.
If we a.re to be scient;ific., goals, methods

--

2f.

teacb:.,i!_l.B,,

------ -----

und all dotailn for teacnl.11g must be dcduc06 from the basic
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assumptions

~.

mentnl practices.

subjected

the

assumptions

rigorous ex;eericontinually

checked~ re-checked, espccio.lly i f ~ discoveries aro

1:.10.de which do not ar;ree with them.
-------:-------

In this thesis, our purpose has been to set up the assump ..

tlons of th~ relc.tivlty theory s.nd. to consider their major

implications for teaching science.

All proposals are theoreti-

cal and need to be checked experimentally.

In making the :fol-

loviing recom.1~endatlcn a we wish to devote most of the spaco
to what we believe should be done in the way of' future study
and expe1~i111enta tion.

Rccommendu tiona •

In order to find proble:ms for study and

oxperimento.tion, we should loolc to the predlctlons which the
theory implies, to questions buplied by the assmnptions,
t::> differences betvieen the relati vl ty theory of teaching and

other theories, differenceo between practices Luplied by the

rela ti vl t:v theory and pract1ces now cm:nnonly in use., and
to questions ruised by the cri tlcs.

This we propose to do

mainly by studyl.ng the proposltions on whlch the theory

ia based.

'!.'he first as:.r:1mptLm,that{ "a tM.ng., ln and of itself,
has no meaning, a1id that meaning dep0nds upon sensed relationships," l:apllos tho. t the xr.ore rela tlonships one aenseo, the

more mea.nin[r.ful a thlng 1s.

This in turn impllea that dif'-

.fercnt points of view should be presented in teaching, and
thut to tee.ch wl&t.

.a wro<J>.!

nnd wlrr il .1lt v1ro11:, is no 1n1port-

ant as to touch who.t M I'!l ,~ht.
The behaviorists, and other one-answer pedagogue~3, do
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not agree with those implications,

Here is a controversy

which can be resolved only by further study and experimentaWhat mlght be done will be discussed When postulates

tion,

six, seven, and eight are considered.

The second aasu.'11.Ption, that "behavior is purpoai ve, 11
is one with which the behaviorists do not agree.

Data which

support this a.ssu:mption, a.long with its implications for teach-

ing are discussed ln Chapter III,

Without question, the

burden of proving this assumption lies

wt tl"1 the psychologists.

All of 1 ts Lnpllca tions for teacl11ng are open to further

study,

If the metbod of teaching implied does not worlt in

practice, groat doubt will be co.st upon this assumption.
Therefore, one way to test this assuntption is to test by

experimental practice the theory of "teaching implied.
'l'he third assumption, that "the common man 1s capable

of she.ping and guiding his own destiny.," is questioned by
many the world over.

_!! !. fundamental assu.'llption of

dcm1ocra.cy.

ll

One cannot

-tion.
ment.

An attack upon

!:!!, a ttacl{

2E. democracy.

believe 1U democracy .fill£! disagree !1!h this assump-

Democrncy is a thoory which is being tested by experi-

Teachers should give the experiment a. chance to suc-

ceed by using methods whlch are in keeping wl th it.

Teachers

should not sabotage democracy, either by indoctrinating for
or against 1 t, or by uslng other meth:>ds of teaching not
in lteeping with it.

Every teacher should have a thorouch

understanding of democracy; of its implications for modern
society and for classroom procedures.
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Now let us consider the postulates.
The f'irst postulate, that

11

truth 1s relative and changes

as sensed relationships change,n grows out of the first two
aasu.11.ptions.

Thls does. not imply tLat to be relat:~v.t.st1c

in thln~i11g one should be vague and

Ins·t;oud,

it implies that one should be highly defin:lte and exacting.
In Gha.1)ter I,· we _pointed out' that two absolutisto:, one

in a moving train (velocity constant with· respect to the track:)
and tb.c other standlng beside the track, could never agree, ii'

t11ey were consistent, as to the "t1~u0 11 nuture of the path
a ball dropped in the train.

or

One would swo&r tho pa th to be

u straight line, the other would swear it to be a curved
line (a parabola).

The impllcatlons of the postulate, that "truth is relative.,
and changes as sensed relationships change," are thut both in
sch0ol an«out of school teachers should insist on exacting
def'lnltl.on of terms, on clear statement and explanation

ot

assumptions, und on full and pre~ise s·tatem.onts of various
polnts of view and the·1uplico.tlons of each.

Many of the

conflicts in education, politico, religion and other £ields
would soon cease, if only this woro done.
Another.•, implication of this postttlatio is thut education
i~ u contlnti'ous prr.:,ce.o z; rontlnual reconstruction of <,)ld and

new, each in the light of the other.

Whether science should

be . taught so thut pupils obtal!l the final and lust v;ord at
the outset., or so that pupil3 are continually reconstructing

beliefs and ha.bits of thought and uctlon as new data. a.re
presented, is a question about which there is m.uch dispute
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in science educa tiOn.

m1othor the a.ss,ll'.:lption, "that truth 1s

rr~ln ti ve and undergoes change as now datu are developed,"

stands or falls, depends upon whether the theory as a whole
works out in practice.
Postulate two, that ''in a. democratic society the dignity

of each 1ndlvidua1, and the oqua.l opportunity of each to
develop his personall ty to the :max.tmum on a f'rute1~rml be.sis.,
are of prime L,1portance", and postulate three, that "a large
majority of people, if educ8.ted, is capable of assu:n.ing the

responsibilities of democracy", are both part and parcel
d0mc,cra.tlc pLllooophy.

or

the

rfue . :fate of democracy will doterzaine

whether these stand or full.

r/iany :may dtffet· vlith the deflni-

t:ton of education, and m;:;1ny mo:y question the fratornul basis
for o_ppo1.. tunl ty.

These assumptions should furnish illo.ny

opportunities for further s tucly-.

Postulate fou.r, that

11

upon having the methods and

democracy is lurgely dependent
:i;1eans

of _production in -the control

of the people and upon having wide distribution of tho economlc
gains accrulng from tho democratic life", is an assumption
that is severely attacked.

Howevo1•, ut

no

t:L,e in history,

t;o ou1" knowledge, has widespread democracy existed when the·

means and methods of' production have.not been in the control
of the peOi)lo.

Can there be uny real que-Stion that an

attack on this astiumption is an attuck on der:10cracy?

Tho fifth postulate, that "de:aocracy and science are both
:lntelloctual 'tools of speeial value to man in shaping and controlling his world. that both are dependent upon a freo :nt~llect, and that both are evolutionary. not revolutionary," is
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questioned by many.· ·This assumption, too, is part and

parcel of the philosophy of democracy and science.

'1'1:le

fate of do:aocrucy probauly will determine whether this
as;.:;umption u tandJ or falls.

Postulates slx, seven, and ei,5ht, that rrpupllo a.re cupable of :c~n.ldng refl0ctior1-level studien of' subj cc t ;,::10.tte1~ 11 ,
that nproblems · which confront people in

a

de:mocrocy uro prob-

lem~ h'lLZ.cr:.. require reflection-level thin1dng for soJ.utionn,
and that

11

-teachlng procedures should be in lrnep:tng with

botb u c:tcnce s.nd democracy 11 , ai-•e propositions which a1•e

acverely uttuckcd.

The criticst two main argu.:ments against thom aro t.;ho.t
only pupils with ti1e highest o.f··intolligence are capable of
profiting from tho proble;:1-sol ving method of teachln.i:; and ·!;;hat
puplls tuu 6 ht by thiu 1~ethod neither learn facts nor develop

proper h:ibi ts•

'l'o prove or disprove these argumon'ts calls

for ccreful und nccurato experimentation.

SOLl0

work has been

dono already.
Trefz used the problem-solving method in teaching 40
sixth graderil •

At tb.e ber:;.tnn.i.ng of tho s tud.y, group intelli-

gence te~ts and the Metropolitan Achlovement tests wore given.
~l'he h'.i.5h I. Q•• wns 1,1:;s, the average

GD.

rrwelve

r.

v,us

fJ?, und the low wc-.w

'l's. woi~e in the normal range, ten were- above

Pive months 1£tter, lrorrJ,s D of the Achievcm::mt; tests were

Those whose I.Q. lay in the range
of normalcy 1'or the.'l.r grudo made an average., of ten months advancement; in the five
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months betwec.n t0sts, those whose I. Q.
lay in the above normal group ;;10.de
seven 11.1onths advancement and. those in

the 11 b0low normal gl"oup 11 :ma~e an average
of nine months advancement.
one cannot :makn sweeping conclusions .from lilra. 'rrofz'

study because it repreoentod only one class and was merely
preliminary to a. longer, more cure_ful study which will be
curried on during the coming year.

/if'ter mak:i.ng a definite

and conscious shift of the intel_lec tual level of her teach ..
i.ng from the lower to the higher c,1pac1 ties of her class and

making her teaching definitely reflective., Trefz noted a
decided pick-up in interest among all pupils in the class;

among pupils of low, as well as medium and high intellect.
Parents also evinced marked interest.
As to learning subject :matter,. data from the Metropoli-

tan Achievement tet, ts showed almost twice o.s much 1mprovornent
for low and .median groups as would nor•mally be expected., and

almost fifty per cent greater than nor~al improvement for the
high group.

It should be noted that this was a class of

forty sixth-graders :tn a mid-western industrial town of 15 1 000
population.
A

study 13 to be reported by Burke in a f'orthcoming

master's thesis {University of Kansas) of an attHmpt, extending over a two-or-three-year period, to conduct an opportunity
school in the intermediate grades on the baals of problemsolving m~thod of' teaching; I. Q.ts range mostly in the sixties
and seventies.

l

CJ,;nparisonn are being made of the resul ta

Trefz, Ida G., unpublished report of a study at the
University of Kansas (1940).

DJ.5

of instruction- before cmd after the change.

li'ina.l findings

arc not yet computed., but it appcc.rs that they will present
cJ.00.r evidence of advuntuge to the reflection-level method.,

both in attitudes s.nd in subject ~::1atter occomplishrnent.,

us ~ell us in rise of I.

Q • .,

on the part of distinctly low-

g1.,ado mentali tics.

D1..oll used t::10 probleru-5olvine; Liothod .i..n teac1·inD 21
pupils in u course in e;overnnvmt.

The I. Q. 's uccording to

the Schrmlllllel-Bra.nnc.u.1 Hovin:tr)n of the Army Alpha and the

•rermun TeGt ranged fro:a about 124 to 90., with medians of'

102 and 101.

At the beginning of the study the class medians

in both the Civic Information and Civic Attitudes Tests
closely coincided with the

!3

tandardized raeclia:·rn of these

tests.
After abov.t three-fourths of the one-somos tor cou:rso hnd
elapsed, the faa1)orla Sch.:,larship Contest exmt1i11fatio11 in
.

clvlcs was elven.

\.L-,,

On tho basis of 3,277 e~amlnstlonn given,

o.11 of the r.1e1i1boro of l:lrs. Droll' o class run:-cod above tho 65-

percentile.
Brovm-Woody

During the aeventeonth week of tho course the

Civics Test wa;:::; E:ivcn.

All m0:.nbern of the class

ranlr.ed abovo the 65 percentile, except· ,:me v1ho made a 51-

percentlle rank score.

The median for the class on this

test was above the 90-pcrcentllo.

Informal tests to furnish

evidence of general cc.rry-over to out-of-class activities of'

modified outlook on life und of ability and di::.po;;:;1tion to
trca t problems ref lee tively sb. :>vfed. defini to
1

gti.irn:i

of the

class members over tnelr own records of tho previous ~cmaeter
a.no over non-r.1embers of the class.

·rho infor.:iial tests included

ouch matters aa ntu.1ber of periodlcals choolrnd frmn the library
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by students, historical and biographical books read for

credit in Ene;lisb clnsses., ecUtorialtJ and feature articles

related to government appearing in tbe school papor:, radio
prog1"nms and current events given special attention by class

mernb0rs, etc.

Since no sntisfnctory tests, formnl in

nature,

of reflectlon-l0vel ability have yet been devised, none
could be used.
Ulnier 2 has done, in geometry, a thorough o.nd els.born te

Job of detorm1nine; wrtether pupl.ls of all I.

lovelo are

Q,.

capable of pro fl ting from reflective stuc1y, and whether teachers
co.n teach under nonno.l classroom conditions in such a wny as

to cultivate r,:.:flectlve think:tng without nacrificing knowledge

and understandlng of subject matter.
The experiment was conducted in seven hlgh schools in
Kansas.

Ten tea.chore and 1.,239 pupils participl1 ted,

experl.mcnto.l eroup G.nd two control groups were used.

An

In the

/

experimental group, emphasis was placed upon reasonin[s in
both goomotrlc e.nd non-geometric situations."

In one control

group, geoi:netr:v was taught without this emphasis.

The other

control g1"oup was composed of pupils not studying geometry.
The results of the final reason:l.ng test are shown below.
Group:

I. Q.'s Lesa
than 100

Experimental Group
Geometry Control Group
Non-Geometry Control
Group

2

I. Q. 's From I. Q..'s of
120 &. hie;her
100-119

24.2

5.0

5.1

30.7
13.4
4.0

Ulmer, Gilbert, Ce.n the Teaching of Gem:1otry Aid in

Cultivating Reflective Thinking?
Kansas Bulletin, 1~40.

University of
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Becauso of lo.ck of un1.for~ai ty i,1 the contont of cm,n:-ses,
a scientific -comparison of sutjoct xn~ttcr learned by the
c00r;ietry control group and by tbe oxpori::nental c:roup could
not be made.

At the end of. the ::; tud-;'\-r the ten tertchers of

experimental c1as~;es were asked, nDo you bel:i.eve tl::ere vrn.s

any losG in the understandlng of geometric relationship
because of tbe attention directed to clear thlnklnE outside
of eeom0try?"

Nine replied "No."

One sald there was little

or no difference.
In his concluc1ons Ulmer says:
Tho results of thi:J atudy indicate

that is is pos:::i ble for high school geometry
teachers under nor;aal classro,:>.;-~ con61 t:lons
to tench in such a way no to c1:ltivate

raflactlve tilnklng, that this can be done
without sacrificing on understending of
goo~netric r~ 11.1 tir.>nsI1ips, o.nd that pupils

at all r. Q.. levels are onpable of prof'itin0 from such instruction. The results
also indicate that even what is commonly
regardBd as su1Jerlor teacLing hau little
effect upon pupil 1 s behav:1.or in the direction of reflective thlnkins unless definite provisions are nade to study method;:i
o!'thlnkin3 as an important end in itself.3

Before any conclusive conclusions can be reazhed, further
experlmentatlon must be resorted to.

But, an hus been shown.,

there is considerable proof that pupils below aver&ge intell1~
gence can profit fro.n ref lee ti ve s tuciy to n much gre:,,t 0r
extent than they com:::i.only do fror:1 tro.di tlonal 3 tudy.

Por t:1e salco of arc:ument, suppose we s.snume th& t many
pupils are not capable of' reflective study.

What difference

does it :.110.ke as fs.r e.s lenrniq; fuctus.l Jrnowlcdse and o:;her

end-prod1.:.c tn of t:r•ucU tionfll education are concerned?

can honestly say that
3

Ibid.

_,1

Pew

pupil studyin:?, the chapter nwhat
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is Light?" will not le:urn au many .t'ucts as ~y studying the
sa;:1c qt.H:i2t:ton in one of the sovsral textboolrn uov;r in use.
Tho only possible reason that can be advanced fo:r thin}dng
otherwise is that the sub,ject matter is more dlf'ficult in

Chapter Vl than in the textbooks.
doubtful.

Whether this is true is

.In reaching a decision one wny or nnothi~r • one

should tak:e into account that Cbupter VI hus not b~en i:Hiited
by a. professi(mnl staff of eai tors, us cmt1parable :matorlal in

textbooks ia supposed to have been.
In co:m.par:lng Chapter Six with textbooks in use, one
slv:>Uld not fo1"get the e:Lem.ent of suopense; that is, the
problematical situnt1':::in exe:m.plified.

,...

Once a pupil discovers

the ·conflict between ·the theories,. he wunts to know which
theory is going to vlln out.
a m1;-st0ry story.

The sl tua tion is a.nal(>c:~ous to

Tho sub;ject !natter ls psychologically

actually learned it.
Furthermore.,· 'it •· is locicully c.r-rangcd. Note how each prob-

lem losically grows out of the precea:i.Dg one.

The dov0lop-

mcnt·:} represonts a 11 pn:i-chologico.1 up:.·1roach to logicnl orgnni-

zation.u
rl1e interest which r;roTrn out of problelaatlcal situations

1

cannot be lic;htly (lis::1:lsscd b;,r critics.
the olernent of

SUSiJClWO

Somo may say that

is n'.)t great enough to cuuoa s pupil

to wunt to reud th0 whole chapter.

Perhaps this is t1.,ue.

•:},rho development i:-1 1nost respects closely follows the
historical develop;::ent of the ideas treated.
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but the writer does not claim to be n brilliant.or even a
mediocre writer.

However I let a Paul DeKruii',. wr1 to the aa:.-ne

material und "point:up" the element of' suspense; let a writer
put real drama into this story; then let us see what happens
to the leornlng of facts and to the development of' habits and

attitudes.

This would make a glorious experiment.

Another point on which the relativity theory is severely
attacked 1s that by reflective· study alone nproper" attitudes,
ho.bits, conduct; and emotional. feeling will not be attained.
,..,
Of course, the question vthtch arises is, n~Vhat is meant 'by
"proper"?

Does "proper" mean that the pupil:ls ho con.form

to society as it is, or does "proper" mean that the pupil
is to be governed by a des1re to further democracy and to
better himself and society through reflective study?
We aasurne thn t the critics r.-1ee.n by ttproper" ha.bi ts the

ones which the teacher or other authority decides upon.

If

pink," he will insist

the teacher ls a pacifist and slightly

11

upon one set of habits o.nd attitudes.

If he is a hide-bound

conservative, he will insist upon a different set.

Knowing

right from wrong is all based on opin1on1 wbich in turn, is
based lurgely upon prejudlces.
The critics assume that insight and purposeful habits,

developed through soie.ntl.f1c study, a.ne not enough to offset
the "beast" in man; to overcome his emotions.

For this reason

cbildren must be taught to make mechanical responses in mnny
situations.

Thnt people are not intelligent enough to react

as they should in all situations., a relativist grants.

For

example, a young child who has just learned to wullc, if turned
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loose on a porch, may walk off.

But a child, who has learned

the consequences of falling off' a porch, does not go near the
edge.

To prevent an accident prior to the development of"

insight, a railing or fence should be put around the porch
or the child sbould not be allowed on the porch by himself.
After the child matures sufficiently in insight and intelligence, he w·111 understand what not to do.

In the adult world if people do not know how to act to
the advantage of their own welfare, then they must suf.fer
the consequences of their acts •

.However,. we believe that

action w:tth forethought and reE:.lization of consequences of
a.c ts will ·cause .far leas suffering than bllnd mechanical
action.

To us, it seems that the world needs people with more
insight than the people of the past and present.

Statesmen,

and other politicians, have blindly .followed the old thought
patterns for hundred of years; und as a result there have
been wars in nearly every generation.

Whether insight,

intelligent habits, and harmonized outlo"'>k on 1:lfe, gained
through sciontlfic study, are enough'. to:; guide man's
behavior, is an open question.

Oneth:tng, of' wh1ch we are sure,

io ~iat such a guide has never been consistently and persistently
usod except by scientists in the study of science.

Why not

try out such a guide on a grand scule?
Sum:rnary.

In this a tudy, we have tried to point a way

out of the confusion that exists in education and Western
culture.

With respect to social control in the class-

room and elsewhere, we have endeavored to avoid the author:t..-
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tarinnism of o.utocrucy·on the one hand and the latssezfaireism of anarchy on the other hand.

In science, we have

endeavored to resolve the dualism of idealism nnd materialism and to show how to a.void the pitfalls of idealism.,
materlalis:rl, a:nd scientific materialism.

Also, we have

tried to show that neither science nor democracy depend upon
outside authority £or knowing wrong from right and for
knowing what to do next.
In education., we have tried to resolve the conflicts
between discipline, between interest and effort., and between
tho many other dualistic conflicts in education today.
F'urthermore, we have tried to develop a. program for teaching
science that is in keeping with science., democracy, and
scientific education vii thout bringing about a revolution in

the organization of subject matter and school administration.
Since tho opening sentence of this thesis was taken from
tho openlne sentence of Dewey's "The Quest for Certo.1nty,n
whs.t can be more appropriate than to close with the la.st
?

paragraph from the same book.

In speaking of the present office of philosophy., Dev!ey

says:
It has to search out and.disclose the
ob3tructlons; to criticize tbe habits of
mind wr1:lch stand in the way; to focus
reflection upon needs cong1~uous to pI•eaent life; to interpret the conclusion of
science with respect to thelr consequences
!'or our beliefs about purposes and values
in all phases of life. The development
of a system of' thoue;ht capable of giving
this service is a difficult undertaking;
it can proceed only slowly and through
cooperative effort.4
4

Dewey, John., rrhe Quest for Certainty., p.
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WIIAT IS T.i:E BEST BAfUNG POWDER?

This problem really arose in a home economics class when

the teacher said that "alum" in baking powder is unhealthful
an<l r,i ves the baked product a. bitter ta.ate.
r:.onded the use of Royal or Rti."'Ilf'ord, both of'

And she recom-

,mi ch

are much

mo1"e expensive tb.ar:i t;hc so-called alum be.king powders.

several pupils in the home econornios class were tal,dng
second semester chemistry and so they asked f'or• tho chemiatry
teacher• s opinion about the question.

The mothers of seve1"a.l

oi' the girls we1•e at the time using alum baking powders

seemingly without experiencing tho reaults claimed by the

home economics teacher.

But there were a few pupils in tho

che1n:'i.stl"y c las;J who were in acreement with the home, economics

teacher.

One girl said that her f'ather could tell on first

taste a biscuit or cake baked with alum baking powder and
would refuse to eut 1 t.

After a little investigation the

teacher .found that house wives are about as prejudiced and
superstitious a.bout baking powder as r11ral folk thirty years

ago were about planting potatoes in the light

01"

dark or the

moon.
A boy in the class, &ft01" the study was over, strongly
insisted upon h:ls mother using a d:U'ferent brand
powder.

or

baking

Both paronta became very indignant and threatened

not to allow the pupil to attend scho'.Jl unless he ceased
insistine that h1.s mother use a differo!'lt brand of baking powder.

seve1"al other very in terest1ng situations arose.
One reason for pr esentl ng thl a problem is to show how

problems which grow out of one field can be solved in another.
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And how chemistr:v and other fields of study can be integrated
without doing away with subject matter .fields.

This problem

also shows 1'.ov.r easy 1 t is to run into a blind alley out of
which proble,ns in che.i.-nlstry do not grow unless the teacher is

on 'guard.

The problem does serve as an introduction to

que.li ta.ti ve ahalysia and can lead to further work a.long this
line.

'rhe problem a.ls:o raises many b1plicutions of science

for economics and othor s ocinl studies.

aowev0r, it sh(luld

not be thoue;t.t that this problem is rcpresentatiire of a whole
che:nistry course tuught in keeping wlth the theory of' teaching advocated.

'I'his unit represents a s lde ism1e; one which

grew out of the main line o:r thought.

It is a type of

problem wl th many social iir..plications that naturally grows out

of a course in science.
At the beginning of the study the class decided that in

order to make an 1 ntelligent cho:tce of bolting poVlders, know-

ledge concerning the following 1 tQr11s should be gained.
1.

Composition of the various ba.klns powders.

2.

History.

3.

Use.

4.

Purpose.

5.

Purpose of euch ini:5redient.

6.

Physiological effect of euch ingredient.

7.

Physiolo0 ical effect of residue in tho buked product.

a.

Ilealthfulneas.

9.

Skill needed on the pHrt of tho house wife.

10.

Con~ut1er 1 s opinlon. (see questionnaire).

11.

Efficiency.
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12.

Cost.

13.

Opinions of experts on health (Doctor's, Dietitians.

etc.)
14,

Opinions of Home Bcono:dc exports on results in baking.

Other questions arose; for example:
"What criteria do people use in buy1l"1g chemicals such as

baking powder"?
•~s price a criterion of quality?u
"If 1nforr;1ation furnished by advertisers a good criterion?"
n Are
11

nu tionally a.dve1•tised brands the best?tt

Is the consim1er' a testimony of any value in making an

intelligent choice of brands?n
To make the study-., six popular brands were purchased
and analyzed by pupils~. The wrappers were removed f'rom the
cans and a numbe1" wa.s placed upon the can,

Thus a pupil

(Ud not know what baking powders he wo.s a.nalyz1ngj

Each pupil was e; 1 ven two brands and was requlred to make
the followins qualltatlve tests:
(a) carbonate; (b) phosphate; (c) sulfate; (d) tartrnte;

(e) alum; (f) starch; (g) egg white~
The individual f indlngs were combined a.nd the i'ollowing

data were tabulated in each pupil's note booki
Starch

Calumet

K.C.

Royal
Health Club

Rumford

Clabbcr Girl

Yes
Yea
Yes

Yes

Yea
Yes

Bodium
Bicarbonate
Yes
Yes

Yea
Yes
Yes
Yes

Ta1,tro.te

Phosphate

Ho
Ho
Yes

Yes

Ho
No

No·.·.

Yes'

No

Yes
Yes
Yes

s.

A.
Yes
Yes
·.No•
Yes

No

Yes

s.

Egg Whit

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
Yes
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s.

Hote:

A.

s.

means sodium aluminum sullate commonly

miscalled alum.

'fo detel'\nine the kind of carbonate,

tartrate., etc., the labels were referred to,
li'rom these data each student was expected to make tbe follow-

ing observations:
1.

Starch was present.:in 'c-11 the baking powders,

2,

Sodium bicarbon& t·e was present ln a.11.

3.

Tartrate was found in Royal only.

4.

Egg White was found in all but Health Club.

5.

Phosphate ands. A.

K.
6.

c.,

s.

were common ingredients of

Calumet, Health Club, ana Cla.bber Girl.

Phosphate only was found in Rumford in the absence

of

s. A. s.

On the basis of a 11 these data., the baldng powders were classified as follows:
1.

Tartro.te - Exan1ple - Royal

21'

Phosphate - Ex.ample - Rumford

s. Alum - Example - Hone
4•

Sold

Alum-Phosphate -Example Gir
G-irl, and Calu.'llet.

K.c.,

Health Club, Clabber

The following experiments v1ero performed by the teacher to
demonstrate the roactlons of the acid ingredient in the various

t:ypes of reactions wl th baking soda,

The last two arc 'home-

1.

2NaAl (S04) +

Na.HC03--) 2Al (0H) 3 t 4Ua2S04 + 6C0 2 <

2,.

3Caif4(P04)z +

8NnIIC03~ Ca3(P04) +

4Ua2 HP04 + 8C02 -t 8H20

3.

HK(C4H4O 6 )

4.

R2C4H406

t

NaHC03~

5.

Sour :Milk

+

Balcing Soda~ Carbon Dioxide t __ .,:? ___ _

6.

i!lnegar

+

+

NaHC03~ KNa(C4H405) TC02.., H20
Nn2(C4H405) + CO2+ HzO

.
Bo.king Soda--,. Carbon Dlox i ao+
__ _:? ___ _

If baking soda alone is heated, only part of the CO2 is
liberated and snl soda., .sometLx1es cal1ed washing sodn, is

produced which is distanste.:t'ul.
2NaHC0 3 .. hes. t

Tho rea.cti011 ls as follows:

Na 2 co 3 "' H2 o "' CO2

The gas evolved was run in to lime water which is a test for
carbon dioxide.

rfue residues left in the boked product are

considered later.
Baking Powder Efficiency Test:
Purpose:

(a) To determine the amount of carbon dioxide

produced by the various buldn.rJ powders.

(b) To determine

the cost per 01.mcc of the various brands of baking powder.
:Metllod:

In tbh experiment 10 grams of be.king powder

were placed in a gas generator.

Adrl dilute hydrochloric

acld slowly until all the gas is given off.

Catch gus by

water displacement in a 1000 c.c. gruduated cylinder.
pair of students tested two baking pov.rders.

Each

The results

obtained W(;)re as follows:

Vol. gr.. s from
10 g1ns •
Health Club
Royal
Calumet
Rumford
K.

c.

0labber Girl

865
833
800
805
850
825

cc

cc

cc
cc
cc
cc

Cost per
can
9

cents

39 cents

23 cents
25 cents
13 cents
10 cents

A,;,it.

can

in

12 o:z.
12 oz.
16 oz.
12 oz.
15 oz.
12 oz.

Cost per
ounce
.'75 cents
3.25
1.50
2.10
.87 cents
..:85 cents

The baking p~wder here reported was purchased in Manhattan,

Kansas, March 10, 1935.
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Conclusions:

1.

There was no great variation in the amount of CO2
given off by each.

s.

'.rhe cost ranged f':t•om .75 bents per oz. (Health Club)

to 3.25 cents per ounce, (Royal).
3,

The alum phosphate baking powders ranged in price
from .75 cents per ounce (Health Club) to 1.so
per ounce (Calumet).

4.

rhe cost of the acid ingredients to libora tc an

1

equal amount of carbon dioxide could be arranged
in the order of price a a follows:

a.

Cream of Tartar

b.

Tartaric Acid

c.

Calcium Acid Phosphate

Taste Test:
P,.rpose:

To determine lf certain baking powders lenve

a better taste in the baked products.

Method:

Two girls from.each class baked the biscuits.

The baking powders used were Rumford, Health Club, Calumet

and Royal.

100 pupils tasted the biscuits.

Data:
This number of pupils thought they detected o. bo.d taste
in the blacults in which the following bakinc; po·wders wore

used.
Rumford •••••••••••••• 20 pupils
11
Health Club •••••••••• 20
Calumet •••••••••••••• 24
n
Royal•••••••••••••••• 23
«
All samole::J tasted the snme
-

24
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.Por check purposes seven pupils were given .four biscui ta
each.

All these biscuits were made from the same baking

powder.
The results v1ere:

Three students detected no dif'ference
in taste,.

Four students detected a difference
in taste.
Conclus1 on s
1.

No baking powd'.er seemed better than any other baking

powder,
2.

The imagination seemed to influence the decisions of

the pupils.

q,uestionno:lre sent to Consun1ers
Purpose:

To determine the consumers viewpoint.
''To determine the kinds used and results obtained.

Questionnaire on Eakin[:; Powder:

----------

1.

What kind-of bal-cing powder do you use?

2.

Why do you use th1a brand?

Check tho following reasons:

---

a..

Cheapest

b.

No taste in baked product

c•

Recommended by naiehbor

d.

My m:>the1... used 1 t

e.

Highly advertised_ __

f.

Recommended by gnocer

g.

Better luck v;ith this ktnd

h.

More healthful

. 1.

---

---

---

---

-----

Important ingredient made fro1;1 grapes_ _

---

j•

Double action .

lt.

Ta.kos leas

1.

Baked product rises better

---

----

3.
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---

m.

Contains no alum

n.

Contains phosphate n&,de from bones

o.

Bakes faster

---

---

nave you used any brand of baking powder which he.d any
of the following objectionable features.

Uote:

Drand:

---

a.

Baked

product would not rise well

b.

Baked

product had a bad taste

c.

Pried too hleµ

d.

Had to use tco much

e.

Objectionable type of advertising

r.

Do, :you think it healthful

Remarks:

Hame of

----

------------------- ---------

This questionnaire was answered by 170 housewives from
all parts of the city.

Also the opinions of sever,al

home e cono::1lcs teachers were obtained.
Tjpicul At1swera to Questions:

1.

Kind used and why? -- 'l'wel vo housewl ves used IC.C. and

nearly all checked the following:
Better lucl: with this kind.

Baked product rises better.
Double action.
No taste in baked product.
2.

Cheap.

Have you used any brand which had the following objectionable features?

'l'wclve hnd used

R.c.

f'ollov1ing objectionable f'euturea:
Baked product does not rise.

fad taste in baked product.

and chocked the
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Have to use too much.

Cakes break open.
A Borne Econo~uioa expert wrote:

"I use a cheap alum-phosphate

baldr:e powder because the resul ta are the sa:ne p!'oviding the

correct tu:tount 1 s used.
ing powder.

It is better to use leS:3 of this bak-

!.!any housowlves make the mistake of usine more

of the cheaper baking powders when they should use less.
One is just o.s healthful as t:1e o \her. 11

apace will not permit

the tabulations of all the dnta:
Conclusions:

1.

A housewife's opinion is worthless as a criterion for
intelligent choice.

2.

Mnny housewl ves used baking powders because they were
cheap.
::1oat of ' the well-to·-do housewives used Royal
Baking· Powder.
.

3.

A number of' women are using the varlous be.king powders
with good results,

Hoalthfulnesn:
Co::11nl ttee on F'oodl of the f,.,-ncrican Medical Assoc la tion

are of tt1e opinion that "the alum-phosphate bakine powders

aro just as healthful as the tartrate baking powder., in fact

the calclum and phosphorus in tho co.lclura o.cid phosphate
nid in bui ld:lng bones and teoth. 11 1

.Advertising:
Spaco·will not permit us to give the data concerning
advertising.
Conclusions:
1.

Royal Laking powder is most highly aclvertised.

1 UcCray,

D.:iria

N.,

A Housewife Looks at the Com~,11ttee

pn I•'oods. Hygeia; Vol. 12, pp. ~30-fi3L UJot a direct
quo tu tlon.)
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2.

Most of the r,dvertlsements were :misleading.

3.

Advertising does not serve as a criterion for intclli3ent buying.

4.

Sl.xty-five percent of the consumers, who unsworod the
questionnaire, used t :·,,e two baking powders wb:i.ch were
most highly advertised, ·Royal and Calumet.
In conclusion the pupils were asiced the f'ollm1ing question:

In your opinion what is t~1e beat baldng powder which we have
studied?

State your reasons.

The student could choose any be.king powder ho prefercd
but his reasons for choosinc it were supposed to be 1n harmony
with data collected in the experiment, or with othe?• authorita-

tive data.,

